
【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 1 희망과 불굴의 의지가 답이다.

v필수어휘 van, spite, frustrate, fool, classical 적용 v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

The classical (usually) tells the truth. The first rule to keep in life is “Fortitude and hope”

Just as a van driven by a serious fool is as dangerous (as a man of spite), 

being easily frustrated is as dangerous (as death). Fight off frustration.

다음 글의 흐름으로 보아, 밑줄 친 부분중 어법상 자연스럽지 못한 것은? (수능)

As the zoo, Simaba the lion was very sick.

The animal doctor came and tried giving him

some red meat ①full of medicine. Poor

Simba did not even raise his head. Finally,

Simba ②stopped to breathe. The doctor said,

③with tears in his eyes, “I regret to tell you

that Simba is dead.” The little children ④

were very shocked to hear it. “I feel like

I’ve lost an old friend. I can remember ⑤

reporting Simba’s birth,” said a reporter.　
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 2 사랑의 치유에는 인내가 필요하며, 사랑이 삶의 이유이다.

v필수어휘 amateur, sand, psychological, application, beach 적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Though everyday’s breeze and tranquil erosion might seem  meaningless (to the eyes of an amateur) 

as a beautiful beach  is  completed (after finishing the work of application) (with 

many grains of tiny sand),

small but unceasing love and attention heals  a huge psychological wound.

다음 글의 흐름으로 보아, 밑줄 친 부분중 어법상 자연스럽지 못한 것은?    (2월 대성)

Last Saturday, I had one of the worst

experiences in my life. I ①was on my way

to a party with my boyfriend. ②Listening to

music on the radio, we were looking forward

to ③seeing our friends. We stopped for a

red light when the accident happened. Then I

saw a car speeding through the red light and

④ran over a girl. There was a terrible

screaming. We didn't feel much like ⑤going

to a party after that.　
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 3 책은 자신을 성찰하는 훌륭한 도구이다.

v필수어휘 literary deserve tissue literature cure 적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

A literary book (which purifies human soul) is  a cure (for a diseased mind),

(like tissues) (wiping filth) It deserves  more (than the same weight of gold).

Literature is  the map of human reflection.

다음 글에서 밑줄 친 부분 중, 어법상 틀린 것은? (수능)

Yesterday I went to a bookstore ①to buy a

book about computers. I asked a clerk ②

where did they have books about computers.

She said that ③they were on the second

floor. ④I was surprised that there were a

large number of books. It took me a long

time ⑤to find one that was for beginners

like me.　
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 4 행복에 필요한 것은 자유와 할 일이다.

 v필수어휘 quantity tide anybody coup manner 적용 v 

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

If we can measure  the quantity of happiness, who is  the happiest (in the world)?

Anybody wants  to make a coup  (in happiness). 

(How) can  we stay  (long) (on the tide of emotion called happiness)? What we 

need is  freedom and a work to do. 

Things (needed to get the work of your dream)  are  sacrifice, diligence, abstinence and fortitude. 

These things appear to be more important (than the vacant positive manner of thoughts)(without sweat).

다음 글에서 밑줄 친 부분 중, 어법상 틀린 것은?   (9월 대성)

Mr. Carter made a speech. However, after his speech there ① were few 

people who wanted to shake hands with him. He ②should have kept

 his promise to get support from the audience. But he always ③ 

failed to do so. Or he should have known the reason: he promised much but 

④ keeps his promise little. He should remember that what someone does

is much more important than ⑤ what he says.　
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 5 게으름의 끝에는 죽음이 있다.

v필수어휘  infect flag construct reluctant exciting  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

He (who is reluctant to take daily sweat) is constructing oncoming prison of pain. 

Hang a flag at half mast (for those who are infected by laziness). 

“For free” is not something exciting but something dangerous 

(which leads you to laziness.) Success demands that you be industrious. No exception.

다음 글에서 밑줄 친 부분 중, 어법상 틀린 것은? (11월 교육청연합)

Put some salt on the end of your tongue. It

① seems to have a strong taste, doesn't it?

Wash your mouth out. Put some salt ② at

the back of your tongue. You don't taste it

as much there, ③ are you? Try some other

foods that ④ are sweet, bitter, or sour. Put

them on different parts of your tongue. Find

out which part ⑤ is most sensitive to

different tastes.
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 6 이해를 위해서는 지식과 대화가 필요하다.

v필수어휘  overnight ethnic assured rough accurate  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(For the ethnic harmony to be assured),

 we need not  rough understanding (made up overnight)

but ample conversation and accurate knowledge (about each other). 

Wait a second, It seems that men and women, too, are different peoples.

각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. (수능) 

When you attempt to do something and fail,

you have to ask (A) [you / yourself] why

you have failed to do what you intended. (B)

[Answer / Answering] this question in a

new, unexpected way is the essential

creative act. (C) [It / They] will improve

your chances of succeeding next time.　
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 7 희생해 주는 이 없으면 희생해 주는 자가 되라.

v필수어휘  communicate coal adviser monitor lend  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

If there are lots of monitors and advisers in your life 

(who communicate with you and pretend that they are helpers), 

it’s sad thing if there isn’t somebody (who will lend himself like coal to light you)

when your spark of life is (at risk).

다음 글에서 밑줄 친 부분 중, 어법상 틀린 것은? (수능)

Former U.S. President Jimmy Carter, ①who

promotes Habitat for Humanity, has toured

various countries ②since 1994. In the

summer of 2001, he ③has visited Asan,

Korea, to participate in a house-building

project. It was part of Habitat for Humanity

International's campaign ④to build houses for

homeless people. He worked along with

volunteers for the program, which is ⑤

named after him - the Jimmy Carter Work

Project 2001.　
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 8 지금의 작은 욕심을 버릴 열쇠를 찾아라.

v필수어휘  anywhere fare tennis o'clock acre  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

M
aking just a single tennis court on one acre and indulging in it is a stupidity. 

If you waste your enormous life (on small entertainments), 

you can’t catch the bus of life (toward success anywhere) however much fare you pay, 

just as you can’t ride the 7 o’clock bus (at 8).

각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. (대성)

According to the Bible, the first man (A)

[named / was named] Adam. But this

probably wasn't really his name. In fact, he

may not (B) [have / have had] a name at

all when he was alive. Many historians

believe that Adam was a title (C) [giving /

given] to him by those who wrote the Bible story.
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 9 운은 노력하는 자에게 찾아온다.

v필수어휘  luck output opening cutting alarm  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(Today), cutting edge technologies are alarming the world. 

The inventors (humbly) say that there was some luck in the opening part of the idea and a breakthrough

, (concealing the 99.9% of endeavor behind their output).

다음 글에서 밑줄 친 부분 중, 어법상 틀린 것은? (대성)

People ① who write for children write all

kinds of books. Some ② write about real

things, like stars, cars, or boats. But others

tell stories ③ that are made up. Many of

these stories take place in the past. But

some show ④ what it is like to live today.

These may be about going to school or ⑤ to

be part of a family.
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 10 꿈을 위해 욕구와 본능을 통제하라. 그러면, 그것들은 인생에서 더 큰 값을 하게 된다.

v필수어휘  prompt headquarters stomach eager related  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Human brain, the headquarters of body and mind, is eager to feel safe and satisfied. 

However, (sometimes) it doesn’t seem to (fully) aware that all things are related and 

its stomach is not its whole world. 

Instinct needs prompt satisfaction but we (also) need wisdom and patience.

각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. (중앙)

The area was once a wasteland, (A) [who /

where] no vegetables could grow. But since

gold was (B) [found / finding] there, a great

number of people have rushed into the area.

Suddenly a town (C)[have / has] sprung up

in what was once a no man's land.　
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 11 운명은 노력에 의해 바뀐다.

v필수어휘  twist tall charity appoint assistant  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(In the midst of vicissitudes and twists of life), 

hold out (with diligence) (without spoiling yourself). (Then) you will be a tall giant. 

Life is no charity. 

Only after you pay its toll of sweat (abundantly), it will appoint the ruler (called fate) your assistant.

다음 글에서 밑줄 친 부분 중, 어법상 틀린 것은? (4월 중앙)

Gulliver could make the little men understand

that he ①needed food and drink, and they

climbed on his body and ②to bring him

bread, meat and wine As he was very

hungry, he ③ate all that they gave him. But

the wine contained something that made him

④go to sleep, and while he was sleeping,

the little men got him onto a kind of cart

they ⑤had made.
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 12 굳건한 목적의식이 승패를 좌우한다.

v필수어휘  invasion objective birth Third world  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

The poverty of the Third world results from the birth of democracy (which has vivid objective) 

and communism (in Europe) and their economic invasion. 

Is the invader to blame? or (because of the paucity in individuals (who have a sense of 

purpose) in the Third world)?

　

각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. (4월 대성)

Watching *fireflies (A) [is / are] one of the

nicest things about summer evenings. Did

you ever wonder why fireflies light up?

Some scientists think the lights keep off

birds that may (B) [eat / eating] them.

Others think the fireflies use their lights (C)

[say / to say] "Hello" to their friends.

* firefly: 반딧불
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

  13 근면을 미래를 그리는 붓이다.

v필수어휘  gross household technical equivalent outline  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

When you’re young, future seems to be a dim outline but the brush is (on your hand). 

A sure technical way of success is diligence. 

It’s a household word and should be (at the core of your life). 

Who doesn’t know the absence of it is the equivalent of gross mistake of life?

다음 글의 흐름으로 보아, 밑줄 친 부분 중 어법상 자연스럽지 못한 것은? (4월 대성)

American mothers ① have always worked

hard. Traditionally, most American mothers

② worked only at home or on the farm. It

was their job to take care of the children

and ③ helped with the farm work. Now

many American mothers also ④ work outside

the home. Life is expensive in the U.S., and

families ⑤ need much money.
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 15 시간을 귀하게 여기면 명예가 찾아오고 무시하면 수치가 찾아온다.

v필수어휘  ballot elsewhere remind shame plastic  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

You can change your appearance (by plastic surgery) and your leader (by ballot).

But you can’t change bygone time (with anything elsewhere). 

You don’t necessarily need something that reminds you of the preciousness of time 

cause you (already) know that if you ignore time, shame will visit you.

각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. (5월 종로)

It was very late when an old beggar came to

a rich farmyard. He had travelled far that

day, (A) [so / because] he was tired and

hungry. He said to himself, "I must (B) [find

/ be found] somewhere to sleep, because it

is snowing." He thought, "I would go up

there. The farmer would help me. He could

probably give me somewhere to (C) [lie /

lying] down." So the old beggar walked up

to the farmhouse and he knocked on the door.
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 16 대중매체의 악영향을 통제하라.

v필수어휘  cable weekly offensive install besides  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Lots of daily and weekly cable channels (installed in your home) could act (as an anesthesia to your soul).

(Besides), Several researches suggest 

that regular exposure to these could make your child offensive one (with high possibility).

다음 글에서 밑줄 친 부분 중, 어법상 틀린 것은? (5월 종로)

"What is your name, please?" said Jim. "I

don't know," said the young man in the bed.

①"Where do you live?" asked Jim. The man

didn't answer. ②Jim looked at the doctor

who was standing by the bed." ③ He was hit

by a car while ④he is wailing across the

street. He isn't badly hurt, but he has lost

his memory," said the doctor." ⑤ Don't you

remember anything at all?" asked the doctor.　
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 17 자기연민의 악한 굴레를 쳐부수라.

v필수어휘  thick era mutual combination smart  적용 v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

The absence of famine and that of tangible danger give the male no need of risking his life.

The mutual combination (between these) has made the male weak and 

the modern era is covered (with the thick forest of romantic self-pity) (rather than combative spirit). 

Be smart  and see through what makes you weak.

다음 각 [ ] 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. (5월 중앙)

Many people (A) [rise / raise] plants inside

their homes. The plants can be grown by

them well in pots indoors. Someone must

water (B) [it / them] from time to time.

Most plants must (C) [place / be placed]

near a sunny window or under a special

light.　
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 18 긴 시간 포기하지 않는 태도는 가히 영웅적이다.

v필수어휘  counsel definition tail gap publisher  적용v 

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

A small book publisher counseled a man to give up publishing his book. 10 years has passed. 

(Now), the biggest publisher tells him to write. What is the definition of success? 

As there is a gap (called body) (between a tail and a head),

 there is a huge part of time and course (you should take) (to win succeess)

다음 글에서 밑줄 친 부분 중, 어법상 틀린 것은? (5월 중앙)

Drums ① have been known over the years

throughout history. Some tribes sent signals

or messages with them. Other tribes wanted

them to ② make bad spirits run away. They

were even used to tell ③ what kind of

visitor was coming. The skins ④ become

tighter before rain. Drums are always needed

to keep time for dancing as well as ⑤ gave

the marching beats for parades.

* marching beat: 행진의 북소리　
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

  19 화를 참는 자가 하나의 성을 구한 자보다 낫다. 

v필수어휘  throat barely given concert bury  적용 -19번v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

It is a virtue to shout in rock concerts (like rupturing your throat). But never even raise your voice (in rage to others). 

(Given the destructive result of anger), it’s way better not to get angry.

If you bury your anger (in stillness), you are better (than a hero who defended a castle) 

cause the result of anger tends to be (barely) recovered.

각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. (6월 교육청연합)

In the United States, there (A) [is / are]

four main ways to travel: by bus, by car, by

train and by plane. (B) [Go / Going] by bus

is cheap. A bus usually stops to pick up

people in every city and town. But some

buses stop only in the big cities. For

example, it is possible to go from New York

to Boston without (C) [stop / stopping].　
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 20 비방과 험담에는 감춰진 목적이 있다.

v필수어휘  scandal allegation volunteer switch engineer  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(In politics), when allegations of corruption of an upright person (suddenly) come up,

don’t be an idiotic volunteer to believe those cause it's (barely) true.

(Rather), switch the direction of attention (to the source of the information). 

Find the purpose of the scandal (like an experienced engineer) if you don’t want to lose the light of the times

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  (6월 교육청연합)

The room ①was full of excited young people

who came from eight Asian countries. They

②were dressed in colorful clothes. I spoke

in Korean to a young man ③who looked like

a Korean. ④To my surprise, he answered in

fluent English. He was from Vietnam. I

wondered ⑤why did he look so much like a

Korean.　
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 21 선악 사이에서 행한 일의 결과는 반드시 되돌아온다.

v필수어휘  steam convert assistance grain exploit  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

You cannot convert a grain (into a plant in a day). 

(Likewise), (for the result of good and evil to show up), the assistance of time is needed. 

If you did something good or evil, wait. Nobody can’t grip steam (with bare hands) and exploit it but 

it (surely) returns (to you) (by the name of rain).

각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. (7월 교육청연합)

Four years ago, I (A) [find / found] myself

in a difficult situation. I wasn't able (B) [to

buy / buying] books for my studies because

I didn't have any money. I was very (C)

[worrying / worried]. The books were

expensive and I had lost my job. I felt

unhappy and anxious. I didn't know what to do.　
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 22 날마다의 생각과 행동이 쌓여 그대를 만든다.

v필수어휘  pleasant silence recording wake zone  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

What you see, feel and think are thrown (into the recording zone of your brain) and

(in the world of subconsciousness), it accumulates (in silence) to make what you are

Throw away pleasant but trivial things. Cause certain things you think pleasant is not (at all) pleasant (after all).

Wake up (early) and pay the price (for your dream) (day and night).

다음 밑줄 친 부분 중, 어법상 어색한 것은? (7월 교육청연합)

A pig is a pig. A hog is a hog. ①Most

people don't know the difference. But ②

farmers do. They use the two terms ③to

talk about young and adult swine. ④Both

pigs or hogs are swine. A pig is a young

swine. A hog is an adult. People ⑤who don't

know this usually call all swine pigs.　
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 23 폭력적 힘은 최후의 수단이 될 수 없다.

v필수어휘  resort takeover borrow sample location  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

If a ruler who gained power (through unlawful takeover) wants to borrow samples of success (in ruling people), 

lead him (to the lowest location) and tell him. 

“Power is not the last resort of all problem. Could you earnestly think of yourself (as a servant)?”

(A), (B), (C)에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. [3월]

Last Saturday afternoon, I went to a football

match in London. My dad got me a ticket for

the final against Holland. The match was really

(A) exciting / excited from the start. Holland

scored a goal after ten minutes, and they were

playing really well. After half time, however,

England played (B) better / best . Rooney, my

favorite player, was excellent. After sixty

minutes, he scored the first goal. Ten minutes

later he scored another goal, and the score was

2-1! I think Rooney’s the best player. He plays

better, runs faster, and (C) shoots / shooting

harder than all the other players.
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 24 경험과 영혼에 각인된 신념.

v필수어휘  glad mess pole faith written  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Faith inscribed in experience and soul is (by far) the strongest. Nothing can 
mess it up.

(Not even time). However, faith written on lips and paper can’t bring the pole 

(on which the flag of glad tidings is hung), however much time passes.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  (3점) [3월]

You ①awaken and watch the news of a

morning traffic jam. Although you leave home

early for a doctor's appointment, you arrive ②

too late to find parking. After ③waiting two

hours for a 15-minute consultation, you wait

again to have your prescription filled. ④Return

home to the evening news, you watch crowds

of youths throwing stones somewhere in the

Middle East. As you ⑤set the alarm clock for

the next morning, one neighbor's car alarm

goes off and another's air conditioner starts to

run. So goes a day in the life of an average

American.
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 25 마음의 소리를 따르는 것은 때론 죽음을 의미한다.

v필수어휘 clock react persuade phase liberate  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

If it is true, don’t be afraid (of reacting differently).

If it is true, be the first (to accept the new phase of change).

Liberate those who are ignorant (from their ignorance) and persuade those who are obstinate under convention.

The clock of the history of mankind is ticking (again today).

(A), (B), (C)에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. [3월]

One day I was sitting at home and someone

(A)[called me up / called up me] and said that

she had problems with a certain computer

program. She had just gotten a computer and

knew nothing about it. The first thing I told her

to do was (B)[opened / to open] Windows. After

I said that, I could hear her windows (C)[are /

being] opened in the house. Then she came

back to the phone and said, "I opened all the

windows." I had to tell her to open MS

Windows on the PC, not her house windows!　
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 26 변화에 반응하는 것은 생명의 특성이다.

v필수어휘  brand disappear commentator metal well-known  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

There’s no absolute commentator of the future.

Even a well-known brand would disappear (in people’s mind), if it neglected the wind of change.

(Now), new substances like graphene

 (which is transparent, flexible, thinner than paper and stronger than metal) are (near us).

다음 글에서 밑줄 친 부분 중, 어법상 틀린 것은? [3월]

The invention of Ivory Soap, ①one of the

world's most popular brands, was an accident.

The manufacturer had begun making a product

②calling White Soap in 1878. But one day a

factory worker went to lunch, forgetting ③to turn

off the mixing machine. As a result, ④much

more air than usual was added to the soap.

When the air-filled product was unmolded, it

became the world's first floating soap.

Customers loved the soap because it could not

⑤be lost at the bottom of a tub.

* unmold: 틀에서 떼어내다
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 27 인간은 자기 운명의 절대자가 아니다.

v필수어휘  intense nod heaven confrontation satellite  적용v

E
ven in the time of satellite), when people are (in the predicament) or 

have intense confrontation (with their adversaries in warfare), they sought 

heaven’s help (together on the nod). 

(Only after running into an inevitable situation), (with his power useless), 

humans kneel upon their knees (before the truth) (that he is not the being who created himself). 

The man who despise God is a fool” - Napoleon.

(A), (B), (C) 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 어휘를 고르시오. [3월]

Several years ago, Ken had a car accident.

Ever since, he (A) [was / has been] in a

wheelchair. It is hard for him to turn on lights,

open doors, or pick up things. That is (B)[why /

how] Sinbad, his ‘service dog,’ is so important

to him. Sinbad (C)[has trained / has been trained]

to help people like Ken. With his dog's help,

Ken can now get to work and take care of his

home.
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 28 사랑의 고통마저도 일의 에너지로 만들 줄 알아야 한다.
 

v필수어휘  penalty swim precisely ceasefire hire  적용v

Do you (precisely) know what the penalty of the jealousy is? 

Jealousy hires a monster that knows no ceasefire. 

However it (rather) chases you until you plunge (into the burning sea of oil)

(, where) there is hardly a way to swim out. That’s the penalty of being jealous.

(A), (B), (C) 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. [4월]

Destruction of the world's rain forests is a 

serious problem. Unfortunately, they are

disappearing. As part of a class project, the

students (A) [who / whose] teacher is Mike

Myers bought three acres of rain forest in Costa

Rica. They hope that the land they bought will

be protected and not destroyed. They became

so (B) [interesting / interested] in rain forests

that they decided to get a closer look at a real

rain forest. So last month, Myers and four of

his students went on an (C) [eight-day / 

eight-days] trip to visit the rain forests.
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 29 적의 약점은 파악하고 자신의 약점은 수정하라.

v필수어휘  sudden tradition so-called publication habit.  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

So-called sudden attack is the tradition of war. 

Beware of the publication of your shortcomings and habits (to your enemy).

(However), (fighting with ourselves), do we have any choice? You are the one

(who knows the true weakness of yourself) and you are the very enemy (who collapses you). 
The choice is (always) yours

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [4월]

A force can change the motion of an object that

is already ①moving. In a soccer game, one

player *applies a force to the ball ②by kicking

it toward the goal. A player from ③the other

team kicks the moving ball in a different

direction. His kick applies a force that changes

the motion of the ball. If you throw a ball

straight up in the air, it does not keep ④going

up forever. The force of gravity changes the

ball's motion, ⑤caused it to fall back to the ground.

*apply 쓰다. 사용하다
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 30 때로는 나 이외의 사람들을 생각해야 한다.

v필수어휘  pet everywhere lovely luxury elegant  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Have a look around (over the boundaries).

While some societies teem with lovely, luxury and elegant pets (everywhere),

some other societies teem with starved, diseased and dying children. 

We need not only sympathetic heart but also systemic approach (for them).

(A), (B), (C) 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. [4월]

Robert Frost's works are an important part of

the American literature. One of the reasons that

his writing holds such a universal appeal (A)[is /

are] the simplicity and conversational writing

style. While reading the works of Robert Frost,

one almost feels (B)[even if / as if] the poet

himself were in the same room speaking directly

to the reader. (C)[Despite / Though] the

poem's simplicity, the messages conveyed in

Frost's writings are meaningful and memorable.
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 31 창조적 사고는 부정적인 마음으로는 만날 수 없다.

v필수어휘  dust ease forest entertainment creative  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(Where) can we get creative thinking (with ease). 

It (usually) comes (from going through the forest of desperation) or (sometimes) 

(after getting out of long contemplation)

(from the moments of entertainment) (as an unexpected guest) and 

rarely (from negative thoughts or burdened mind).    Dust off your mind.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?   [4월]

There are many programs for homeless people.

Some of these programs are ①run by the

government; ②others by churches and other

private organizations. These programs manage

shelters. In the shelters, the homeless people

can eat warm meals, take showers, and ③

sleep. They can stay at the shelter for a short

time while they look for jobs. There are people

at the shelters who talk with the homeless and

④help them with their problems. Other organizations do

not have shelters, but ⑤it runs soup kitchens. These

are places that serve hotmeals to homeless people.
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 32 인간은 빵만으로 살지 않는다.

v필수어휘  assembly pan corporate breakfast ought  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

A life having a quick breakfast early in the morning, lunch at the corporate cafeteria and 

having pans of cuisine and drinks in an assembly of fellow workers in the evening.

It seems it ought to be the final goal of many of us. It’s big (in that it maintains our livelihood).

But we should not lose the balance (for our true happiness) since human doesn’t live (only by bread)

다음 글 (A)~(C) 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 골라, 바르게 짝지으시오. [5월]

Most wedding customs (A) [observed /

observing] in the U.S. today began in other

countries and past centuries. Some are based

on old superstitions about ways (B) [bring / to

bring] the couple good luck and many children.

Others symbolize the marital promise of lifelong

devotion. The traditional American bride wears a

long white gown and a veil. In early times,

people thought the veil would protect the bride

from evil spirits. The groom usually wears a

tuxedo, (C) [what / which] is commonly rented

just for his wedding day.            
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 33 죽는 자 살고 사는 자 죽는다.

v필수어휘  pleasure winning routine register cottage  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Watch your routine activities, write trifle pleasures (in your daily life) and 

if you feel these things are killing your dream, slay them (all) (then) you will avoid real death. 

Don’t evade the life (even like living in an unregistered cottage in a mountain), 

if it is (for your winning the victory)

다음 글에서 밑줄 친 부분 중, 어법상 틀린 것은? [5월]

There are many things trees can do for our

lives. Some of the good things that trees do for

us ①is easy to see. Trees give us many of the

foods ②that we eat. Apples, oranges, and

lemons come from trees. Many different nuts

come from trees. The seeds of the cacao tree

are dried, toasted, and then ③mashed into

paste. This paste is used to ④make chocolate.

Even chewing gum is made using trees! Wood

from trees is made into paper. Think of all of

the paper you use for ⑤reading and writing.
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 34 고난이 축복이 되게 하라.

v필수어휘  assault backing muscle desert lens  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Muscle up. Do not complain that where you are is like a desert and there is no backing. 

(There), the sun is closest (to you).

Gather sunlight (with magnifying lens) and focus it (on your goal). Hardship is a disguised blessing.

Burn off your flaws. The No.1 adversaries are (always) ourselves. Take enemy’s fortress (by assault).

(A), (B), (C) 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 골라 짝지으시오.  (3점) [5월]

There's a town in Oregon (A) [which / whose]

name perhaps sounds stranger than any other

place name in the United States. It is called

Boring. It's a suburb of Portland. Boring is a

town that absolutely has nothing to recommend

it to the world, except the ridiculous name.

When I heard that there were Boring Middle

School and Boring High School in Oregon, I

couldn't stop (B) [to laugh / laughing]. I wonder

what it’s (C) [like / likely] to study in those

schools.
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 35 죽은 과거는 죽은 자에게 맡기라.

v필수어휘  helicopter hook consistent communication snap  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

A helicopter (on the hook) cannot take off. If you keep consistent communication (with your miserable past),

it’s impossible (for you) to live your life fully. That’s the reason enough. Snap it off. 

The past has no right (to require your present and future) unless the past is a crime.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [5월]

Usually, wild dogs of Africa ① are born in

January and February. One mother dog may

have eight to ten pups, which she hides in a

hole underground. By the time the pups are ten

weeks old, they begin to look more like the

other dogs in the pack. ② Though small, they

are already learning the ways of the older

animals. Soon they are ready to follow the

pack, ③ wherever it goes. During the first three

months of the pups' life, the pack usually

remains as much in one place as it can. Once

the pups are ready, though, the pack ④ moves

on. Moving, of course, allows the pups more

chances for hunting their prey and ⑤ find water

during the long dry season.
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 36 사회가 내면의 빛을 잃고 욕망만 남을 때.

v필수어휘  cap giant rail poem moral  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

When people lose their inner light and only lust is left, moral hazard is rampant, giants trample the weak,

individuals rail at their fate, their heads are capped (with the ash of rage) and they forget poems. 

And they (still) don’t realize the start of all this. Keep your mind (for yourself first) and (for others second).

(A), (B), (C) 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 골라 짝지으시오. [5월]

Vincent van Gogh, a famous Dutch artist,

painted some of his most (A) [wonderfully /

wonderful] paintings in Arles, in the south of

France. However, he was mentally ill. During

one of his moments of madness he attacked his

friend, the artist Paul Gauguin. In another

moment of madness, he cut off part of his own

ear. Van Gogh (B) [put / was put] into a mental

hospital, but he did not get any better. Finally,

on Sunday, July 27, 1890, Vincent van Gogh

took a gun, went into a cornfield, and shot (C)

[him / himself]. His last words were “La tristesse

durera,” which means “the sadness will

continue.”
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 37 양심이 주는 신호에 굴복하라.

v필수어휘  inform command electronic climb pocket  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Conscience is not (like a signal) (given from an electronic device) but it (surely) informs you certain signs and

commands you to do the right thing. You cannot put it (in your pocket) and forget. 

It is (always) ready to climb up (through your throat). Do not kill or run away from it. 

Kneel down (before it)

다음 중 어법상 틀린 것은? [5월]

The discovery of two more moons around Pluto

had raised some questions like ① how can it

have 3 moons altogether despite its small size.

Scientists are already offering opinions on it.

One idea is that a large object fell into Pluto,

② breaking pieces off the planet. After billions

of years spinning around Pluto, those pieces ③

could have come together to form moons. ④

Another opinion is that the two little moons

were originally just small *asteroids pulled into

orbit around Pluto. Astronomers believe that the

moon’s orbit of Pluto will ⑤ allow them to learn

more about Pluto’s size and structure.     *asteroid 소행성
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 38 인류 역사는 독서의 중요성을 강조한다.

v필수어휘  friendship, merely, qualified, consultant  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

When your heart is (baldy) hurt and even friendship gives you (merely) some condolence,

there seems to be no helper, but you can still find a qualified consultant 

who can give unanticipated light (on your life) (with fine and diverse views). 

It is called a book. It’s small and light whereas its impact is big and enormous

(A), (B), (C) 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 골라 바르게 짝지으시오. [6월]

Before aspirin was invented, some people made

a drink from the bark of a tree (A) [calling /

called] the white willow. This drink made their

pains and fever (B) [go / to go] away. People

had been drinking a white willow bark for

thousands of years, but no one knew why it

helped. Then, in the 1830s, scientists in

England analyzed all the things that (C) [was /

were] in the bark of the white willow. They

discovered which part of the plant stopped the

pain. They called this pain-stopping substance

salicin. Soon people started making medicines

with salicin and selling it.
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 39 꿈을 품고 자신을 망치지 말며 마음의 때를 기다리라.

v필수어휘  rural mirror brilliant tool pill 부분 적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

You think somebody is more brilliant or fitter than you? Don’t you ever put your judgement (on appearance).

Human body and brain are (just) tools of your mind. When you meet something (that can trigger your inner-fire), 

you will act, practice and learn. Everything, everything will change (to your mind). 

(So), (until then) never spoil yourself. (Most of all), never give up. 

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [6월]

Even flowers can work for us. Not only they look

①pretty but also one kind of flowers ②is used

to tell how much smog is in the air over

Tokyo. Its name is Winter Queen Gamma 3,

③that is a kind of begonia. ④When left out for

six days in smog, it gets white spots on its

leaves. If the smog continues for two more

days, the spots turn into blisters. Then the

leaves turn brown and are filled with holes. The

flowers are working ⑤to warn people living

there of this danger.  

* blister 물집, 수포
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 41 독서, 근면이 있는 낙천주의, 근면이 있는 미래, 게으름 제거, 그러면 낙담은 없다.

v필수어휘  mood air force port predict presidency  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Reading is the driving air force of your thinking and optimism the navy of your mind. 

Sit in the presidency of your life and make diligence predict your future. 

Don’t put your eyes (on the cloud of delusion) and never stay (at the port of laziness). 

(Then) you shall be (in no mood of frustration).

(A), (B), (C) 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오 [6월]

The Newton Outdoor Flea Market opened

Saturday. The new market is (A) [located /

locating] at Highway 57 and King Avenue near

downtown Newton. The market has more than

100 stands (B) [which / where] sell new and

used clothing, books, tools, and more. The

market also sells fresh fruit and vegetables, and

plenty of *refreshments. Saturday’s grand

opening was a big success. More than 800

people (C) [shopped / have shopped] at the

market since the opening. Shop owners are

very happy.

*refreshments：가벼운 음식물, 다과
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 42 인내와 사랑을 위한 투혼은 아름다운 이름을 남긴다.

v필수어휘  stem tap shift athlete deposit  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Beauty stems from true love. However, true love is not (easily) seen, (surrounded with deposit of mud).

No all-round athlete can shift the mud and tap into it. 

Only diligence and patience can sweep the mud away. 

Patience and fighting-spirit for love will give you beautiful names.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은? [6월]

If you want to get ① close enough to wild

animals to photograph them in their natural

habitats, you need to become as ② invisibly to

them as possible. ③ Rubbing dirt and ashes on

your skin helps you blend into your

surroundings. *Camouflage clothing, which

imitates the random color patterns of grass and

tree leaves, also ④ blends with the background.

Looking for animals just before sunrise is a

good idea, ⑤ because animals cannot see you

easily at this time.  *camouflage：위장
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 43 세상은 생존을 위해 스스로의 잣대를 가진다.

v필수어휘  venture fabric assumption suicide afterwards  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Can you venture a throw of a diamond of the size of a fist (into the middle of the pacific ocean)?

(Whatever the reason is), do not fall (into the  assumption) (that committing suicide is the only answer)

(now and afterwards). Social fabric will estimate your value (with its own yard stick)(for its survival). 

Don’t blame it.  Cause blaming what is natural is a folly.

(A), (B), (C) 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오.  (3점) [7월]

China has often been (A) [criticized / criticizing]

for its abuse of human rights, including freedom

of speech. However, the Chinese government

sees the issue differently. They tie human rights

to development and note that before 1949, 80

percent of its population lived in hunger.

Through tight government controls, China has

(B) [raised / risen] the quality of life for the

majority of its people. The right to quality of life,

they argue, is more important than other rights.

They also argue that a stable society is more

important than the individual rights of those (C)

[who / whose] challenge the government.　
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 44 세상에 원래부터 그런 것이란 없다.

v필수어휘  compose prosecute shout teaching  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

The universe and human soul are composed of something ever changing. 

(On any court) can nobody prosecute their nature (as something guilty). Teachings about something changing and expanding

is to cope with it and challenge. (Thus) open your mind (to the change).

Shout down liar’s voices ) (through truth) (which try to settle for the present saying the world doesn’t change).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [7월]

Do you know that homes ① can make money?

People who film commercials, TV shows, and

movies often need rooms or even whole

houses. One family made ② hundreds of

dollars by letting a movie maker ③ to shoot

part of a film in their dining room. Another

family made more than $1,000 when ④ their

home was used in a commercial for long

distance phone calls. Some homeowners ⑤

were paid up to $2,500 a day for the use of

their houses.
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 45 자기 인생의 운전대를 욕망보다 큰 뜻에 맡기는 자가 큰 승리를 거둔다.

v필수어휘  moreover normally passenger traffic surrender  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

The height of philosophy is to set human free and make human the upright driver of his life. 

But (however hard) we try, we (normally) violate the traffic order of our life. 

(Moreover), you don’t know what the future is. (Sometimes) be the passenger of your life. 

Surrender your steering wheel (to love and sacrifice). If it’s not a lust, something you will receive.

(A), (B), (C) 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. [8월]

When European settlers in Arizona came across

a hole in the ground over four thousand feet

across, they didn't know what it was. The

outside edges of the hole (A)[was / were] raised

200 feet into the air. Thousands of pieces of

shiny metal were (B) [surrounded / surrounding]

this unusual formation. How it was formed was

a mystery for years. Now many scientists say

that they know the answer to the mystery. The

hole (C) [was formed / has formed] fifty

thousand years ago when an *asteroid from

outer space smashed into the earth. *asteriod : 소행성
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 46 절제를 느끼면 행하라.

v필수어휘  sick extreme bake fit disclose  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Do not go (to the extreme) (especially on unfruitful things) and (even on work). 

Don’t bake your bread till it’s burnt and black. 

‘You’ll be sick of its result. So, find the fit point. Seek and disclose the way to abstinence.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은? [8월]

Over 10 percent of the American population ①

has some type of physical or mental disability,

and ② as our population grows older, this

number will increase. Examples of disabilities

are serious difficulty walking, seeing, hearing,

speaking, and even thinking. Historically, ③ the

disabled have been discriminated against. They

have often been isolated and ④ not permitting

to participate in the normal course of lift. In

1990, the Americans with Disabilities Act was

passed. The purpose of this law was to stop

discrimination against Americans ⑤ who are

disabled.
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 47 사람의 분별력은 그 사람의 귀천을 결정한다.

v필수어휘  knee tendency trigger species instruct  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Human species have a tendency (to drop the knee) (to what they earneslty want).

What you earnestly want will control you and can trigger your inner transformation (too).

So, those who seek what they want should be instructed

(by his own conscience  and discernment) (not to fall into liars’ hands).

(A), (B), (C) 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. [8월]

I

n some countries, the law considers you

(A)[enough old / old enough] to die for your

country before you have a right to vote. In

others, you could be forced to become a child

soldier in spite of laws (B)[forbidding / forbid]

the practice. The Convention on the Rights of

the Child says that no one under the age of 15

should fight in a war. Shockingly, however, in

many part of the world, (C)[much / very]

younger children continue to be forced into both

state armies and other armed groups when

conflicts break out - to kill and be killed.
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 48 자유는 공짜가 아니다.

v필수어휘  charter temporary bare code reckon  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(Except those who have temporary insanity), nobody would ask 

if someone (who walks on the beach with bare feet) should be granted a charter (to do it). 

Reckoning free choices (like these) (as a violation of code of conduct) is insanity. 

But an evil ruler stifles people’s freedom and such nations (still) exist (on earth).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은? [8월]

In eastern areas of China, there is shortage of

electricity supply. So, cities ①that are in

desperate need for electricity should even ask

for the assistance in remote places. When we

use electricity, we should remember ② saving

it. Set your air-conditioners at 27℃ ③and you

won't feel less comfortable than when they are

at 26℃. In fact, some factories already shift

their working hours ④to avoid the peak time of

electricity use. My parents don't work from

Monday to Friday as before. They work from

Saturday to Wednesday and ⑤take the

following two days off instead. This is also a

way out, don't you think?
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 49 정신적 가치 충족을 삶의 기준 삼으라.

v필수어휘  empty naturally vary proof singer  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

The proof of being alive (that we feel) varies (individually). 

It might be a naturally given physical one or an invisible mental one. 

Hope your life is by the latter. Cause the former is (like a singer with empty voice).

(A), (B), (C) 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. [8월]

In these days, we are used to (A)[see / seeing]

women play sports in pants. But women had to

struggle for the right to wear pants on a playing

field. For example, Eleanor Sears was an

excellent athlete, but she couldn’t play polo well

with skirts on. Annoyed by a tradition (B)[that /

what] required women to wear skirts even on

the field, Sears decided to challenge it in 1909.

Wearing pants and a jacket, she appeared at

the field and asked to play polo with one of the

teams. (C)[Shocking / Shocked] by her

appearance, the American captain ordered her

off the field. It wasn’t until World War Ⅰ that

pants on the playing field became acceptable

for women.
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 50 바른 것에 대한 열정은 생명을 낳는다.

v필수어휘  intellectual stupid passion embassy curtain  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(Between the nation of the intellectual and that of the stupid), 

there is a thick heavy curtain (not removable easily). 

But each one has its embassy (where they can commute each other). 

One is the passion (for trivial things) and the other is that (for patience and knowledge).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [8월]

Windows were very important in the construction

of *Gothic cathedrals. They allow more light ①

to come into a church. And the scenes in the

glass ② tell stories of the Christian faith.

Windows were also important because the

architects ③ could take out parts of the stone.

Stone is still part of a special kind of window,

but ④ by replacing it with glass, the architects

could make the whole building ⑤ to look more

airy and open.

*Gothic cathedral：고딕 성당
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 51 시간을 좀먹는 바이러스를 제거하라.

v필수어휘  peg wise foreigner virus advanced  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

You cannot advance when your feet is pegged (with daily viruses). Remove meaningless habits.

The wise is not to give his precious time and energy (to a meaninglessly fleeting foreigner). 

Diligence is no natural thing. It depends on a sense of purpose. 

So, you’d better keep your own sense of purpose (at any cost).

(A), (B), (C) 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. [9월]

Small talk is a natural human skill. Like walking,

running or writing, we are all able to do it at

some level. However, the way to get (A)[much /

very] better is to practice. If you start practicing

small talk, you will notice that the hardest part

of having a conversation is starting the

conversation. At the beginning you have to find

something (B)[what / that] the two of you are

interested in talking about. Then you can build

to a full conversation. The reason why people

start talking about the weather or current events

(C)[is / are] that they are harmless and common

to everyone.
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 52 시간 안배를 잘 하고 철저히 지키든지 

v필수어휘  retreat discipline distribution spur text  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

The Distribution of your daily energy may well be one of the cores to your victory. 

The world is like a battlefield so discipline and spur yourself. 

Do not (easily) retreat (to your bedroom or to your own fantasy world). 

Be near (to the texts) (that give you wisdom). 

다음 밑줄 친 부분 중, 어법상 어색한 것은?  [1점] [9월]

Cartoons are drawings that tell stories or ①give

messages. Most cartoons make people ②

laughed. Some are serious. Many of them teach

important lessons. They help people think.

People ③who draw cartoons do clever things.

They may make extra large heads and small

bodies or huge hands and feet ④to draw

special attention to them. They may use signs

to explain thoughts. For example, a light bulb

above the head means a bright idea. Cartoon

makers can say much with a simple drawing

and ⑤a few words.
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 53 국가는 그대의 내적 행복까지 책임져 줄 수 없다.

v필수어휘  welfare  shelter  barrier  shell  golf  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Our inner self is surrounded (by a wall) (which is not like an egg shell but like an golf ball.)

We build hard barriers (like this) (not to be hurt). But (as a result of this) we are (basically) lonely.

Loneliness cannot be a shelter. Until your inner wall is broken down, 

no welfare policy can bring you the genuine happiness.

(A), (B), (C) 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. [10월]

In America, if a restaurant is formal, a host (A)

sits / seats diners. There are reasons for this.

The first reason is to distribute customers

among the servers, so all of the servers attend

roughly the same number of tables. A second

reason is (B) what / that if a person is not

properly dressed, the host may guide him in a

place where he will not be in the sight of many

people. A third reason is to make (C)

sure / surely that customers do not disturb

each other. Therefore, hosts are careful to keep

families with young children and older people

apart to avoid complaints.
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 54 노력 없이 살 수 있는 것은 값어치가 크지 않다.

v필수어휘 incredible nevertheless signal divorce 적용 + erroneous (상급)v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

It is incredible that there is a panacea. 

(Nevertheless) what today’s merchants present (for us to be divorced from our 

unhappiness or to make out erroneous parts of our lives) seems to be the one. 

What do you think of the signals of the world (that we can buy happiness with little effort)?

다음 중 어법상 틀린 것은? [10월]

An elephant's trunk is not just a large nose or

upper lip. It is essential and unique in that it

serves many purposes for this animal. For one

thing, it is used to ①make many kinds of

sounds. With its trunk, the elephant can

communicate anger, fear, or happiness. The

trunk is also used as if it ②were a kind of

hand. At the end of the trunk ③is two muscles

shaped like fingers. These muscles can pick up

food and water, and carry them to the

elephant's mouth. Elephants use their trunks to

take dust baths, too, ④throwing the dust over

their backs. If an elephant's trunk is injured, the

elephant may die. Without its trunk, it has great

difficulty ⑤getting enough to eat.
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 55 자기혁신은 인간의 유전자 속에 있는 본능이다.

 v필수어휘 gene revolution inch 적용 + accumulate, corpsev

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Revolution of yourself is (always) near. Because it is (among your genes). 

That of technology is the one of the sure proofs. (Inch by inch, everyday), information is accumulated and

brings forth changes of technology. Do not evade change. Do not fall (into laziness). 

We shouldn’t be a dead corpse (before the ever changing moments.)

(A), (B), (C) 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. (3점) [10월]

A vacation or a weekend away from home

should be a pleasant experience for you and

your family. You can make the trip more (A)

[enjoyable / enjoyably] by taking a few simple

steps to reduce the possibility that your home

will be broken into while you are gone. Use this

checklist of tips. Never leave your house key

(B) [hide / hidden] outside your home. Ask

somebody whom you can trust (C) [pick / to

pick] up your mail, newspapers, and packages.

And finally, don't announce your absence on

answering machine messages.
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 56 생명의 본질 중 하나는 생존을 위한 투쟁이다.

 v필수어휘 victimize actual 적용 + mundane, irrational, norv

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Fight, (for your mundane life and work), (in patience and diligence). 

Fight, (for your soul), break irrational shackles (from lustful liars). 

To avoid real death), do not let your soul victimized (out of other’s lust) and do not victimize others (out of lust).

Human can never be like an animal. Nor might death of man be like an animal.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [10월]

Many People describe ① themselves as nature

worshipers. They love and appreciate all things

in nature. But in primitive societies and

religions, it went beyond simply ② loving nature

to a more intense relationship. The worship of

fire ③ found among many primitive people,

perhaps because they could see ④ what fire

was capable of doing. In addition to fire,

primitive people worshipped heavenly bodies:

the moon, the sun, and the stars. Today we

have become much more knowledgeable, and

perhaps ⑤ too worldly to worship these natural

forces; we simply appreciate them.
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 57 미래는 쌓인 현재이다.

v필수어휘 provision 적용 + industriously, accrued, fetch, cursev

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

If you live the present (industriously), your meal will give you deeper satisfaction (than taste).

Don’t worry yourself (because of provision for the future). Cause future is (just) accrued present.

You can fetch fruits or bitterness (from this accrued time).

Honorable future or cursed one is (just) (on your own hand).

(A), (B), (C) 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오.  [10월]

There is an underwater pyramid (A) [located /

locating] off the coast of the island of Yonaguni,

Japan that remains a mystery. It was discovered

in 1985. Some scientists believe that it is a

natural rock formation, and that it may have

been changed by the people of an ancient

civilization. Other scientists say that it (B) [must

/ should] have been made by man. As evidence

of this, they note that tools were (C) [found /

founded] near the pyramid. Tests show that the

formation may be 10,000 years old and that it

has been underwater for 6,000.
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 58 삶의 해답은 가까운데 있으나 사람이 거부할 뿐이다.

v필수어휘  senator   point of view  적용 + idle, reunite, beggarv

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(30 years ago), there were two friends. One was an idle man (who had no dream) and 

the other was a man (who lived diligently day by day like an ant). (Eventually) they reunited (again).

(Now) a wretched beggar asks a senator his point of view (on life). 

“What made you come (to this status)?” What is the proper answer?

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [10월]

Money has now become so important ① that

we often lose sight of ② which lies behind it.

The usual way to regain our focus is ③ to ask

a question like this: “If you were without food

on a desert island with no chance of rescue for

a long time and ④ had to choose between a

million dollars in gold or 100 loaves of bread,

which would you take?” It is extremely

necessary ⑤ to see clearly and simply things

which exist behind the dollars ─ the food, the

people, the land, the houses, etc. which alone

give dollars any meaning.
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 59 배우는 일은 쉽고 자연스러운 일이 아니다.

v필수어휘  remote fold proceed essentially grass  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Learning is not pushing the button of a remote controller. 

Proceed (against blinding tall grass thicket and harsh wind). 

(Essentially), no teacher can teaches you how to endure. Do not fold up. 

(Even before death), fight. Don’t lose hope. Never run away on any reason.

밑줄 친 부분의 어법상 쓰임이 바르지 않은것은? [11월]

Two other communication devices that have

come into common usage ①are the answering

machine and its cousin, voice mail. The

answering machine gives callers a recorded

message ②telling them to leave a name and

telephone number. At one time, many people

thought the use of answering machines rude.

Today, most people ③consider the lack of an

answering machine inconsiderate since, without

it, the caller cannot leave a message for a

person who is away. Voice mail also provides

a message and a chance ④to leave a

message. It can be very ⑤frustrated to people

who want to speak to an actual person

immediately.
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 60 홈런 뒤에는 무수히 많은 스트라이크가 있다.

v필수어휘  tragedy smash trail baseball initial  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(Looking at the trails of life of giants), mistakes or failure cannot have been (just) a tragedy (in their minds). 

(Rather), it was a must. There is (always) a initial trial (which is not so successful in almost every success).

Baseball hero Babe Ruth said “Every strike brings me closer (to the next home run)”

Smash the ball and don’t be afraid (of strikes).

(A), (B), (C)의 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. [11월]

I have an acquaintance (A) [who / whom] calls

me by the wrong first name. We both grew up

in the same town, although we didn’t know

each other back then. When I first looked him

up, I introduced myself. Since then, he has

been calling me George. My name is Jim. Most

of the time I see him at the weight room at the

health club, and he greets me with a big,

“Hello, George!” I thought about (B) [correcting /

correction] him, but he can’t hear me because

he has earphones on. Sometimes we cross

paths in the locker room. He says, “How’s it

going, George?” and (C) [keep / keeps] on

walking.
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 61 이루기 위해 필요한 것과 지키기 위해 필요한 것은 각각이다.

v필수어휘  banking component modest academic requirement  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(Today), people say your future banking account’s number seems to need proportionate 
academic ability requirement .

It seems (almost) a vital component (except inheritance and evil deeds). 

However), (without being modest and prudent) (which is emphasized by human history),

you cannot keep the wealth or fame.

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. [12월]

In the old days people tried to prepare

everything for winter. For example, when food

was plentiful in summer, some was set aside

for winter. To preserve meat the pioneers stored

it by drying, salting, or (A) [smoking / to smoke]

the meat in the smokehouses. Summer

vegetables had to be kept from (B) [freezing /

frozen] during the winter. They were put into

cellars or into deep holes in the ground. Then

the pioneers (C) [covered / were covered] the

vegetables with straw and earth.
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 62 세상은 사람의 근면보다 그가 현재 소유한 것을 더 크게 본다.

v필수어휘  deck rely jet discount proportion  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

You can be a rower of a small boat (on the ocean) or a pilot in a jet (on the deck of an aircraft carrier.)

Which do you want to be? All relies on what you dream today. 

You can buy its realization (only by patience and time). 

Large proportion of which is not offered (at a discount).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [12월]

I was surprised at the news that you ① had

decided not to finish your studies at the

university. As your uncle, I have always tried

not to interfere in your affairs and I don't intend

② to begin now. I know you're twenty one, a

gown-up lady ③ old enough to make up your

mind. This is something you'll have to work out

yourself. But I suggest that you ④ to complete

your education first. A year is really a short

time, and later you'll be glad you postponed ⑤

getting married.
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 63 마음의 소리를 듣지 않으면 깊어질 수 없다.
 

v필수어휘 honest hearing 적용+ impair, wrongdoing, wickedv  

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

If your hearing is impaired, how can you listen? If you don’t listen to your inner voice, 

what is the difference (between you and the mental deaf)? 

Listen to your inner voice and avoid wrongdoing and wicked mind. We shouldn’t deceive ourselves.

Being honest to yourself (as well as having a good job) is a basis (for inviting peace and happiness.)

(A), (B), (C) 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. [12월]

On the day of our final exam at Alan Hancock

Community College in Santa Maria, California,

we heard (A) [that / what] the bookstore had

changed its policy and would buy back our

business-management textbooks. Before class,

several of us dashed over to the store and sold

our books. We were (B) [seated / seating] and

waiting for the test when our professor

announced that, (C) [considered / considering]

the difficulty of the final, he would give an

open-book exam.
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 64 싸움을 포기하지 않으면 길이 스스로를 드러낸다.

v필수어휘  yacht delight medicine row collective  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(Oh!, frustration, you, deadly poison.) 

You steal our delight and give us madness (for pleasure) (as a wicked medicine). 

Though you of one man is not our collective responsibility, 

your burden press on all of our hearts. (You, the torn sail on a wrecked yacht, a broken row.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  (3점) [12월]

A bumblebee, if ①dropped into an open bottle,

will be there until it dies, unless it is taken out.

It never sees the means of escape at the top,

but ②continues to try to find some way out

through the sides near the bottom. It will seek a

way where none exists, until it completely ③

destroys it. In many ways, there are lots of

people ④like the bumblebee. They are

struggling about with all their problems and

frustrations, ⑤not ever realizing that all they

have to do is look up.　
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 65 사회 각 분야에 아버지적 존재가 되라.

v필수어휘  surplus veteran pipe freeze occasional  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

You have to be able to thaw a frozen pipe   (in winter). You must bring surplus (from your toil).

You have to be an occasional judge, helper, leader and protector.

A good family needs you, a veteran father. Sturdy spirit you must have. 

Feeble mind is not a virtue (for a father). 

(A), (B), (C) 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. [12월]

The last thing a woman needs when she is on

her way down is someone telling her why she

shouldn't be down. (A) [What / That] she needs

is someone to be with her as she goes down,

to listen to her while she shares her feelings

and (B) [to understand / understanding] what

she is going through. A man can offer his love,

attention, and support (C) [though / despite] he

can't fully see why a woman feels overpowered.

*overpowered : 제압된, (정신적 육체적으로) 무력하게 된
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 66 잘못된 교육제도에 국가의 밝은 미래는 괴변이다.

v필수어휘  we'd entrance punch construction grave  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

When you run into a long-awaited love, the entrance of ecstasy would be opened 

(like getting a knock out punch). Education (also) should be a new world (like this) (to students). 

Students should be put (on the construction site of their dreams) (not on their grave yard). 

It seems we’d rather hope to get a baby (in a grave) (than to advocate some parts of current education).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [12월]

A young American ①named David Weinlick and

his wife, Elizabeth Runze, celebrated their first

wedding anniversary today. They ②got married

a year ago at the Mall of America in

Minneapolis, Minnesota, with 2,000 shoppers in

attendance. Weinlick advertised for a bride on

the Internet. Then he asked his friends and

relatives ③to select his bride for him. And they

④were. And so far, this arranged marriage ⑤is

working out very well indeed. Happy

anniversary!　
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 67 행복은 의무다.

v필수어휘  gear parliamentary extent journey pace  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(To what extent) should a man be happy? You must be happy, happy (as hell). 

It is no option. Whether you’re a schooler, a parliamentary member, or someone on a journey,

if you can, you should keep pace with your high gear of happiness. 

Cause a happy man never tries to hurt himself or others.

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. (3점) [2월]

A little girl at a camp fell in love with one of

the dolls in the toy box, but she had to (A) [put

back it / put it back] when play time was over.

At Christmas time the camp staff arranged to

give toys and agreed to let the child with

perfect attendance (B) [have / to have] the first

choice. The beautiful doll was placed in the

center of the gifts and the little girl with perfect

attendance was permitted to choose first. She

stared in wonder at the doll, then she turned

and took a tricycle. When (C) [asking / asked]

why, she said her little brother had wanted a

bike and now she could give him one.
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 68 누구도 미래를 정확히 알 수 없다.

v필수어휘  rugby pin unidentified apple religion  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

When you plant apple seeds, you may well prospect the apple trees but 

you may well not be able to prospect where a spinning rugby ball will bounce. 

The future is (largely) unpredictable. However we want a pinned picture (on our unidentified future),

so human race shows the tendency (to have a religion throughout history).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 것은? [2월]

Tom Hanks has been interested in space since

he watched the first man ① walks on the moon

on TV. He dreamed of becoming an astronaut

and exploring a place ② where no human had

set foot before. But he was soon on his way to

becoming an actor, though he never dreamed

he’d be where he is today. He’s won two

Oscars, and is producing, directing and ③

performing in films that fire his curiosity. His

new IMAX film, Magnificent Desolation, ④ which

he co-produced, uses NASA footage not

previously seen. This is Hanks’s third film about

⑤ reaching the moon.
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 69 투쟁을 환영하라.

v필수어휘  voluntary vessel outcome reliable inevitable  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Nobody wants to fight (voluntarily) (against his own life). Remember, life, 

(in its fundamental part), is (always) an inevitable war. You should win and have or be defeated and lose. 

So don’t be deceived (by sweet self-pity) if you don’t want to be an empty void vessel. 

Be a reliable fighter (to yourself) and bring outcome (with fortitude).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3월]

Today, people are not getting ①enough sleep.

People take time from sleep to do other things.

People work longer, go to meetings at night, eat

supper late, watch television, or ②going out until

late. In today’s society, ③it is easier to do

more at night. Stores stay ④open 24 hours a

day for shopping. Companies want their

employees ⑤to work late. Television stations

broadcast all day and all night.
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 70 책을 읽으라.

v필수어휘  crack opt reading initially impress  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Opt for reading books (that impress you and give you inner power and understanding.)

Look through the cracks of the world and find the opportunities. But (most of all), 

you have to have both conscience and fortitude (initially). 

(Then) there would be nothing (on earth) (that can destroy you and your soul).

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. [3월]

While flower giving is very popular these days,

the most common reason to give flowers (A)

is / are to express romantic love. Nervous first

dates, wedding decorations and bouquets,

anniversaries, and Valentine’s Day are all

special events (B) when / that need beautiful,

carefully selected flowers. But love isn’t the only

reason people give flowers. Flowers are often

presented for a celebration such as birthdays

and (C) give / given to Moms on Mother’s Day

by children.
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 71 휴식이 주는 균형을 무시하지 말라.

v필수어휘  meter warning twin crop connection  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

If you (earnestly) want your precious crops, you might want to do your work (like doing a hundred-meter dash), 

but if you keep doing it (consecutively without rest), your heart and body will give you warning signals 

Both pause and running are necessities, not separated, twins of one root and 

have connection link (between them) as long as you place your eyes (on the goal).

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. [3월]

One day my mother went on a business trip.

(A)[During / While] the flight from Denver to

Kansas City, my mother was sitting across the

aisle from a woman and her eight-year-old son.

Mom couldn't help (B) [laughing / to laugh] as

they neared their destination and she overheard

the mother (C) [say / said] to the boy, "Now

remember --- run to Dad first, then the dog."
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 72 사랑은 감출 수 없는 가장 큰 힘이다.

v필수어휘  fry whisper percentage necessarily gesture  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

We don’t (necessarily) have to use vivid words (to convey our deepest heart). 

(Sometimes) some gestures or whispering low voices transmit something (in your heart). 

Bacon being fried can hardly avoid sending smell. 

Love cannot be concealed (100 percentage).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3월]

If you have a pair of jeans, you will know that

①what they are made of is a cloth called

denim; but do you know ②where does the word

come from? At first, it ③was used to describe a

serge cloth made in Nimes. France --- the

original name was serge de Nimes. Gradually,

these last two names were shortened to ④ the

word we know as denim, although now denim

⑤ is made all over the world and not just in

Nimes.
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 73 자기이익을 위해 타인의 생명을 희생시키는 자들이 있다.

v필수어휘  rescue joy beside civil war organized  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(On this world), there are (still) civil wars (in some parts) and rescue teams (from many 
international organizations) 

are organized and sent (to save civilian). 

Nobody want to prolong these tragedy (with joy) 

(except some devils)(beside us) (called interest groups).

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. [4월]

Some people think that all wild animals are

dangerous. Actually, very (A) [few / little] of

them will attack a person if he leaves them

alone. Even a lion will keep away from a

person unless it is very hungry. Lions and tigers

only kill and eat men when they have grown

too old or too weak (B) [to catch / catching]

their usual food. Some wild animals get very

frightened if they only smell a person. Wild

animals only attack hunters when the hunters

mean to harm their young ones, or when the

hunters make (C) [it / them] angry.
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 74 마음을 다루는 일은 쉬운 일이 아니다.

v필수어휘  undermine molecule compromise formula toy  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

We could understand molecule formula of a matter but

don’t seem to understand the mechanism of true happiness of human being. (In fact),

it seems we know (pretty well) 

how to undermine, compromise or impudently toy with our mind.

다음 글에서 밑줄 친 부분 중, 어법상 틀린 것은? [4월]

Is winter your favorite time of year? If you like

snow and ice, maybe you should ① stay at the

Ice Hotel in Quebec, Canada. But, you can only

check in at this hotel ② during the winter.

Why? Because this hotel is only made of ice

and snow! This ③ amazing hotel is built every

December. It has 32 rooms, and 80 people can

stay there ④ each night. The hotel even has a

movie theater, art gallery, and church. Of

course, these parts of the hotel ⑤ is made of

ice. In fact, all the furniture, art, lights, and

even plates and glasses are made out of ice.
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 75 메모하는 습관을 가지라.

v필수어휘  explanation lane tunnel employ user  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(Through the tunnel of communication), (on the lane of explanation) 

the buses (boarded by thoughts) come in. Keep awake and employ memos or records

(lest) the precious users (should) be forgotten.

(A)～(C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. [5월]

Sadly, in many poor areas of the globe, women

are not allowed to play an important role in

society, which (A) [mean / means] half of the

knowledge, talent and strength that could

improve conditions is literally going to waste.

That’s why we are focusing on (B) [give /

giving] power to women worldwide. We’re

introducing community projects where men and

women work together to accomplish what had

seemed (C) [impossible / impossibly].
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 76 만 번의 걱정보다 한 번의 행동이다.

v필수어휘  disaster fulfil conversation sky worried  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Make us worried sick of everything, (you disasters of unknown time). 

(You, just dark cloud of our soul), fulfill your work - nothingness. 

Conversation with you begets inaction and we have to drive you out. 

Our soil only needs rainy sky (for water) and shiny sky (for light). (Our old friend), no place (for you).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [5월]

Like other African-Americans, the Ellisons were

attracted to Oklahoma ①because the new state

had no strong tradition of slavery. After Ellison’s

father ②dead when Ellison was three, his family

suffered hard times. But Ellison’s mother was

committed to his education, and she encouraged

him ③to read widely. After two years at the

college, he went to New York City to find a

summer job, and never ④returned to the South.

In New York he met Richard Wright, an

African-American writer and political activist, who

motivated him to write. In 1952, he published

the novel Invisible Man, ⑤which became an 

immediate success.　
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 77 죽음이라는 인생의 마감일 앞에 후회가 없게 하라.

v필수어휘  deadline definitely tired merchant stadium  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(Definitely) our life has a deadline, the death. But our thirst of wealth,

(without feeling tired), seems to know no deadline.

If we get a stadium packed with gold, will we be (most) happy? 

The merchant of happiness doesn’t trade his utmost goods (with you) (only through money).

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. [5월]

It has been proven that background music does

(A) [when / what] it is designed to do. Factory

workers produce 13 percent more, and

supermarket shoppers buy 38 percent more

groceries when they hear background music.

Some people say it helps them relax and feel

(B) [calm / calmly]. But other people don't like

background music. They say it's (C) [bored /

boring] to hear the same songs all the time,

and that they can't stop singing those songs all

day.
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 78 속박이 없는 자유는 의미 있는 자유가 아니다.

v필수어휘  acquisition participate shoe guitar access  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

If you are a wandering poet, you might be happy (just with ragged shoes and a guitar).

One of the accesses to happiness might be (through freedom). (However), we are not gypsy.

(Where) is the fine measures (for the acquisition of happiness)?  

What kind of activity should we participate in (to get freedom)?

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  (3점) [5월]

It is interesting to think about how Mars and

Earth are ① alike and how they are different.

Mars has a thin atmosphere that allows most of

the sun's energy ② to escape. The atmosphere

of Earth holds the energy of the sun and also

protects Earth from the sun's turning rays. It

also contains the air living things need to

breathe. ③ Seeing from space, Earth appears

blue, and Mars has a reddish color. About 70

percent of Earth is covered with water, some of

④ which is frozen. Because Mars is so cold, all

water on the planet is ice. Both planets have

caps of ice at ⑤ their north and south poles.
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 79 겸손을 만사의 기본 삼으라.

v필수어휘  verdict proud strict highlight buses  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Want to be a celebrity? (Then), be humble (first) (not to loose all). 

The verdict to the proud is guilty (in people’s mind) and the strict punishment is separation. 

He can get the highlight of the world and buses of media troops might follow him but 

(at the room of love in people’s mind) there wouldn’t be his name.

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. [5월]

As one of relatively few female airline pilots,

I've often (A) [mistaken / been mistaken] for a

flight attendant, ticket agent or even a snack-bar

employee. Some people ask me (B) [if / that]

I'm a "real" pilot. Others congratulate me for

making it in a *male-dominated field. One day, I

was in the bathroom before a flight. I was at

the sink, brushing my teeth, when a woman

walked through the door, looked at me and

said, "My sister would be so proud of you!" I

thought her sister (C) [had to / must] be in the

airline business, so I smiled and asked why.

"She's a dentist," replied the woman.

*male-dominated : 남성 위주의　
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 80 고난은 새로운 인식과 성장의 토대이다.

v필수어휘  regulator cigarette cooking sacrifice onto  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

The   moke of cigarette cannot raise up your thought. Neither can easy experience.

There is a good regulator of life (leading you onto your growing up). It is hardship. 

It is (sometimes) not a single one but a concoction of matters and finding cooking method of it 

might (usually) seem impossible. If it needs your sacrifice and your pure mind agrees (to it), sacrifice.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  (3점) [5월]

It is interesting to think about how Mars and

Earth are ① alike and how they are different.

Mars has a thin atmosphere that allows most of

the sun's energy ② to escape. The atmosphere

of Earth holds the energy of the sun and also

protects Earth from the sun's turning rays. It

also contains the air living things need to

breathe. ③ Seeing from space, Earth appears

blue, and Mars has a reddish color. About 70

percent of Earth is covered with water, some of

④ which is frozen. Because Mars is so cold, all

water on the planet is ice. Both planets have

caps of ice at ⑤ their north and south poles.
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 81 좌절했다고 자신을 망치지 말고 일어서라.

v필수어휘  software HIV terrorist boost rose  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Accept painful truth or emotion. Weep if you should weep, it is important. However, 

habitual self-pity might be more dangerous (than Human Immunodeficiency Virus) 

It is (like terrorist or hacking software) (destroying the whole system). 

The sad melancholic rose seems to boost your emotion but it is fruitless.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [5월]

As you can see, *guilt stops you from forgiving

yourself, ties you to the past, and ①makes the

future frightening and uncertain. No one would

say that a little guilt is a bad thing, but when

guilt takes over it can make life so ②hard. Guilt

can prevent you from developing emotional

intelligence, and ③leave the person less able to

determine where the limits of their responsibility

④lies. That is why dealing with guilt can be so

difficult. It also makes you less able to

distinguish between guilt and regret. Regret

allows you ⑤to learn and move on; guilt just

holds you in the past. *guilt : 죄책감
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 82 근면, 용기, 지혜를 친구삼으라 

v필수어휘  rally contest courage ton cake  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Life is a strife (to survive), a contest (to climb to your goal)

(with a few slices of cake   and tons of rocks) (being thrown to you from everywhere).

Rally your friends (for the fight). 

 
Make diligence, courage and wisdom your best friends.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [6월]

In 1826, Texas was a dangerous place to live

in. There were robbers and criminals who could

do almost anything they wanted. Stephen Austin

felt that Texas ①had to become a safer place.

He organized about twenty-five men into a unit,

②which was called the Texas Rangers. Their

job was to go wherever there was trouble and

③stop it. The Texas Rangers became famous

for their bravery, fine shooting, and ability to

ride horses well. They didn’t receive ④any

training or wear uniforms. They were ⑤giving

only a pistol and a rifle. It was not long before

Texas became a safer place.
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 83 삶에는 반드시 목표가 있어야 한다.

v필수어휘  thorough familiar premium bother branch  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Thorough introspection never lets you down and gives your life premium values. 

Habits are familiar so we don’t bother to think (about it). 

But the branch of bad habits leads us (to death).  (To get out of fruitlessness), 

you ought to have objectives (first) and inscribe (deep in your heart) the fact that time is gold.

(A), (B), (C)에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 골라 짝지으시오. [6월]

The more you read, the more you will build up

your vocabulary and develop your reading skills.

Wherever possible, (A) [choose / choosing]

books or articles which encourage you to read

on. Make sure they are at your level, or only a

little above your level, neither too difficult nor

too easy. Rather than working with word lists, it

is (B) [usually / usual] best to see new words in

context. Then you will understand how they are

used. As you read a new word in context, there

is a very good chance that you will be able to

guess (C) [its / their] meaning.　
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 84 공짜는 위험하다.

v필수어휘  auto bread tower lap halt  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

‘For-free’ is perilous. There is no auto-production of any bread (in this world). 

You should establish your tower of toil (to place fruits on your lap). 

Do not halt.

(A), (B), (C)에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. [7월]

It's easy to understand what the names of

some jobs mean. A lawyer works with the law.

A teacher teaches. But why do we call the

people (A) [deliver / who deliver] letters mail

carriers? It's because, hundreds of years ago, in

France, the first letter carriers had a leather bag

(B) [calling / called] “malle” to carry letters in.

When the people of England started making

men (C) [deliver / to deliver] letters, the name

of the bag was borrowed from the French word.

But the spelling became mail instead of malle.

So mail really means “a leather bag,” and a

mail carrier is “a bag carrier.”　
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 85 완전함이란 흠 없음이 아니라 계속 다시 일어섬이다.

v필수어휘  stimulate reasonable lake sail wet  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

As you can’t set sail (on the lake) (without being wet at all), you can’t live your life (without temptation at all).

But do not keep looking at stimulating temptations of the world 

however reasonable your current situation seems. 

(Just) go (one more step) (with fortitude). Work never lies. Garner your gold of today.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [7월]

Giving a sermon one Sunday, I saw two

teenage girls in the back talking and ①

disturbed people. I interrupted my sermon and

announced, “here are two of you here who ②

have not heard a word I’ve said.” That ③

quieted them down. When the service was over,

I ④ went to greet people at the front door. Two

adults apologized for going to sleep in church,

promising it ⑤ would never happen again.　
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 86 자신의 천직을 빨리 발견하라.

v필수어휘  pension qualified pursue occupation arrangement  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Many a man tends not to pursue work until he knows the pain of not working.

Your occupation is not (just for today’s bread or your future pension).

You have to make yourself qualified and make arrangements (for your calling)

(which might come to you someday).

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. [7월]

A small boy was looking at the red ripe

tomatoes growing in the farmer's garden. “I'll

give you my two pennies for that tomato,” said

the boy, (A) pointing / pointed to a beautiful,

large, ripe fruit hanging on the vine. “No,” said

the farmer, “I get a dime for a tomato like that

one.” The small boy pointed to another one that

looked (B) much / many smaller. “Will you

take two pennies for that one?” said the boy.

“Yes,” replied the farmer, “I'll give you that one

for two cents.” “OK,” said the boy, putting the

coins in the farmer's hand, “I'll (C)

pick up it / pick it up in about a week.”
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 87 믿음이 약하면 흔들린다.

v필수어휘  belief ancient detective trend wrap  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Belief can mean many things (mentally) and can be a strong mental weapon. 

(From ancient times) there were lots of rituals to test one’s belief. 

That trend is weak (in today’s world) (which is wrapped with advanced science, technology and psychology).

Why don’t you be a detective and find out what will keep your mind (best today)?

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [7월]

Kids experience miracles in daily life ① which

adults don't even recognize: a blue sky, white

clouds, green leaves. To curious eyes of a

child, all is a miracle. Here is an interesting

story. In mid-afternoon, a mother heard a

thunderstorm coming and ② walking out of her

house. She worried about her seven-year-old

daughter who would be walking three blocks

home from school. As the mother walked toward

the school to meet her daughter, she saw her

daughter stopping to smile every time the ③

lightning flashed. Finally, the little girl saw her

mother ahead, and the child ran to her,

explaining ④ happily. “All the way home, God

⑤ has been taking my picture!”
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 88 사랑은 미친 것이다.

v필수어휘  wedding anxious married pool concentration  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

The rate of divorce is high. When you are married, do not divorce (except the reason of adultery). 

Concentration (on one person) can lead you (to truth). A pool of choices can (only) make you poor. 

You should give the equivalent (to get what you are anxious for). 

We seem to need bigger enlightenment (over the oath) (toward each other) (in the wedding hall).

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는표현을 고르시오. [8월]

Many tourists each year come to visit Death

Valley (A) [located / is located] in California.

They come to see the valleys, canyons, desert

sands, and high mountains. These different

areas are all very (B) [close / closely] to one

another. Visitors can stand near Death Valley,

part of which is below sea level. In the

distance, less than 160 kilometers away from

Death Valley, visitors can see Telescope Park,

(C) [which / where] is over 3351.32 meters

high. Tourists may be reminded of American

history. A mineral called *borax was mined in

Death Valley in the 1880s.  *borax : 붕사(硼砂)
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 89 존재한다는 사실 자체가 사실은 신비한 것이다.

v필수어휘  medium intelligent impressive label honour  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

No medium can explain human (perfectly). Intelligent or not, human should 

have hope, dream, and love for someone. 

Pay honor (to your conscience) and label it (with ‘tiny god’) 

Think. (Eternal universe, unknown stars and the earth and on it, the very you,) and 
(in you, the breath of life). 

You might say (‘impressive!’). (In fact), everything is (already) a miracle.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [8월]

Spring *fatigue comes as people's bodies

struggle to ① adapt to the warm weather after

a long winter. Those affected often feel tired,

lose their appetites, and ② suffered from

indigestion. Doctors say the natural phenomenon

can ③ be dealt with through having proper diet

and regulating one's lifestyle. They say it is

important to keep regular sleeping hours as well

as eat meals at appropriate times ④ to avoid

the ill-effects of　the changing weather. Eating

breakfast is strongly recommended. Skipping it

could make people less mentally ⑤ effective

and cause them to tire easily. *fatigue :피로. 피곤
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 90 겉으로 보이는 것과 속이 다른 경우는 많다.

v필수어휘  exactly miner pen scientific  적용 + questionnairev

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Science needs scientific evidence (to be science). 

(How exactly) can social psychology show us true data of human mind? 

We need a better miner because truth seems to be hard to acquire (with pens and questionnaires). 

A state (in USA) had an opinion poll (about a socially sensitive issue) and the overall 

answer was “approve”, 

but when it had the secret vote for legal approval, it was “no”.

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. [8월]

Mrs. Taylor had a problem. Her little son,

Russell, did not like going to bed at night. No

matter (A) [how / what] did, he wanted to stay

up. One day Mrs. Taylor had an idea! Russell

liked boats. Mrs. Taylor had a boat (B) [build /

built] - one that could be hung from the ceiling

in her son's bedroom. She felt that if he could

sleep in the boat, he would (C) [want / have

wanted] to go to bed at night. The boat builder

made the boat and hung it in the bedroom.

Russell loved it. Mrs. Taylor loved it too,

because finally Russell was happy to go to bed.
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 91 인류 역사상 죽음을 피한 인간이 있었는가?

v필수어휘  jury shareholder super ultimate declaration  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(However) super-rich you are, you cannot avoid getting to your final moment. 

The major shareholder of a company control the fate of it but cannot the ultimate fate of himself.

(However) many members of a jury declare you (as innocent), 

the declaration of time doesn’t stop.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [8월]

Until ten years ago, Internet ①was actually

private field for the scientists and university

students. During recent years, however, curious

citizens and businesses are crowding onto

Internet at a speed that is doubling ②its size

every year. Now computer networks have

spread ③to form a giant global web. Some 100

million people from over 140 countries around

the world ④have logged on to Internet. What's

ahead? More convenience. In the next century,

many commercial activities like paying bills or

shopping, will ⑤complete through the

information superhighway.
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 92 많이 알아야 기회가 보인다.

v필수어휘  mail cooperate myth pink illustrate  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Safety (with no danger) is a myth (in today’s job frontier). 

The fluctuation of world economy might give you mail (with a pink slip in it) (one day). 

Cooperate (with your friends) (in gathering and sharing information). 

This way illustrates a high rate of survival.

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. [9월]

I was returning to my car after buying groceries.

In the back seat of the car next to mine (A)

was / were two sweet little boys. The windows

of the car were down, and the doors were

unlocked. In a busy parking lot of a large

shopping center, these boys had (B)

left / been left completely alone in the car.

The boys kept getting in and out of the car,

and could easily have been hit by another car.

So, I quickly wrote a note about my concerns,

and put (C) it / them on the front seat.
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 93 자신의 모든 의도가 드러나게 하지 말라.

v필수어휘  bat experiment spin lease suspend  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(Comparing life to baseball), (Sometimes) you should put spins (on the ball to win). 

The bat of suffering would not stop. Don’t let all of your intention divulged. 

Don’t let the opponent prepare your attack. Life is no experiment. Cherish every moment of your life. 

You can suspend your turn (sometimes) but you can’t lease time. It (just) goes and never returns.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [9월]

Like most parents, you might have spent money

on a toy that your child didn’t play with very

much. You might have found your child playing

①much with the box than the toy that came in

it. There is one toy that is a guaranteed winner

for children ― Blocks. ②Buying a set of table

blocks, cube blocks, or cardboard blocks is a

very good investment in your child’s play.

Blocks help children ③learn many subjects.

Children learn ④a lot about shapes and sizes.

Young children develop math skills by counting,

matching, sorting, grouping, and ⑤adding blocks

while they play.
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 94 내일을 안다면 신이다. 속지 말라.

v필수어휘  reduction tale suspicion portrait index  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Many voices foretell the reduction or increase of stock value but nobody (always) knows 

tomorrow’s stock market index. (Even) so-called experts themselves have suspicion of their speculation.

Tales are made and spread (by hidden hands) (to portrait tomorrow to their intention. 

So, the wise never put his hand (on short-term investment) however it might seem plausible.

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. [10월]

FedEx (A) [founded / was founded] in 1971 by

Fred Smith. When he was a college student at

Yale, he had a new kind of business idea that

would change the ways of freight delivery.

Finishing his service in the military, Smith

started his own company (B) [calling / called]

FedEx and began to put his ideas into practice.

Business was very slow at first. But he wouldn’t

give up. FedEx was the idea of his dreams and

he did (C) [however / whatever] it took to keep

the company alive. FedEx is now worth billions

of dollars and does business in countries all

around the world.
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 95 미래를 준비해야할 자에게 근면과 인내는 필수이다.

v필수어휘  execute homeless meal shadow plenty  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Beware of lust (especially) if it is time you are preparing your future. 

Entrust your mind and time (to things trustworthy). Be a big guy (who gives his time to diligence and patience )

Don’t let your future  shadowed (by plenty of darkness). Don’t be devoured (by lust). 

Nobody want to let his future executed. Nobody want to be a homeless and beg meals (from other’s toil).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [10월]

In 1937, Amelia Earhart was trying ① to make

history by flying around the world in a small

plane. However, she and Fred Noonan, her

navigator, suddenly ② disappeared over the

Pacific Ocean in July of that year. They were

never heard from again. One theory is that their

plane ran out of fuel and ③ crashed into the

ocean. Another claims that the Japanese

captured and killed the two aviators, ④

believing them to be spies. Still another theory

suggests that their plane crashed on a remote

island, ⑤ which *cannibals killed and ate them.  *cannibal：식인종
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 96 부정적 태도를 치료할 약이 어디 있을까.

v필수어휘  clinic violent entirely mad negative  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

To be evil is not to be smart. It is to be mad and to be mad is to be evil. (원문수정안함)

What is negative is evil. So, negative disposition is mad disposition (not just evil). 

When negative things are accumulated, a man turns violent (in and out). 

(Where) is the clinic (for curing a violent person entirely)?

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. [10월]

Little India is one of Singapore’s most famous

tourist attractions. You can feel the Indian

atmosphere when you see women (A) [to wear

/ wearing] saris, walking around the streets.

There are especially many Indian restaurants in

Little India. When I visited there with my friends

last year, we decided to eat a curry meal with

rice and chicken, (B) [called / calling] ‘Briyani.’

While we were waiting for the dish, an Indian

lady explained the recipe. As we heard, most

people used their right hand to eat. It seemed

to be unclean but I thought it was their unique

culture (C) [what / which] we had to

understand. *sari: 사리(인도 여성의 전통 의상)
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 97 불굴의 의지를 지니라.

v필수어휘  bye native afford breed imply  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Say good bye (to negative attitudes). It cannot afford to maintain your happiness. 

Let your fortitude stay.

It is no native nature. Fortitude doesn’t always imply optimism 

cause optimism (sometimes) can be a runaway. Breed fortitude and hope.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [10월]

Australia is home to the most dangerous

creatures on earth. The Australian taipan, for

example, is a snake, ①whose poison is strong

enough to kill 199 adults with just one bite.

Great white sharks with about 3,000 teeth are

as ②deadly as taipans, too. But these sharks

actually kill ③more fewer people than Australian

wild dogs do. The dogs kill more people each

year than great white sharks have killed in the

past 100 years! Also, saltwater crocodiles can

break people in half, but they are a ④protected

species. And the box jellyfish’s poison can

make your heart ⑤stop after only three minutes.
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 98 열정 안에 있는 것 자체가 큰 행복 중 하나이다.
사람이 열정을 낳고, 열정은 그 낳은 사람을 변화시킨다.

v필수어휘  grab grip enthusiasm fierce rent  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Grab enthusiasm and don’t let it go. 

Your grip of it may well be weakened (by the fierce flow of time.) 

So rent wisdom (from the words) (of the incarnations of zeal and diligence) (in history).

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. [3점][10월]

In life, we often find that we have to do things

we do not want to do, and be in places (A)

[where / which] we do not really want to be.

For example, how many of us like to work, and

how many people actually enjoy their jobs? (B)

[Giving / Given] a choice, most people would

want to spend their lives doing things that they

want. But if we have no choice but to be at

that place, why not make the fullest use of it?

Physically we are forced to be there. Why not

let our hearts and souls (C) [be / to be] there

as well, so that we can live the moment to the

fullest?
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 99 흔들리지 않는 열정 같은 것은 없다.

v필수어휘  foundation pub lucky solid till  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Enthusiasm should be (on the solid foundation) 

or it (just) goes away (like a drink in a pub at night). 

There’s not something (like lucky charm) (to keep your zeal) 

till you find knowledge and decision (in love).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 것은? [10월]

Somerset Maugham, an English writer, once

wrote a story about a janitor at St. Peter's

Church in London. One day a young priest

discovered that the janitor couldn't read and

write, and ① fired him. Jobless, the man ②

decided to open his own tobacco store, which

became a great success. In the course of ten

years he had opened ③ a dozen shops and

made lots of money. One day his banker asked

him to sign some papers, and ④ was surprised

to learn that the man couldn't read or write.

The banker said, "You are a millionaire, but ⑤

where you would be if you could read and

write?" "Well," replied the man, "I'd be a janitor

at St. Peter's Church."
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 100 될 때까지 견디고 포기하지 않는 힘은 무엇으로부터 오는가?

v필수어휘  device *fighter vitamin excuse confront  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

What is Love? necessary vitamin in life? or life itself? Who knows? 

We know love is not (just) a satisfying feeling (at least). Love is all. 

So love can even be a war. A fighter needs  devices (to confront his enemy). 

Be prepared. There could be no excuse (about failure) (out of laziness).

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. [11월]

Finally, it was my turn. I stepped inside the

booth and pulled the curtain closed behind me.

I chose my candidates and pressed the button

to make my vote count. I could not help (A)

[smiling / to smile] when I left the booth. I

walked across the damp grass back to my car,

grinning. I voted, I wielded the power that

celebrities on TV urged me to use. Tuesday

night, I will find out (B) [if / that] my candidate

will win the election. Win or lose, I know my

vote counted and made a difference. While it

meant nothing before I entered the voting booth,

it means everything now: I am proud to wear

the small sticker (C) [says / saying] a huge

statement: "I voted."
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【 지도교사평 : A / B / C / D / E 】

 101 사랑은 감정이라기보다 결심이다.

v필수어휘  description thin depression efficient accident  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

There are lots of descriptions (of love). Thin emotion can never be true love but 

(Then), is true love eternal emotion? Who knows the efficient expression of this (in a word)?

Is love an pleasant accident (in life)? or an determination? 

(Anyway), the one (who has love, fortitude and hope) won’t know what the depression is.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [11월]

I stood on the train with my head out of the

window. My father stood on the platform ①

nervously looking at his watch. I couldn't think

of anything to say and ②neither could he. In

the end I said, "Don't forget ③to feed the dog,

will you?" My father gave an awkward laugh,

then the train started to move, so I waved

good-bye and went to look for a seat. I found a

window seat opposite a lady. I ④have wanted

to look at the landscape or read my book but

the woman started talking about her daughter's

disease and telling me things I didn't want to

hear. Then the train ⑤reached Sheffield.
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 102 실수는 생명이라는 증거이다.

v4,5 단계어휘 waver falter deceive fleeting befitting 적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

You can waver, falter and (even) fall. Remember, human is life.

Befitting proof of it is to get up again (not others).

Do not find negative things natural and acceptable. 

Do not be deceived (by fleeting courses). Seek patience and hope.

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오.  [11월]

In most countries (A)[which / where] there are

mountains, people enjoy the unique appeal of

skiing. In its simplest form, skiing is sliding

down a snow-covered slope on a pair of long,

slim plates called skis. It is one of the few

sports that enable people (B) [to move / move]

at high speed without any power-producing

device. In its most advanced form, it is a highly

skilled sport in which experts can slide down a

mountain trail at more than 60 miles an hour,

soar through the air for several hundred feet, or

(C) [make / making] quick turns through an

obstacle course.  *soar: 급상승하다
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 103 자신을 믿으라.

v필수어휘  competitive rush pot fantasy leak  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Believe it will be done. (Then), it will be done. Believe you will be competitive (in what you want to do). 

Fortitude, hope, patience and time make your dream come true. 

Rush, time never stops evaporating. 

Do not put your time (in the pot of lust or fantasy). It (only) leaks time.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 것은? [11월]

According to the U.S. Census Bureau’s

population clock, the number of people in the

country hit 300 million. Calculating the number

of people in large countries ①are not an easy

job. The official census, ②taken in 2000, was

conducted by telephone and through interviews.

Since then, the Census Bureau ③has used the

population clock to predict growth. Many people

believe the clock omits the number of illegal

immigrants living in the U.S. “I don’t think

anyone believes it was the precise moment ④

when the population hit 300 million,” says

Howard, of the Census Bureau. “We are

confident that we’re somewhat ⑤close.”
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 104 자신감과 포기하지 않는 마음 

v필수어휘  visitor passage ourselves confident fix  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

We want to have a confident attitude (in ourselves). But what we really need in ourselves is this:

Fix your mind (not on I-can-do-well-spirit) (but on I-won’t-give-up-spirit) 

The passage of happiness will open (to a fighter against his own weak mind) and 

(not to a visitor of his own life) (who is lazy and grumble). 

(A), (B), (C)의 각 괄호 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. [12월]

As a lawyer for an insurance company, I

frequently investigate the medical histories of

people (A) [involved / involving] in lawsuits. In

one case, a woman could only remember that

her doctor's last name was "Kool." I called

directory assistance for the number of "Dr. Kool"

and dialed (B) [it / them]. When I reached a

man on the other end, I told him that I worked

for a law firm and (C) [what / that] we were

planning to *subpoena his medical records. With

great annoyance, the man replied, "Miss, I fix

air conditioners, not people." *subpoena:증거로 채택하다
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 105 존재의 답, 사랑 

v필수어휘  continent surgery prior steel meat  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

A small patch of love can grow life but a continent of steel cannot. 

To learn how to love is not to learn slicing a lump of meat (for cooking). 

It is a major surgery and prior (to all).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [12월]

"Everyone has the need to cry," says

psychotherapist Vera Diamond. She explains

that psychic therapy often ①consists of the

ways to give people permission to cry. She

even gives crying exercises, in which patients

practice crying just to become used to ②

expressing emotion. She suggests safe, private

places ③to cry, like under the bedcovers or in

the car. Crying is a way of relieving tension,

but people don't like it when others cry ④

because it makes them gloomy. After all, people

may be holding back a need to cry, or they'll

do just about anything to make you ⑤to stop

crying.
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 106 근면과 지성이 주류인 나라는 파도에 흔들리지 않는다.

v필수어휘  wipe united mount panic headline  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(Usually), the headline news of our time is irrelevant (to our happiness). 

The messages of this world seems to be united (to mount us) (on the horse of panic). 

So people tries to (just) ignore and wipe them (out of their mind).

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. [12월]

Although there are tons of creams and other

skin products on the market that (A)

claims / claim to remove wrinkles, the truth is

that most are ineffective and often costly. You

can't make wrinkles (B) go / to go away

entirely without the help of doctors who

specialize in treating skill problems. These

doctors may use one of many types of

treatments (C) what / that reduce the

appearance of wrinkles. These techniques are

expensive and are not usually recommended for

pregnant women.
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 107 미래를 사는 시장이 있다.

v필수어휘  expectation sugar vegetable permanent mystery  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Speculators bet the price of necessities (like sugar and vegetable) 

on their own expectation. 

But the future value is a permanent mystery. 

Lust whispers (to you) that you can predict the future.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [12월]

Since childhood, Jim ① had been fascinated by

all kinds of ships. He hoped that when he grew

up, he could join the hardworking sailors that

he saw down by the docks. He read many

books that explained how to sail and what ②

should a commander do in dangerous situations.

Moreover, Jim dreamed about taking a voyage

③ that would last two months. He often made

his lists in which he would figure out the

amount of money ④ it would take to buy a

sailboat and the kinds of provisions he would

need. After all, the day came ⑤ when Jim was

ready to take the trip he had dreamed about.

* provisions : 식량
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 108 인간의 역사가 힘의 논리와 투쟁을 벗어난 적이 있던가?

v필수어휘  maximum swing mobile unfair overseas  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Electronic signals swing (around the globe) and get (into your mobile phone). 

We live (in a world of maximum freedom of information). However, 

look at the domestic and overseas events. There are (still) unfair pictures (among peoples and nations.)

(When) does the day of freedom (from our conflict and enmity) come?

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [3월]

There is a connection between the words kid

and goat. Although kid today is an (A)

accepted / accepting English-language word

that describes a child, it was once considered

slang because it came from the word (B)

which / whose meaning was ― and is ― a

young goat. “Baby goats jump around playfully and

are generally annoying, so the connection between

baby goats and young humans (C)

seem / seems to make sense,” says Jeremy

Butterfield, editor-in-chief of Collins Dictionaries.

*slang 속어
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 109 사회가 돈을 위해 양심을 무시할 때 

v필수어휘  missile iron stock market fishing slide  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

When people put wealth (before moral conscience) and choose a leader as their lust wishes, 
disasters of all sorts are (already) prepared. 

The calamity couldn’t be avoided (like a guided missile). 

People will suffer and stock market might slide (into collapse) (like a broken fishing rod). 

(At least) 10 years of time to iron out their twisted mind would be needed.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3월]

At what age should a child learn ①to use a

computer? The answer seems to depend on

whom you ask. Some early childhood educators

believe ②that in modern society computer skills

are a basic necessity for every child. But other

educators say that children do not use their

imagination enough ③because of the computer

screen shows them everything. Physically,

children who type for a long time or use a

computer mouse ④too much can develop

problems to their bodies. Perhaps the best way

for young children to use computers is to use

⑤them only for a short time each day.
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 110 어용언론에 휘둘리지 말라.

v필수어휘  meaning conscious notion calculated sheet  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

We are forced to be conscious that environmentally, politically and economically we 

are facing huge problems. 

(However), if the media has a calculated intention (for other interest group) (behind the sheets of news), 

the true meaning and notion (of so-called media) might be dead.

(A),(B),(C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 고르시오. [3월]

In the 1980s in Columbus, Ohio. a car spilled

$2,000,000 on the freeway. Only $400,000 was

recovered; the rest disappeared with the crowd

of people who stopped and picked up the cash.

Some people were honest enough to return (A)

[that / what] wasn't theirs. A man named Melvin

Kaiser returned $57,000. Those who have

studied the human personality (B) [say / says]

that if we know the people who lost the money,

we'll generally (C) [give back it / give it back].

However, if we don't know them, 75% of us will

keep the cash.　
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 111 시류를 읽되 휘둘리지 말라.

v필수어휘  abroad basically immune gamble rumour  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

The repetition (of news of turmoil from abroad) and (rumours of possible war)

seems to make us immune (to global danger signals). 

Yes, who will bring difference (to it) (by worrying about it)? 

Worrying about tomorrow and paying attention to what we can’t handle is (basically) a gambler’s business.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3월]

I've never been much of a gift wrapper, but I

didn't realize how ①bad my present looked until

the day I went to mu new boss's home for a

small surprise party. I had bought a strangely

shaped gift that had been difficult ②to wrap. but

I was pleased with the result. My boss ③

seemed pleased too. He picked up my gift,

smiled widely at his ④three-year-old son and

said, " I think I know ⑤who is this from!".
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 112 역경은 꿈을 가치 있게 만드는 필수요소이다. 
쉽게 얻은 것에는 마음이 깃들기 어렵고 따라서 값어치가 적게 된다.

v필수어휘  badly activism encounter crucial banker  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

A banker seeks interest, a positivist activism and 

he (who badly needs love) encountering someone to love. 

Only diligence and fortitude can make your crucial need fulfilled. 

Don’t run away (from adversities).

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [4월]

The Sun is a very important part of our life, yet

we know so little about it. We know when the

Sun is shining because we feel its warmth. It

(A) has studied / has been studied a lot

because it is our nearest star. A strange thing

about the Sun is that (B) most / most of it is

not solid, but it is made up of mostly gas. It

has a terrific effect on people, animals, plants

and all living things on the earth. The Sun is

4.5 billion years old, and it will continue to be

there, doing (C) that / what it is doing now, for

another 5 billion years!　
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 113 황금의 때는 바로 ‘지금’이다.

v필수어휘  world war behalf golden rare manufacturer  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

World peace? or world war? Which way is (for us)? These are too huge. 

Proper way (for us to go) is ‘the time management of today’ You are the manufacturer (of your ‘now’).

Your golden time is the present. It is more precious (than the rarest gemstone). 

Nothing can be (on behalf of time).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [4월]

Nepal offers so much to the tourists by way of

natural beauty. So, it is a pity to give up ①

going there just because you are afraid that

something will go wrong. There are certain

areas that should ② be avoided. But if you

follow basic rules, you can have a wonderful

holiday there. Make sure ③ that you bring

some medicines and comfortable clothes and

traveling stuff. ④ To ask others about the local

situation when you plan to go to a particular

area. These simple rules will help you ⑤ have

an unforgettable experience in Nepal.
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 114 말은 의미와 힘을 전달한다.

v필수어휘  neighbor hip impression boot advocate  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Animals do not have a language so they do not harm their neighbor’s mind (by words). 

But some people’s words are (like coming out of between their hips). 

Do not call someone names. The impression of it (inscribed on mind) and its true result you don’t know. 

What if you booted a little cub (with all your might)? Who will advocate you?

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [5월]

A group of scientists did an experiment using

the following theory: A daily dose of certain

beneficial bacteria may keep children who are in

hospitals (A) getting / from getting diarrhea so

that they won’t have to spend extra time in the

hospital. The scientists tested their theory by

giving one group of children a dose of

beneficial bacteria (B) for / during their hospital

stay. Another group was given a pill that

doesn’t have any effect. The result was that the

risk of getting diarrhea was 80 percent (C) low

/ lower in the group that received the bacteria

than in the group that didn’t. * diarrhea: 설사
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 115 독서는 내적 자아를 성장시키는 힘이 있다.

v필수어휘  establishment engage regime lecture inner  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Your inner world needs a strong ruler.

Engage in eliminating your bad habits (now), (if possible). (However), It holds true 

that the establishment of new regime (that will control your daily behavior) is no easy job.

(To gain lectures for the change of inner self), read good books.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [5월]

Petra, in southern Jordan, is an amazing

ancient city. ①Its buildings and temples were

cut out of solid rock dating back 2,000 years.

Because it is hidden deep in the mountains, for

700 years very few people knew Petra existed.

②Despite there were reports of a lost city in

the area, no one could find it. ③Spread over

400 square miles, the enormous city of Petra

was built in several stages. It has many

marvelous tombs, but no one knows ④what

their function was. No bodies were ever found

there! Since it was discovered in 1812, Petra

has been a popular and fantastic place ⑤to

visit. 　
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 116 때론 지혜를 찾아 떠나는 유목민의 마음을 품으라.

v필수어휘  contemporary speculate rarely leather agriculture  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Find wisdom (in the immortal classic masterpieces). (Compared to those), 

so-called contemporary new lights are (rarely) good ones. Truth does not waver (by the flow of time.) 

Speculate the wise way to go (now). Be a nomad (finding truth) (with tanned leather books).

Do not (just) settle (in the agriculture land) (where you are now).

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [5월]

My mother overheard a driver’s license

examiner at the California Department of Motor

Vehicles (A) talked / talking about a teenager

who had just driven an almost perfect test. “He

made his only mistake,” said the examiner,

“when he (B) stops / stopped to let me out of

the car. After breathing a sigh of relief, the

teenager exclaimed, ‘I’m sure glad I don’t have

to drive like that all the time!’” The teenage

driver let the examiner know that he had no

intentions of driving (C) careful / carefully all the

time. So he failed the test.　
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 117 최상의 행복, 심연의 비통함 

v필수어휘  presumably shut alongside poverty superb  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Love can lead you (to both superb satisfaction and abysmal heartbreak).

If someone loves you (because of your wealth) or dislike you (because of your poverty), 

you wouldn’t feel much happiness or heartbreak. Pure love is (alongside) (with the strongest power).

(Presumably), they are friends, (shutting or opening together the door of happiness).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [5월]

Throughout history, dams have prevented

flooding and have generated greater amounts of

electricity. They ① can be built in different

ways, depending on the location. ② The most

common type of dam is an *embankment dam,

such as the Aswan High Dam in Egypt, ③

where allows the water from the Nile River to

be kept during rainy seasons and released

during dry seasons. These dams rely on ④

their heavy weight to resist the force of the

water. They have a waterproof center ⑤ that

prevents the water from coming through.

*embankment: 둑, 제방　
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 118 진짜 경쟁자를 이겨야 위대한 영혼이다.

v필수어휘  competitor unemployment illegal resignation pitch  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Your competitor should be your negative self. You are life and negative thinking is illegal (to life).

We see people (who overcome unemployment or resignation under instruction)

(- also people who collapse in hardships). Your hope should stay (at high pitch) 

even if there is no tangible goal (now) cause hope begets goals

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [3점] [5월]

It is very important for patients to be educated

about *tuberculosis and its treatment. Sometimes

patients fail to finish taking the medicine (A)

ordered / ordering by their doctors. Experts say

this is (B) because of / because some patients

feel better after only two to four weeks of

treatment and stop taking their medicine. This

can lead to the TB bacteria becoming stronger

and more (C) difficult / difficultly to treat.

* tuberculosis : 결핵　
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 119 젊다는 이유로 정치의 영향력을 무시하지 말라.

v필수어휘  right-wing practical steady amendment joke  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Politics has an impact (on our lives directly and indirectly) so it is not a joking matter. 

Are you right-wing or left-wing? Do you have steady faith (in any of these)? 

Politicians (making lots of new acts and amendments and dealing with practical problems of our society)

say they work for us. Are they credible?

다음 중 어법상 틀린 것은? [5월]

The sea journey from Newcastle to Oslo took

two days and when ①it was rough, alI of us

got seasick except our courageous mother. We

②used to lie on the deck chairs within easy

reach of the rails. We couldn't have the hot

soup and biscuits the kind steward ③kept

offering us. And as for our poor Nanny, she

began to ④feel sick the moment she set foot

on deck. "I hate these things!" She said. "I am

sure we'll never get there! Which lifeboat do we

go to when it starts to sink?" Then she would

return to her cabin, ⑤which she stayed crying

and trembling until the ship arrived in Oslo

harbor the next day.　
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 120 거의 모든 질병이 마음에 원인이 있다는 견해가 있다.

v필수어휘  spare extraordinary Jew businessman publishing  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

A jewish businessman (who works in publishing industry) said 

he knew an extraordinary medicine (to open people’s mind.) 

“When we can’t open our heart, there is a spare key. Sickness makes us humble.”

(A), (B), (C)에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [6월]

A blog differs from a traditional website in

several ways. Most importantly, it is updated

more (A) regular / regularly. Many blogs are

updated every day, and some are updated

several times a day. Also, most blogs use

special software or websites which are

specifically aimed at bloggers, so you don’t

need to be a computer expert (B) creates / to

create your own blog. This means that ordinary

people who may find computers difficult to use

can easily set up and start writing their own

blogs. In 2003, the Internet company America

Online (C) introduced / was introduced their

own blogging service, enabling its 35 million

members to quickly and easily start blogging.
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 121 목적이 있는 사람은 삶이 지옥일 여유가 없다.

v필수어휘  fade police officer naval burden pile  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Will a police officer keep you (from all kind of danger)? or a naval ship?

They can’t keep the inner light. They can never keep you (from inner depravity) or fade it away.

That work is a huge burden (to sweep away piled rubbish).

The mighty hands of Love can do it (though).

　

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [6월]

Although Earth’s oceans are full of life, many

sea creatures are in danger of ①disappearing.

For example, populations of large fish, such as

tuna and shark, ②have dropped by 90% since

1950. The drop is largely due to increasing

fishing along with rising ocean temperatures.

Many countries have passed laws ③which limit

fishing in certain areas and forbid the fishing of

endangered species. The scientists involved in

ocean science ④hopes that by understanding

and learning more about sea life, they can

encourage even more people ⑤to protect the

species that live in the oceans.

*species: (생물) 종
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 122 분노는 성을 무너뜨리는 어리석음이다.

v필수어휘  pop loose poetry personally lad  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(Personally speaking) I think rage shouldn’t be compared in poetry as just a killer.

It is a madness (sweeping away the strongest castle). It is (so) destructive. 

(Then), kill your rage (which is about to pop up in your mind). Lose it (by thinking the 
incalculable toil to fix the result)

Life should be something (more than the way) (from a lad with rage to an old man with regret).

(A), (B), (C)에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [7월]

If you were a hawk, you would see things in
colors, just as people (A) are / do. But your
eyes would be like magnifying glasses. From
high in the sky, a hawk can see a tiny mouse
in the grass below. If you could see through a
bee's eyes, things would look most (B) strange
/ strangely to you. A field of red flowers would
seem like a big, black shadow. Yellow daisies
would have glowing spots that people can't see.
The glowing spots are a color (C) called /
calling *ultraviolet.
*ultraviolet: 자외선
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 123 누군가의 숨통을 조인다고 생각되는 제도를 왜 그냥 두는가?

v필수어휘  excerpt province pupil spray crazy  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

An excerpt from a mural sprayed by pupils : “Adults are crazy and killing us, Save us!”

Whose province is it to save them?  [ it / to -  ; 가주어/진주어 ]

if those (who should teach them) are killing them.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [7월]

There are two periods in your life when you

grow ①very rapidly. The first period begins right

after you are born and ②lasts until you are

about six months old. The second period occurs

when you reach your early teens. Girls grow

faster than boys until they ③become teenagers,

and then boys catch up and grow faster. Your

head stops ④to grow earlier than the rest of

your body parts. When you are a newborn

baby, you ⑤look as if you were almost all

head. By the time you are 10, your head is

nearly full-size.
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 124 사라지지 않는 삶의 목표는 결국 근면의 때를 낳는다.

v필수어휘  tremendous easily owe contribute substitute  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Listen, there is no substitute (for your time). Diligence is not (simply) a conventional wisdom.

It is a demanding fight (seeking your sacrifice). (Contributing to every inch of your future), 

diligence is (easily) the most tremendous factor (working with time). 

(To owe nothing to your future), be friend (with diligence).

(A), (B), (C)에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [7월]

With our wedding anniversary (A) came /

coming up, I asked my husband for a new ring.

But this time, I wanted one with diamonds. We

went down to the department store to (B) pick

one out / pick out one. "My eyes aren't as

good as they used to be," I said to my

husband as we waited for a clerk. "So I'd really

like diamonds I can see." "Sir," said a woman

who had overheard our conversation, "it would

be cheaper if you (C) bought / had bought her

glasses.
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 125 살리는 성향을 지닌 친구가 되라.

v필수어휘  sensible chart steal minimum enable  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

A robber steals but a friend gives. Others can be senseless (in judging you) but 

a friend is sensible (in helping you). An employer may try to give you minimum wage 

but a friend tries to give you his maximum favor. Obstacles preclude you (in charting your future) 

but a friend enables you to find the utmost treasure (you might never know).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [7월]

A common feature of meetings ①is the

presentation. And in a Western-style meeting, if

you give a presentation you can be sure that

you will ②be asked questions. Responding to

questions skillfully ③are important in order to

maintain a good image both for yourself and for

the content you are presenting. Yet this can be

easier said than ④done, since questions can

come up ⑤unexpectedly. Here are some good

ways of dealing with common difficult questions.
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 126 욕망으로부터 꿈을 지키는 일은 전투다.

v필수어휘  laboratory root policeman flash valuable  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(Like a policeman flashing a warning), we have inner signalers (giving warnings in life).

But lust is (almost always) the winner - (the tyrant exploiting valuable time and energy). 

No laboratory of mankind (in history) has begot a controller of it. But don’t give up 

cause it is death. Try to find your own way (to root it out) since it is life.

(A), (B), (C)에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [8월]

An old miner needed some help to carry his gold

to the bank. He hired ten men to move his gold

down from a mine. Each hired man had a donkey

and carried ten gold bars down the mountains.

Each gold bar weighed twenty pounds. It was a (A)

three-day / three days trip. During the trip, one of

the hired help told the miner something. He had

heard that one of the men (B) was / were planning

on stealing some gold by shaving one pound of

gold from each bar his donkey was carrying. Upon

reaching town, the miner used the local truck scale

just one time and identified the thief. How do you

think the miner made the seemingly impossible

mission (C) possible / possibly?
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 127 희망을 품고 일하고 누리고 잠들고 

v필수어휘  musician invitation implement palace conclusion  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

The birth of all hopes, the invitation of burning enthusiasm, the feast of brown 
palace and the slumber in white glass castle.

Nature is a musician (who implements four concerts). 

What is the  conclusion (of these repetitive, perennial concerts)? 

[is it] Music itself? Or birth, growth and death of life?

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [8월]

Throughout the world, an increasing number of

people ①are choosing to buy both food and

other products at supermarkets rather than at

the independent stores. It is not difficult ②to

understand why supermarkets are so popular.

They display a wide range of different products,

③includes ready-made meals alongside fresh

food. They promise guaranteed quality at

reasonable prices. Consumers are ④attracted by

the idea that they can save money by buying

extra quantities of special offers. They can save

time by buying everything they need under one

roof, rather than ⑤having to make a series of

small purchases at different shops.
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 128 술이 필요한 몇몇 경우가 있다.

v필수어휘  interior appropriate commissioner solicitor crew  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

There are some appropriate cases of drinking. An interior case is when your friend is (in sorrow) 

and an exterior case is (after working hard) (as a banquet in a crew).

Nobody would ask a drink (to a commissioner of health) (except those who really needs help from alcohol).

(How much) (do you think) a drunken solicitor would be helpful (to you)? Drinking shouldn’t be a habit.

(A), (B), (C)에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [8월]

Fashions come and go, but astronauts’

spacesuits (A) remain / have remained the

same for the past 40 years. But this is going to

change soon with a new type of spacesuit.

Some scientists have been developing a new

spacesuit which is (B) very / much lighter,

tighter and more flexible than traditional ones.

Current suits are made up of 13 layers and

weigh around 130kg, while the new spacesuit

will be about half as (C) heavy / heavily as the

traditional outfit. It is expected to be

commercialized in about 10 years.
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 129 무언가를 진실로 이해하기 위해선 그 무언가가 되어야 한다. - 경험.

v필수어휘  adjust liberty living corporation exhaust  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Truth leads you (to liberty) and fills you (with living things). (Thus), adjust yourself (to it).

Deceit approaches you (as a small retailer) but (soon) it becomes bigger (than a corporation) and 

tries to exhaust you. Raise discernment.

(Usually), you can get it (through books) and (experiences with understanding).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [8월]

Bicycles are simple and ① beautifully elegant

machines that attract just about every kid at an

early age. The coolest thing about a bicycle is

② that it lets you get where you are going a

lot faster and use a lot less energy than you

would if you were walking or running. You also

help ③ save energy because you don’t have to

use any gas or oil. The other good thing about

bicycles ④ are that everything is completely

exposed. There are no covers or sheet metal

hiding anything on a bicycle. Many kids with

mechanical tendencies can’t resist the desire to

take ⑤their bike apart!
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 130 고난에서 도망치지 말고 생명으로 반응하라.

v필수어휘  cow jazz wage birthday context  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Suffering is no simple sad jazz music. But when it engulfs you (like the nadir of darkness), do not spoil yourself.

Who knows it’s the death for your second birthday?  Do not stop your hand (milking your cow) and 

wage the war (for the victory).      What seems to kill you (now) 

would be (totally) understood (in a context of whole life), (not in the middle of suffering).

(A), (B), (C)에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [9월]

My wife and I visited my parents (A) during /

while the summer vacation. On the way back

home, we had a flat and no spare tire. We

walked to a nearby farmhouse for help. The

farmer who lived there (B) taking / took off a

tire from his car and said, “Drive into town, get

your tire fixed, and leave (C) me / mine at the

gas station. I can’t come with you because I’m

busy now. I’ll get my tire back later on.” His

trusting action really saved the day for us.
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 131 쓰러져있는 시간은 짧아야 한다.

v필수어휘  saint statistic improvement beer transition  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

When your rage or sorrow is beyond description, no beers can quench your rage, 

no words of saints can calm you down, and no statistics (showing what human is) can condole you.

(However), you should succeed (in the transition from frustration to fortitude) (as fast as you can)

since it is the evidence of human improvement.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [9월]

Julie and I work at a hair salon. While we

were busy ①cutting our clients’ hair, Julie said

to me, “I’m having trouble with my car, but it’s

hard to find someone reliable ②to repair it.”

“A car mechanic isn’t much ③different from

a doctor,” I said. “You pay them to correct your

problem, but there’s no guarantee ④that it’s fixed.”

⑤Realized that I could have offended

someone, I leaned over to Julie’s client and

asked, “You’re not a mechanic, are you?”

“No,” came the irritated reply, “I’m a doctor.”

*guarantee : 보장
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 132 존재한다는, 산다는 기쁨 

v필수어휘  heal amid revolutionary segment belong  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(Amid various experiences), to exist or to live is (fundamentally) a revolutionary experience.

But many segments of bad conditions (also) belong to your life. 

It blocks the joy of existence. 

Be near (to healing words) (that give you light) and be (in true love).

(A), (B), (C)에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [10월]

The tradition of wearing earrings (A) go / goes

back to early days when they were treated not

as jewelry, but as *amulets to protect the

wearers from evil spirits. This tradition carried

over to seamen, especially pirates who believed

that earrings made them (B) see / saw better

and could give them stronger eyesight. Did it

work? Who knows? But did you ever see a

pirate (C) worn / wearing glasses?

*amulet: 부적
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 133 매 순간이 항상 처음이자 마지막 순간이다. 다시 경험할 수 없으니까.

v필수어휘  crown injured debut brush hello  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(Everyday), brush up the reasons (for you) (to get up again). 

Say hello (to diligence) and crown it and say goodbye (to unfruitful behaviors, scars and injured mind).

Think of every moment (as your debut moment). 

Try to do your best. Don’t squander your opportunites called youth

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  (3점) [10월]

A college football coach wanted ①to make a

top talent a member of his team, but the player

couldn’t pass the college’s entrance exam. ②

Needed the player badly, the coach went to the

*dean and asked if the player could take the

test orally. The dean agreed, and the following

day the player and the coach ③were seated in

his office. “OK,” the dean said, “what is seven

④times seven?” The player thought for a

moment, then said, “I think it’s 49.” Suddenly

the coach jumped up. “Please, Dean,” he

begged, “⑤give him another chance!”  *dean: 학장　
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 134 근면은 생명을, 대리만족과 회피는 슬픔과 죽음을 낳는다.

v필수어휘  roach sensitive engineering planning virtually  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Happiness, satisfaction, joy. Everyone needs theses but (to our sorrow),

there isn’t something (like emotion engineering). Can you get continuous delight (just from planning)? 

(However) detailed it is, (virtually) no. We should be sensitive (in putting our diligence in practice).

or lingering sorrow will follows you (in life), (like die-hard roaches).

(A), (B), (C)에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [10월]

How do you say thanks when someone lends

you a helping hand? One person did it with a

million dollars. The person was visiting Peoria,

Arizona. He suddenly became ill, and the police

came to his aid. When the stranger died years

later, he (A) left / has left the Peoria police

department a million dollars. The money was to

be used to (B) help / helping others who

needed emergency care. Who was the rich

person? The person asked that his name be

kept secret. We’ll never know because the

police can’t tell. Let’s just say it was someone

(C) who / whom knew how to say thanks.
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 135 억압과 강제로 교육의 틀을 잡아서는 안 된다.

v필수어휘  squeeze internal analysis wooden motion  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Why are we pouring oil (onto the burning wooden column)? We should extinguish the fire. 

Why are we squeezing students? We (just) say (by some analyses) “There are prob-
lems (in education).

but education is (originally) this way (since before)” Have you tried to see the internal 
status of students? 

We ought to stop our suppression (in motion) (on them) and unshackle them (rightly).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [10월]

At around 10:30 p.m. last night, a fire ①broke

out in a house at 413 Wilshire Boulevard. The

house is in a very nice neighborhood, ②

surrounded by beautiful trees. The family of four

that lives in the house was alerted by smoke

alarms, and they all exited the house safely,

although they must have been very ③

frightening. The cause of the fire has not yet

been determined, although faulty electric wiring

is suspected. People should have their electric

wiring checked ④regularly. The family is staying

with relatives until repairs to their home can be

made, and they are very ⑤anxious to move

back into their house.
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 136 미래를 학생 스스로가 탐구할 기회를 충분히 줘야 한다.

v필수어휘  ingredient inspect stretch hunt sweep  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Student’s limbs should be stretched (freely) (for their growth). But we, adults, (who thinks only one way), 

hunt them and tie them until they contract and bleed. when the Inspector of children make a ruling,

adults would be hunted and burned out (into ingredient that nobody uses). 

Who would use ashes? They are (only) swept away.

(A), (B), (C)에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [10월]

In 1974, there was no Chinese newspaper in

Seattle's Chinatown. Immigrants in the region

(A) was / were lining up outside a local grocery

store to buy Chinese newspapers from San

Francisco. At that time, the Chinese immigrants

had to rely on rumors and gossip. I wanted to

help them by providing (B) them / themselves

with information and facts. Starting a newspaper

seemed like the right thing to do. Despite

objections from my parents and friends, I began

my marketing campaign. I handed out *flyers

(C) announcing / announced a new

Chinese-language newspaper throughout

Chinatown. * flyer: 전단지
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 137 꿈을 향해 달리는 중에는, 고독을 느끼거나 생각할 여유가 없다.

v필수어휘  lonely offence lean profile renew  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Feeling lonely (in the crowd)? Want to lean (against someone)? 

Feel like getting renewed or getting old (everyday)? Let’s make a detailed profile (of today) and expect tomorrow. 

(No offence) but there seems not much hope. However, (through your determination), today might be the start of new hope. 

(Add to this), it will be the icing on the cake if we renew love.

다음 중, 어 법상 틀린것은? [10월]

The oceans provide a lot of important things to

people. In many places, seafood is ①the most

important source of high-quality protein. A lot of

countries, the United States included, ②

depending on coastal activities for tourism.

Around 50 percent of the world's population ③

lives close to the oceans. So when the oceans

don't work the way they should, ④there are all

kinds of impacts economically and socially.

When beaches are closed ⑤due to toxic plants,

it has an economic impact, and it lowers

people's quality of life.
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 138 역경은 가면을 쓴 축복이다.

v필수어휘  phrase valley electricity plain being  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Success creates electricity. Failure does discouragement, 

but what drives you into the valley of despair is not failure (itself). 

[It is] you [who] doesn’t choose to get up quickly. 

There is a plain and homely phrase (for human beings) “Hardship is veiled blessing”

(A), (B), (C)에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [11월]

A dilemma tale is an African story form that

ends with a question. The question asks the

listeners (A) choosing / to choose among

several alternatives. By encouraging active

discussion, a dilemma tale invites its audience

to think about right and wrong behavior within

society. Dilemma tales are (B) like / alike folk

tales in that they are usually short, simple, and

driven entirely by plot. As you read a dilemma

tale, you need to keep in mind that most

African cultures were traditionally oral ones:

Their stories and tales are meant to (C) tell /

be told aloud.　
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 139 사람에겐 삶을 전체로 바라볼 수 있는 눈이 없다. 지혜의 말을 가까이 하라.

v필수어휘  innocent false anger lip recovery  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

It is rare but (sometimes) when this world brings hardship (with you being innocent),

we might have no choice (but to take it) (with our lips closed). (Even then), 

it is good (for us) not to fall into anger. (On the contrary), if the false brings you benefit,

drive it away. Builds up your ability, (hoping the recovery of inner child).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [11월]

As Isaac Newton grew older, he was ①either

absorbed in thought or engaged in some books

of mathematics or natural science. At night, he

used to ②look up to the stars, wondering

whether they were worlds like our own. He also

imagined ③how great their distance was from

the earth, and what power kept them in their

courses. When Isaac was fourteen years old,

his mother wished him to leave school and ④

assisted her in managing the farm. But he was

so ⑤anxious to become a scholar that she sent

him back to school.　
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 140 야망을 품으라.

v필수어휘  gentleman procedure via ambition bath  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

A true gentleman is the man (who is not just kind but has ambition in his work).

He hates disorder and acts (via procedure) (not to harm others). 

He doesn’t seek how to be loved but seeks how to love, 

(for this) he cleans himself (in the bath of fortitude).

(A), (B), (C)에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [3점] [12월]

Last week I fell off my bike. I bruised my elbow

and sprained my wrist, but my injuries would have

been worse if I (A) haven't / hadn't been wearing

my bicycle helmet. "Tell your friends what

happened to you," the doctor said, "so they'll be

sure to wear their helmets, too." I did what the

doctor said, and (B) got / getting a few kids to

wear helmets is not a big deal. I think, though,

every cyclist should know that wearing a bicycle

helmet protects their head from injury. According

to recent statistics, you can prevent up to 85% of

serious head injuries by wearing a bicycle helmet

while (C) ride / riding a bicycle.
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 141 무익한 것에 중독된 정신이 낳을 수 있는 것은 파멸 뿐이다.

v필수어휘  origin expose broadcasting unusual deliberate  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

However unusual or shocking an event, news or entertainment seem to be,

These are (just) cliches (in history). It is rare that the origin of the power to make you really happy 

is exposed (in TV broadcasting). If you are addicted (to it), 

take deliberate stance (toward your precious time) and turn it(tv, internet, smart phone) off.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [12월]

In English-speaking countries, the most common

last name is ①what you'd expect: Smith. In the

United States, about 2,400,000 people are

Smiths, or about one in ②every 100 persons!

There are another 800,000 Smiths in England,

and ③many more in other English-speaking

nations. However, the most common last name

in the world is Chang. About ten percent of the

people in China ④have that name, so the

number of Changs in the world ⑤are probably

over 130 million! In France, the most common

last name is Martin; in Germany, it's Schultz;

and in Russia, it's Ivanov.
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 142 지도자는 하늘이 선택한다.

v필수어휘  pour observer associated drum criticize  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Do you criticize your leader or support him or her? Or (just) an observer? 

How do you feel (seeing military band beating their drums and people pouring out to see the nation’s leader)?

A leader is a mirror of the people. Don’t let people’s lust choose their leader 

or they will be associated (with a devil in the mirror) and be devoured.

(A), (B), (C)에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [12월]

Why do people use newspaper to clean glass?

Newspaper is printed on special paper (A)

called / calling “newsprint.” It is a cousin to

paper towels, which were invented much later.

People found that newspaper cleaned glass

better than a cloth rag, even if it had news ink

on it. Actually, it works better than those towels

(B) we / that have nowadays. To use

newspaper for cleaning glass, use a weak

solution of vinegar and water, or ammonia and

water. Spray the solution lightly on the glass,

then *wad the newspaper up and use like a

paper towel. The glass will be (C) very / much

cleaner than you expect and it’s cheaper than

window cleaner.  *wad up：작은 뭉치로 만들다
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 143 자연 속에서 휴가는 원기를 회복시켜 준다.

v필수어휘  unable forth weigh neat cricket  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Have you heard (in the still night) (under the twinkling stars) the chirping of crickets, 

(lying on the neat grass in the melody of running creek)? 

Nature (in stillness) brings forth coziness and the hopes for life. 

Nature weighs much. We might be unable to understand her all (forever).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [12월]

I recently consulted a college girl who entered a

design school this year. In the beginning, she

worked ①hard at school but now she has

ended up with four thousand dollars of credit

card debts. She ②had been worrying because

she felt everyone at the school was more

talented and ambitious. So, she spent more

hours shopping for clothes than ③worked on

her own designs. It got to the point ④where

she owed about three thousand dollars on her

credit card and another one thousand to her

boyfriend. “It was stupid. I spent all this time

and money shopping, when I ⑤should have

painted or worked on designs,” she said.
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 144 편식하면 몸에 해롭다.

v필수어휘  youngster bike laughter desperate romantic  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Youngsters should have much laughter, lots of chances of weep, 

(as well as activities like bike riding in nature and sometimes good romantic relationship). 

But quite a few of them are desperate (for their freedom). (Unbelievably), (in some countries), 

they are (hugely) being tortured (by their society) (which is sustained by wrongful adults and convention).

(A), (B), (C)에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [12월]

Greenpeace is an international organization

interested in protecting the environment. It

promotes non-violent act against people or

business (A) harmed / harming the environment.

One area of primary concern for Greenpeace is

nuclear weapons. (B) When / Since the early

days of the organization, it has struggled

against nuclear testing. Greenpeace is also

concerned with the environmental impacts of

global warming. So it is trying to reduce

greenhouse gases. In addition, one of its most

urgent goals (C) are / is to protect the rain

forests. In all of those areas, Greenpeace hopes

to change the thoughts and actions of people in

order to protect the Earth.
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 145 모든 것에는 그만만 대가가 있다.

v필수어휘  exposure sigh evil priority appreciate  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Make your freedom one of your top priorities. Sigh comes (from shackled mind). Don’t let yourself sigh.

Seek exposure (to life), avoid evil thought and throw yourself (into work with diligence and patience). 

Don’t be close (to what has no light). 

We should appreciate and accept the good of what’s good. Pay the price (for the good things).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [12월]

There are many adventures in the world, not all

of ①which involve climbing mountains. If you

are young, you need to want to do something

remarkable. You also need the courage to try

something different. Travel ②has always been

one of the great adventures. This does not

mean getting on a bus with a group of other

tourists, waving a flag and ③shouting through a

megaphone. Instead, to have a real adventure,

set out by yourself or with a friend and ④to

explore something new. This way, you have to

struggle to understand everything about a new

place, ⑤including the language and customs.

This is a real adventure.
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 146 한 자리에 두 가지 식물을 같이 심을 수 없다.

v필수어휘  specifically preparation agricultural abandon mixed  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

A farmer plowed his field (with his own agricultural implements) and

sowed wheat seed  (in preparation for his bread). (In time), he got many weeds and some wheat.

If you want to avoid mixed result, abandon bad habits and

(specifically), mixed mind  of worry or disbelief. How? To fight.

(A), (B), (C)에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [3월]

A driver saw two men carrying heavy bags on

a lonely country road. This reminded him of the

news (A) what / that he had heard on the

radio: two thieves stopped a train and stole

mailbags full of money. He at once called the

police. The police soon arrived on the scene

and arrested them. They questioned (B) both /

each men but neither of them could speak

English. They just kept shouting loudly at the

police. Later, the police realized that they (C)

have made / had made a terrible mistake. The

men were French onion-sellers and their bags

were full of onions!
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 147 작은 불씨 하나가 산 전체를 태운다.

v필수어휘  peak subsequent spark coverage temple  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

A spark of hope starts (from the nadir) and goes (through the temple of fight) (to the peak of light). 

If you keep fortitude (in hope) and keep getting up (again), subsequent momentum is arranged. 

Don’t give up a little dream or hope. 

Who knows that it is the little spark (which will expand its coverage to eternity)?

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3월]

My friend Martin used to complain about the

city of Los Angeles, ①where he lived for three

years studying in a college. He wanted to go

around here and there, but he couldn’t do so ②

because of the traffic and the high prices.

Martin thought life would be ③much better if he

were able to move to another city. Right after

finishing his program and ④received his degree,

Martin moved to Boulder. Before long, however,

he began to complain again about the cold

weather and the boring life. He regretted leaving

the sunny weather and the ⑤exciting lifestyle of

Los Angeles.
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 148 못 믿는 것 보다 믿고 실망하는 편이 낫다.

v필수어휘  squad emphasize controversial midnight depth  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Controversial remarks on emphasizing trust : 

A:“Do not love. (How) can you believe human? They will fail you (in the end)” 

B:“It is better to be disappointed (than to be unable to trust)” 

C:“(In the darkest of midnight), (in the depth of abyss), my faith (on you) (still) goes on”

We heard a few people (who smiles before a firing squad).

(A), (B), (C)에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [3월]

Fashions come and go, but astronauts' big and

heavy spacesuits have remained the same for the

past 40 years. However, they are going to change

soon with a new type of spacesuit, according to

scientists at Massachusetts Institute of Technology

(MIT). The scientists have been developing a new

spacesuit (A) [calling / called] the "bio-suit." The

bio-suit will be lighter, tighter, and more flexible

than traditional suits. With tight layers of materials

wrapped around the body, the bio-suit enables the

wearer (B) [move / to move] slowly, so it is very

convenient. Traditional suits are made up of 13

layers and weigh about 130 kg, while the new

spacesuit will be about half as (C) [heavy /

heavily] as those traditional ones.
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 149 덧없이 흘러가는 만족은 행복과 별 상관이 없다.

v필수어휘  counterpart initiative shopping considering symptom  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Do not ignore the symptom (of inner thirst). Shopping fleeting pleasure incessantly

cannot give you deep contentment.. Give love the initiative so you can enjoy the meaningful life. 

(Considering the secret of growth), adversities are (sometimes) (not at all bad). 

It is not (just) a killer.    (Rather), (occasionally), it can be a counterpart (of the oil of a car).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [3월]

My sister Lois was born in January, and she

was too young ①to remember her first couple

of winters in Chicago. However, one morning

when she was three years old, she woke up ②

to see that a blanket of snow had covered her

world while she was ③asleep. This was the

first time that she had seen snow. As you

know, that age is when you feel that your

parents could and would do anything for you.

She came out of her bedroom into the kitchen

④which the rest of the family were eating

breakfast and, with her blue eyes opened wide,

she excitedly ⑤asked my father, "Daddy, how

did you do that?"
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 150 영원한 시간이 주어진 게 아니다.

v필수어휘  integrate rank ray dump assist  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(To assist your future), try to enjoy the pain of training and

 dump bad habits and negative mind. 

[It is] you [that] make yourself an officer or be in rank and file.

Integrate patience (into time). Sun rays does not shine (on you) (forever).

(A), (B), (C)에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [4월]

My father, an engineer on a submarine, was often

out at sea. As a result, he sometimes forgot about

important family occasions. One year he missed

my mother’s birthday. Unfortunately, it was

impossible for her to tell him how angry she was

since the Navy checked all messages and

removed anything (A)[what / that] could be

considered disturbing to the men on board.

However, my mother was not so easily defeated.

She sent my dad a message, (B)[thank / thanking]

him for the lovely birthday present he kindly sent

her. Mom went on about how (C)[grateful /

gratefully] she was for his generosity. The Navy

gave him the note. Dad got the message and

never forgot my mother’s birthday again.
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 151 역사 속에서 미리 교훈을 얻어야 한다.

v필수어휘  marked privatize lesson alliance originally  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

History gives us the lesson (that there is no permanent enemy). 

Nations (once having shown marked divergence of opinion) forge an alliance. 

History (also) shows some politicians are originally liars. (Nowadays), they say they will work for us and 

beg our vote (and then) seek to privatize public sectors (against people’s wish).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [4월]

For thousands of years men ① have dived

under water to look for shells and shellfish.

About 2,300 years ago men were using

breathing tubes ② to stay under the water for a

long time. Without a tube, most people can stay

under water not more than two minutes. Today

on any beach you can see people ③ used

breathing tubes. They also wear a mask to help

them to see better under the water. On their

feet there ④ are rubber fins to help them to

swim along easily. When he sees something

interesting, he can dive down to look at it, and

then come to the top again and ⑤ continue his

swim.
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 152 술로 자신을 망치는 선택을 하지 말라.

v필수어휘  bound theme alcohol dealer salt  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

The dealer of alcohol (rarely) drinks (much) because he knows it can make human bound 

(for unexpected wrong direction). There are lots of poems and songs (taking alcohol and salt as their themes).

The common feature is they are necessary for human life. But if redundant, the accumulated side effect is huge.

Shun the heavy drinking (which ruins you).

(A), (B), (C)에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [4월]

Having a park full of dinosaurs would be a

really cool idea if it were not for a few

problems. Above all, it would be impossible (A)

[clone / to clone] dinosaurs based on DNA

pulled from a 25 million-year-old mosquito.

Certainly, the dinosaur’s DNA would have been

broken down into individual *molecules. Also, it

must have mixed together with (B) [whatever /

whenever] else the mosquito ate, along with the

mosquito’s own blood. Any creature made from

the mess would look ugly, but it wouldn’t look

(C) [like / alike] a real dinosaur.

* molecule：분자
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 153 타인의 장점을 파악하고 칭찬하라 

v필수어휘  vice chamber lower strip praise  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Praise can strip the black pall (covering inner chamber of dream). 

(Sometimes) you ought to be able to lower yourself (before others) 

cause it prevent many vices (from coming into human mind). 

Timely compliment is strong light and humility doesn’t destroy.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [4월]

Almost everybody would rather buy things in a

store that permits returns ① than in one that

does not. What we don’t realize is that being

allowed to change our minds ② seem to

increase the chances that we will change our

minds. When we know that we can change our

minds about decisions, we are less satisfied

with ③ them. When a decision is final, we

experience many psychological processes ④

that improve our feelings about our choice. ⑤

Knowing that we’ve made a choice that we will

not change makes us pour our energy into the

first choice that we made.　
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 154 그대가 지닌 잠재력은 무궁무진 하다.

v필수어휘  pause grade curious tone alive  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

The real reason (why your grade is unsatisfactory) 

is that you are not really curious about that subject. 

(So), however heavy its tone is, it shouldn’t judge you. 

Pause upon taking it (as all of your value). Find what makes you feel alive.

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는고르시오. [3점] [5월]

Long before the first Europeans arrived, a great

civilization (A) [raised / arose] in present-day

Central America and southern Mexico. This was

the Mayan civilization. The Mayans had big

cities with pyramids like (B) [that / those] in

Egypt. The Mayan civilization came to an end

around 1300 AD. We are not sure exactly why

it ended. Whatever destroyed it, the Mayans

never recovered it. Their civilization passed

away, (C) [leaving / left] only huge pyramids

behind, to show that a great civilization once

lived there.
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 155 자기 자신에게 솔직하고 정직이 부른 곤란함을 감수하라.

v필수어휘  boom made-up tactic apparent capacity  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(Among inner capacities), being genuine is the determiner (of the stability).

Make honesty your No.1 tactic. Honesty doesn’t always bring good result (from the start).

(For the boom of your freedom) you should endure. 

Abandon all the made-up or it is apparent that you would be in the instability.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [5월]

Gender roles are taught throughout the life

cycle, but parents have the greatest influence.

Parents start early in treating their baby boys

and baby girls ① differently. Studies have

shown that parents ② tending to respond more

quickly to an infant daughter's cries than an

infant son's cries. Parents are also likely to

allow boys ③ to try new things and activities;

parents usually fear more for the safety of girls.

Children also depend on ④ their parents for

examples and role models. Boys and girls will

be strongly ⑤ influenced by their parents'

gender roles.
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 156 변화가 필요하다면 순수하게 즐기는 것까지 통제해야 한다.

v필수어휘  long-time agenda decorate pose trace  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Your time is marred (by bad habits)(, your long-time friends). 

Trivial satisfaction (always) seems to work (as a very significant agenda) (to our daily lives).

But, it poses serious danger if you conceive a dream.

You could know this (by looking at the traces) (which decorate the wall of regret).

(A), (B), (C)에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [5월]

The Amazon is the biggest river in the world. It

contains more water than the Nile, the

Mississippi, and the Yangtze (A)[put / putting]

together. The Amazon starts in Peru and slowly

flows all the way across Brazil to the Atlantic

Ocean. Over most of this great distance, the

river flows through jungles (B)[which / where] it

rains for months at a time. The surface of the

Amazon looks as (C)[smooth / smoothly] as

glass. But under the surface, the water is full of

snakes, eels, alligators, and deadly fish called

piranha.　
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 157 인간에게 일하지 않는 것은 고통이다.

v필수어휘  pure partly height float nowhere  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(By working), we live. It is a dreadful thing to think human (with no pure mind and without work).

If there is no work, your mind will float (in the air), get nowhere and get (into futility).

(By working), we can (partly) open the door (toword the deepest height). 

And (usually), whatever kind of work it is, it prevents our mind (from decaying).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [5월]

Since July 20, 1969, the date of the first moon

landing, several astronauts ①have landed and

walked on the moon. They all left footprints

behind them. On Earth those footprints would

be gone very soon, but not so on the moon. All

the astronauts’ footprints remain on the moon’s

surface! Why haven’t the footprints gone away?

It is ② because the moon has no air. That

means there is no wind ③to blow dust over the

footprints. There is also no rain to ④wash away

them. But the footprints won’t last forever. Tiny

bits of rock ⑤ known as *meteorites sometimes

hit the moon. These meteorites, little by little,

will remove the footprints. *meteorite: 운석
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 158 단편적 지식으로 전체와 미래를 판단해서는 안 된다.

v필수어휘  crystal protein explosion chop sufficient  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

It is crystal clear that our body needs protein, fat and carbohydrate – and various minerals. 

(Likewise), Our mind needs sufficient understanding and knowledge

and we need to be able to chop knowledge and incorporate that (into wisdom). 

(Especially in adolescent period), the explosion of realization is needed.

(A), (B), (C)에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [3점] [5월]

The Hot Chocolate Party, which was started in

Brooklyn, New York in 2006, is a growing

phenomenon spread by the Internet. The first

one started by a small family (A) [offering /

offered] their home and kitchen as a place to

come and make hot chocolate, and share it with

others. The idea was that for every guest, there

would be a variety of hot chocolate, thus

increasing the diversity of hot chocolate. The

family also left their oven on the entire time of

the party, letting people also (B) [bring / to

bring] in cookie dough to continuously bake

cookies. With the rising interest in making one’s

own food, and not going out, many places are

appearing that (C) [allow / allows] people to just

come and cook. *phenomenon: 현상
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 159 삶은 한 번 뿐이며, 유한하다.

v필수어휘  opera tourist raid rider racial  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Since life has its end (like an opera of a midsummer evening). 

Raid on the store of wisdom and listen to experienced riders. 

Do you find your stability (in a racial boast or in a nation or in a family or any organization)? 

Or (just) a tourist of life? (Without the aforementioned labels), who are you? (In this finite life).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [5월]

Some animals have difficulty ①sleeping. They

are just so big that lying down for a long period

of time isn’t comfortable. You may ②have heard

that horses sleep standing up. They can lock

their knees and sleep while ③standing, but the

deepest sleep still comes when they lie down.

Elephants may lie down and sleep for a few

hours in the morning, but the weight of their

bodies makes this ④uncomfortably after two or

three hours, and they will stand up and nap a

little longer on their feet. Even giraffes sleep

standing up, and their bodies are ⑤balanced so

that their long necks support their heads without

much effort even in a standing position.
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 160 중독은 진정한 자기모습을 가리는 가면을 만든다.

v필수어휘  mask chip noise gallery snow  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(Usually), (on the mask of addiction) is honey applied. 

Chips with TV, alchohol, smartphon, SNS,.., it could be anything. We know addiction destroys balance. 

Shorten the noises of outer world (which have no inner value). 

(How about) walking through art gallery or having a snowball fight? Regular exercise is surely helpful.

(A), (B), (C)에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [6월]

Many parents worry about the state of the world

today and wonder how they can feel (A) [safe /

safely] when raising kids in this scary world.

Yet, I found that there’s still hope. When I was

a brand-new mom, I was in an elevator with

two teenage boys. When the door opened, one

boy was about to get off first. The other boy

put his arm in front of his friend, (B) [motioned

/ motioning] for me to go ahead. I was moved

by his simple gesture of thoughtfulness and

good manners. I thanked him, and also asked

him to thank his mother for doing a wonderful

job: raising such a polite young man. I

promised myself at that moment (C) [when /

that] I would raise my children to be like him.
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 161 영원히 뒤에 있지도, 항상 앞에 있지도 않는 게 인생이다.

v필수어휘  ownership leaf flood rear bowl  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

There are flood and ebb. (under the surface) there are hidden roots and (above the soil) leaves.

Although you bring up the rear, you might be (at the front someday). The ownership of your life is (on you)

(not somenoe else). Though you might think your ways are affected by others,

no, the final decision to drink the bowls of choices is made (solely by you). Don’t blame others.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [6월]

The unforgettable musical, Rent, has been

performed 5,140 times since the show ①opened

in 1996. It generated such support that fans who

saw the production many times came ②to be

known as ‘Rent-heads.’ One of the numerous

reasons fans kept coming back ③are that the

characters in the show are very realistic. Larson

wrote Rent based on Puccini’s opera, La

Boheme. But its characters are quite different

from ④those in the opera. ⑤Upon its opening

on Broadway, this show brought controversy,

especially when it came to more conservative,

middle-aged audiences. But after receiving a

glowing review from the press, Rent became the

hottest ticket in town.
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 162 유머와 재치는 매력이다.

v필수어휘  butter stare auction remarkable humor  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

A sense of humor is (to life) what quality butter is (to bread). 

This ability has a remarkable effect (on mundane life). 

So, (like auction bidders), people try to have a man of humor (beside them). 

It seems they can break down our icy stares on life.

(A), (B), (C)에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. (3점) [7월]

The life expectancy of the average American

man is 69 years, which (A) [mean / means] that

the average American man lives to an age of

69. The average life expectancy for an

American female is 77 years. Although it may

seem (B) [surprising / surprisingly], the average

life expectancy for men in the West African

nation of Gabon, is just 25 years! Gabon’s male

average life expectancy is the lowest on the

earth. The average female in Gabon lives 20

years longer than the average male. The

country in the world that has the highest

average life expectancy is Andorra, (C) [which /

where] is a small country located near Spain.
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 163 뜻이 있는 곳에 길이 있다.

v필수어휘  gate map tournament tune hat  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(In cold winter), you need woolly hat, (not straw one). Discern and tune out the deceiving voices.

He (who tries to sell straw hat in winter) is the one (telling you life is like a one-time tournament). 

Life leads you (to as various gates of challenge) (as you believe you can do). 

There is no fixed treasure map.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [7월]

A famous radio news anchorwoman, Mary Ellen

had worked her way up from a small station, to

the major markets of Los Angeles and San

Francisco. In 2004, she ①became an afternoon

news anchorwoman at a big station in New

York City. She had a very good salary and a

fancy car. Her suitcase was always ②packed

for the major position. Then, in February 2005,

Mary Ellen took on her most meaningful

assignment, one she gave to ③herself.

However, she quit her job, ④leaving New

York’s fast track and a close boyfriend behind.

She went home to help her mother, Rosemary

who had taken care of her father since 1992,

⑤who he was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s

disease. Mary Ellen arrived in her hometown in

Michigan on a gray winter night.
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 164 유흥으로 자신을 망치는 선택을 하지 말라.

v필수어휘  behave actress fancy error personnel  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Do not have a fancy for smoke, alcohol or drugs etc. 

Their actors and actresses are victims of it. But we can’t (always) behave ourselves or have no error. 

(If any), he is a half god and there isn’t even a hundredth god (on earth). 

If you have an addiction, don’t forget there are helping personnel in our society.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [7월]

One night my wife and I were awakened by the

sound of our daughter's crying in her room. She

was only three months old at the time, so it

wasn't unusual for her ①to wake up in the

middle of the night. But there was something

strange about the way she was crying, ②which

worried us. We immediately ran to the

emergency room. It turned out ③that she did

have a flu. If she had not been seen by a

doctor in time, she ④could have lost her

hearing or possibly even died. My wife and I

spent three days with our baby in the hospital,

watching nurses ⑤be held her down while a

doctor gave her a shot.　
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 165 도망치지 말고 싸워야 한다.

v필수어휘  pleased tackle substance broadcast milk  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Life gives us trouble. We are not pleased (with broadcasting it to everyone) but (anyway), 

we want our shackled mind freed. (Whether to avoid it or tackle it), we have to choose. 

A baby should avoid hard food. Milk is proper food substance. 

(However), when time is up, we have to change milk (with hard food). We have to tackle it (after all).

(A), (B), (C)에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [7월]

In the 1800s, cowboys from the south-western

United States came together in one town each

year in order to sell their cows. After (A) [sold /

selling] their cows, the cowboys often showed

off how well they had learned to ride and rope

cows. In 1888, the people of Pr~scott began to

sell tickets to the cowboy show and called the

show rodeo. Since the first rodeo, rodeos have.

grown in popularity. The most popular event at

rodeos (B) [is / are] bull wrestling. In bull

wrestling, the cowboy must jump onto the back

of a running bull. And, using. only his hands,

the cowboy has to stop the bull by making the

bull (C) [fall / to fall] to the ground. The cowboy

who can do this the fastest becomes the winner.
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 166 마음을 버린 자가 되지 말라.

v필수어휘  latter casualty empire unity burst  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

When you lose your mind, you might be losing eternity. 

Which is better? keeping your mind in patience? or instant satisfaction of lust? 

Our body says the latter is better. Lust brought huge casualties (in big and small histories.)

and burst unity into division. Don’t entrust your mind (to the empire of darkness).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [8월]

Budgeting is essential for everyone, but it’s ①

even more important when you’re single. Every

dollar you make should ②account for, and you

need to have a clear understanding of where

that money is going and how you can spend it.

If you get into a situation ③where more money

is going out than it is coming in, it’s up to you

to adjust your budget accordingly. So, start by

creating a budget. It should be as ④detailed as

possible. Some people find it’s helpful to track

every single penny while others find ⑤it’s

suitable to track things in terms of general

spending categories.
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 167 좌절과 게으름에 이별을 선언하라.

v필수어휘  psychology panel actor prominent generate  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Frustration steals your inner power and generates laziness. 

To cure it is (so) huge a work (that) many prominent figures (in history) warn it. 

It seems hard to cure but we don’t need psychology or panel discussion (to cure it). 

The resolution not to give in you should have. You are the main actor of your life.

(A), (B), (C)에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [8월]

The small Asian kingdom of Brunei Darassalam

is located on the Northern Shore of Borneo. Its

nature, culture and tradition are all within easy

reach in the small size of the kingdom. (A)

[Although / Despite] its unspoiled nature and

traditional culture, Brunei is very much of the

21st century and a center of modern culture in

Asia. The comforts of modern life (B) [is / are]

never far away even if the city gives the feeling

that it is hundreds of miles from another

civilization. There are world-class golf courses,

sporting facilities, a fashionable malls, theme

parks, plus restaurants (C) [offering / offered]

both local and international dishes.
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 168 인내하며 준비한 자가 더 좋은 기회를 얻어야 한다.

v필수어휘  adequate rice selection employment judgment  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

We need rice, wheat, barley, meat and etc. (to live), so employment is a essential thing.

You need adequate qualification (to be in the selection of today’s society). 

If one of the judgments (of this society) depends on the record of our sincerity, 

whom can we blame? (Regardless of the problem of educational system).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [8월]

When her husband, the pharaoh, died, Hatshepsut

was supposed to rule Egypt ① until her son was

old enough to take the pharaoh’s position. But she

liked her job so much that she declared ② her

pharaoh and appeared before her subjects wearing

a fake beard. Beards of the time were a symbol

of power. The fake beard allowed the subjects ③

to believe she was a real pharaoh. Hatshepsut’s

reign extended from 1503 to 1482 B.C., ④

breaking the 2,000-year-tradition of male-only rule.

Unlike the pharaohs before her, she was devoted

to peace and harmony and opposed to ⑤ being

at war.
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 169 자유에는 두 가지가 있다.
v필수어휘  associate climate unlike keen junior  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

The freedom (from shackles) and that, (into the shackle of higher values). 

They are unlike but associated (with each other closely) (for your happiness). 

The main climate of your mind is to be happiness . So, you need both. But do not stay (long) (in the first step).

Go (from junior to senior). Be keen to find truth (not to fall into shackles of no value).

(A), (B), (C)에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [8월]

I was a tax accountant, but I wanted to do

something in the food industry. Then I read an

article about people (A) [try / trying] a different

job for a certain period, and I decided to

explore that possibility by spending a year on a

farm in Norway. Since I lived my whole life in a

city, the idea of living and working on a farm

seemed quite different from (B) [what / which] I

had been doing. The experience was harder

than I had expected. I worked seven to eight

hours a day, five days a week. It was difficult

work, but I had the opportunity to learn what

(C) [it / this] takes to produce, harvest, and

prepare the food we eat.
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 170 순수한 마음과 굴하지 않는 근면 

v필수어휘  pollution visible bend knock string  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

The pollution of visible world is less important (than that of invisible mind).

Bend every efforts (to cleaning it). 

Having pure mind has a knock-on effect (on having a string of tranquil smiles).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [9월]

Paul was an old man who ①lived under a

bridge in the streets of Paris. He begged for

money to keep himself ②warm and fed, and he

liked his carefree life. Then one day just before

Christmas a sick mother and her three children

walked into his life. Though he tried ③to ignore

their troubles, Paul soon found ④himself caring

for the family and sharing his unusual home

under the bridge with them. But the children

missed having a home of their own. How could

he make their Christmas wish ⑤to come true?
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 171 삶을 독특하게 느끼는 눈이 자기만의 목적을 가지게 한다.

v필수어휘  contrast capture cycle noted potato  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(Holding potato chips in a cozy couch) and (captured in awe), you can see the life of a noted figure

(on screen) (which is far from the coziness). Stark contrast (between the great and the ordinary) 

is “to act till it’s achieved” It is (like cycling, not riding a motorcycle). 

(Everyday) you should push (forward) (with your feet) until you get to your goal.

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는고르시오. [3점] [9월]

We use many natural materials such as cotton,

wool, and metal. They come from plants or

animals, or they are (A) [dug / digging] from the

ground. Plastics can be used in place of natural

materials, and they are used to make clothes,

parts for cars, and many other products.

Plastics are synthetic materials, which means

(B) [that / what] they are made from chemicals

in factories. The chemicals come mainly from

oil, but also from natural gas and coal. An

important quality of plastics (C) [is / are] that

they are easy to shape. They can be used to

make objects of all kinds.    *synthetic: 합성의　
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 172 경험을 발전적 변화의 때로 받아들여라.

v필수어휘  overwhelming killer prime infection truly  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

When is (truly) the prime moment of life? When you have the overwhelming power? 

When your influence spreads (like unstoppable infection)? It might even be a time of failure 

(which makes you realize something) or (also) when you are tenuous, (sacrificing yourself in love).

(In any case), we should learn (through experience) complaint or blame is a killer with no help in life.

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는고르시오. [3점] [10월]

There is growing evidence that Korea is

experiencing the impacts of climate change. The

distinctive features between Korea’s four

beautiful seasons which have been a great

pride for its people (A) [is / are] becoming

unclear. The southern part of the nation is

turning into a subtropical area without winters.

The change (B) [has resulted / was resulted] in

the interruption of the ecosystem such as the

early flower blossoms and changes in fish

species. Moreover, rising sea-levels will certainly

become a serious threat to the wet, muddy

areas along the western coast (C) [which /

whose] value has been recognized worldwide.
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 173 사랑은 값으로 따질 수 없다.

v필수어휘  cough retain exhibition legislation gift  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Don’t be naive. There is no perfect saint. (Behind every beautiful achievement of human history),

we can see there are secret exhibitions of love stories. 

Love cannot be hidden (like a cough). No human legislation can prevent love. 

What should we pay (to retain love)? Is love free gift (like coincidence)?

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [10월]

Michelangelo’s David was an exemplar of

strength and enormous courage in the

Renaissance Era. In fact, the marble for David

was a huge block that a sculptor ①had

abandoned about 40 years earlier. The marble

had been lying ②disused ever since.

Michelangelo was the only sculptor to achieve a

design of such enormous dimensions ③what

used only this marble block, requiring no

additional parts. Due to the limitations of the

damaged marble, the statue is ④much broader

than it is deep, and so David was intended ⑤to

be viewed from the front or back, rather than

the side.   *marble 대리석 dimensions 규모
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 174 좌절은 썩은 것이다. 습관적으로 미워하라.

v필수어휘  reward implication harbor pale concerned  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

When ordeals of life make you turn pale (with fear), you seek a harbor of refuge. 

(Concerned or not), suffering and its implications will visit you (someday). If you run away 

there will be no reward. When you lost all, don’t get (into frustration). (Just) do what you should do. 

Frustration kills you but to keep changing and challenging brings you new rewards.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [10월]

The Park family used to ① live in a large

apartment in Seoul, Korea. Two years ago, Mrs.

Park moved with their daughter, Da Young, to

New York City. Mr. Park, who couldn’t leave his

job in Seoul, was ② left behind. There’s a

reason for the separation. Da Young is an

outstanding violinist and ③ has wanted to study

with Mr. Goldman who lives in New York. “At

first, my parents argued over the issue of ④

separation the family,” says Da Young. “But

finally, my father agreed to it.” “It’s hard to raise

children in a foreign country,” says Mrs. Park.

“Our old life, ⑤ which was more predictable,

was easier.” The sacrifice, however, is worth it,

she says. “We couldn’t pass up this opportunity

to study with Mr. Goldman. Maybe my daughter

will be famous.”
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 175 습관이 될 때까지 불굴의 의지를 연습하라.

v필수어휘  whenever venue carbon comfortable constitution  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Lots of venues (for dealing with the problem of carbon emission) are being arranged (worldwide).

As carbon emission is bad (to our planet), pumped out negative thought is (only) bad (to yourself).

whenever you are (in hard time), do not run away (to pleasure or into being comfortable).

Healthy constitution comes (from habituated fortitude).

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는고르시오. [10월]

One of the best things about garage sales is

getting something free. When you let friends and

other families know (A) [that / who] you are

looking for an item, it is likely that someone will

meet that need. We received a TV set because

someone knew we needed a TV. Don’t be

ashamed to ask for things! We had a $500

vacuum (B) [give / given] to us that needed some

minor repairs. Free instruction is helpful, too. Ask

people you meet how to do things. I asked a lady

who sold lovely flowers how to grow flowers. I

learned that it’s best to start flowers from seeds in

the house and then (C) [transplant / transplanting]

them. It was just a casual conversation, but I

could get some useful information.
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 176 좋은 생각을 하고 그것을 지키라.

v필수어휘  relative dividend enterprise enormous alert  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Good or bad, your thought gives its result (to your daily life) (at least in an emotional way), 

(like an enterprise gives its dividend to its shareholders). It could seem (relatively) small 

cause it is (just) thought. But stay alert  since it is (surely) enormous.

when habitual or accumulated (in the perspective of whole life).

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는고르시오. [10월]

A hook is a musical idea, often a short riff, or

phrase, that is used in popular music to make

a song appealing and to catch the ear of the

listener. The word ‘hook’ literally means being

caught or (A) [trapping / trapped], as when a

fish is hooked. This term, which is applied to

various music genres including rock, hip hop,

dance, and pop music, (B) [tend / tends] to be

either melodic or rhythmic. Some hooks become

popular without using any unusual elements. For

example, in the song “Nobody,” performed by

WonderGirls, the hook consists of the words

“nobody” repeated over and over again (C)

[while / during] the whole song.
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 177 인내가 좋음은 하루아침에 배울 수 없다.

v필수어휘  minor manufacture hell concept withdrawal  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

One of the concepts of hell may well be based (on anger). 

(Manufacturing burning fire), anger creates living hell. 

A man (who angers easily) (only) fits into minor roles. 

Anger and withdrawal from patience are relatives (each other).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [10월]

Raphael ranks among the greatest artists of all

time. Yet they say he once sold ①what has

since become a masterpiece for a bit of food.

One evening the great painter saw a mother ②

singing to her small child. He was inspired to

paint the scene ─ but there was no canvas to

paint on. Raphael discovered an old barrel

nearby and used its round cover as his canvas.

The story is ③that he sold the painting to a bar

keeper for a meal worth less than fifty cents,

though he was not a poor man. The Italian

government sent the painting to the New York

World’s Fair in 1939, ④which it was exhibited. It

now hangs in a palace in Florence, Italy and ⑤

is valued at over $1,000,000!
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 178 포기 못할 일은 포기할 수 없다.

v필수어휘  characteristic cope mayor diary cream  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Who are the cream (of your town)(now)? 

an actor, a singer, an artist, a politician, a mayor, a sports medalist? 

(Among many characteristics of them), there are a few things in common (like keeping a diary).

But number one factor is that they don’t give up coping with their adversities. 

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  (3점) [10월]

In some deserts there are plants ①that

resemble rocks. Only the leaves of these plants

show on the ground. These leaves are fat,

covered with a tough skin, and are the same

color as the rocks and pebbles around them.

Because they are filled with water, many desert

animals would be glad ②to eat them. But these

leaves look ③like rocks, so animals seldom

notice them. These strange plants are known as

stone plants. The only time you can easily tell

that they are plants ④are after a rainstorm.

Then, a flower pops out from between the

leaves and ⑤blooms for a day or two.
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 179 태어날 때, 아이들 사이에 무슨 차이가 있던가? 우리는 성장한다. 선택하면서.

v필수어휘  convince instrument dare define bone  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Convince yourself that you can do it. Don’t you dare think you cannot do it. 

You are the only and very instrument (into which this universe can contract itself). 

Do not define your identity (with limited things). That is not true. 

Your bone and flesh will go back (to where it was born) but your spirit will be recorded (in this universe).

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [10월]

Kids who like the outdoors can discover how

(A) [excited / exciting] it is to spot their favorite

animals. Stepping outside can mean seeing a

world full of great animals ─ from squirrels in

trees to birds in flight. The rule in the great

outdoors is simple: Don’t touch or go near an

animal. Although some of animals may be cool

or even cute, (B) [leave / leaving] them alone.

The animals aren’t like regular pets. They’re not

used to being around people and may bite or

attack if you go near them. Don’t ever try to

feed them. Even if they look (C) [hungry /

hungrily], they shouldn’t ever be fed.
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 180 지켜야할 것들은 결국에 인간을 자유롭게 하지 못한다.

v필수어휘  await concession Islamic castle flexible  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Islamic people follow their Koran, Jews follow their Torah, We follow ‘moral law’. 

Let’s call them ‘laws to be kept’ (in one), (in the castle of which) there is no unblemished human.

So, it is burdensome (for us). (Now then), is concession (to it) wrong? No.

(Then), should it be more flexible? No. (Ah...) (Where) is the salvation (for human)? we await it.

(A), (B), (C)에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 바르게 짝지은 것은? [11월]

What is beauty? Different cultures define (A) [it

/ them] quite differently. For example, large

women were considered beautiful in many parts

of Africa. In America, however, thin women

have been considered the standard of beauty.

With the invention of the Internet and satellite

TV, this American concept of (B) [that / what] is

beautiful has spread throughout the world.

Pressured by the advertising and entertainment

industries, women are using all kinds of

methods to meet this standard and to make

themselves (C) [appear / to appear] more

beautiful, at least on the outside.　
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 181 현재의 위안거리를 경계하라.

v필수어휘  slice anxiety coat exchange ate  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

You might want to exchange anxiety (about the future) (with relief in the present)

(in pursuing your dream). Do not refuse anxiety (with your future) and run away (into relief). 

Don’t worry (about working only), because if you ate just slices of bread  (coated with nothing) 

(for fortnight), (enduring everything), your body would have bacons. (It’s a riddle)

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [11월]

Late one Saturday evening, I was ① awakened

by the ringing of my phone. In a sleepy voice I

said, “Hello.” The party on the other end of the

line paused for a moment before ② rushing into

a long speech. “Mom, this is Susan and I’m

sorry I woke you up, but I had to call because

I’m going to be a little ③lately getting home.

The tire of Dad’s car just went flat while we

were in the theater.” Since I don’t have any

daughters, I knew the person ④ had misdialed.

“I’m sorry,” I replied, “but I don’t have a

daughter named Susan.” “Oh, Mom!” came the

young woman’s voice, “I didn’t think ⑤ that

you’d be this angry.”
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 182 모든 이를 경탄하게 만드는 능력 뒤에는 깊은 상처나 큰 노력이 있다.

v필수어휘  calm juice cinema bathroom whilst  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(In a cinema or a theater) we can see a great actor. (Usually), vicissitudes of life make a great actor.

He speaks (with his eyes and facial expression in calm), weeps (bitterly) (before the mirror in the bathroom) or

gulps juice (leaning against a wall exhausted). Whilst(while) we can enjoy his performance, 

there might be old wounds (in the source of his ability).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [12월]

Of all the senses, hearing evokes the strongest

feelings. Remember your favorite movie. Now

imagine watching that movie ① with the sound

off. It would be very flat and hardly worth ②

watched. Likewise, sounds have a huge impact

on the sales of products, especially cars. Car

manufacturers know that one of the biggest

selling features of their autos ③ is the sound of

the car door opening and closing. Some auto

executives have whole teams that focus ④

exclusively on the sounds their cars make,

including the doors, windows, shifts and even

seat cushions. The sound of the engines is not

only a major selling feature, but also a

distinctive characteristic ⑤ which defines the

brand.
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 183 희망은 극기가 없으면 공허해진다.

v필수어휘  concede amazing cite dig offering  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Positive thinking and words are good offerings (to our mind). 

It is easy to concede that they have amazing power. 

Some instances could be cited. (Then), let’s dig in good words and positive thoughts. 

(However), be cautious, (without patience and diligence), it could (just) be (like narcotics)

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [12월]

One night in the 1800s, a storm came up while

Captain Hanson Gregory was at sea. He

anchored the fried cake he’d been eating on

one of the *spokes of the helm so that he

could use both hands to (A) [steer / be

steered]. When he picked his cake back up,

Gregory was pleased to note that the middle

part he liked least was gone. From then on, he

had the cook on his ship (B) [fry / to fry] his

cakes with a hole in the center. This is the

origin of doughnuts. In the other story,

Gregory’s mother complains that the center of

her cakes didn’t cook through. Gregory gives an

idea to her (C) [that / who] she tries making

them with a hole in the middle. In either event,

Gregory gets the credit for inventing the

doughnut.  *spoke of the helm: [항해] 타륜(舵輪)의 손잡이
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 184 불굴의 의지가 있어야 지킬 수 있다.

v필수어휘  emphasis soul fate ambassador dominant  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Who will you send (as an ambassador of yourself) (into this world)? 

Send the fortitude (as your representative). It should be dominant (in our lives) 

cause the essence of the world is big and small battlefield. Put emphasis (on soul),( then) 

you may get eternity or (on lust), (then), you may lost everything.      Fate is (nowhere) (except on your hand).

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [12월]

New research indicates that when it comes to

children’s shoes, the size listed by the

manufacturer is (A) [rare / rarely] the true size.

In nearly all cases, the manufacturers overstate

the size. The most striking finding is (B) [what /

that] the majority of outdoor shoes and slippers

for children are too small. Interestingly, the shoe

sizes given by the manufacturers almost never

matched with the true sizes measured by the

researchers. For outdoor shoes, 33.9% fit

perfectly, 52.8% were too small, and 13.3%

were too big. The percentages for slippers were

28.2%, 61.6%, and 10.2%. When shopping for

shoes, parents should have their children’s feet

(C) [re-measure / re-measured].
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 185 비만은 여러 가지 병의 원인이 된다.

v필수어휘  runner hill slim genuine knife  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

A runner (going up the hill) should be slim. Work out (regularly), 

put your genuine mind  (in healthy body). (Sometimes) heaven can drive your body and mind (into fire).

Don’t avoid it. Who knows heaven is making a good knife (with hammer and whetstone)?

Both keen blade and suitable handle are needed.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 것은? [12월]

Do you know that we live ①a lot longer now

than the people who were born before us? One

hundred years ago the average woman lived to

be 45. But now, she can live until at least 80.

One of the main reasons why people live longer

②are that we know how to look after ourselves

better. We know which foods are good for ③us

and what we have to eat to make sure our

bodies get all the healthy things they need. We

know why we sometimes get ill and what we

should do ④to get better again. And we know

how important ⑤it is to do lots of exercise to

keep our hearts beating healthily.
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 186 책임을 완수하라.

v필수어휘  chicken ruin testing combine satisfied  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Whether you are a chicken or a hero, alive or dead, fulfill your responsibility. 

Do not be satisfied (with your current situation) or shift the responsibility (to others) (before fulfilling it) )

or you might ruin your precious goal. Love is no testing. 

If you love, risk your life. Combine resolution and sincerity.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [12월]

I spent 24 years of my life growing up and

being educated in England, and ① appreciated

every moment. However, there is so much more

in the world ② to experience. With just one life,

I feel I need to enrich myself and those who I

meet by traveling as much as possible. Only by

doing this ③ can we come to understand the

uniqueness of different cultures, and realize that

the more we think we are different, ④ the more

we actually have in common. There is the old

saying, “Home is where the heart is,”and I have

to agree with this. Wherever I traveled and

stayed, people I have lived with have made me

⑤ felt at home.
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 187 많은 조언을 들어도, 선택은 자신의 몫이다.

v필수어휘  interim upper hall category consultant  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

When we have to decide something important or have problems, 

we seek consultants or experts (on that category). We don’t want biased, interim, or wrong answers.

(Futhermore), there is (always) the possibility of upper solution. (In the hall of our mind), 

there are many doors. When we choose to open one, (usually), we have to lose others. Ah..., life is not easy.

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [3점] [12월]

The French government offered a prize to

anyone who could invent a way to preserve

food for the French army. A man named

Francois Appert won the prize by (A)[devise /

devising] a way to keep food fresh in sealed

glass bottles that were placed in boiling water.

However, no one knew why the food stayed

fresh when (B) [treating / treated] that way.

Then in 1860, an American found a better way

to sterilize food inside cans by heating them at

higher temperatures. Canning was already

working so well by that time (C) [that / where]

a can of rations from the Civil War, recently

discovered, was opened and its contents were

fed to a dog. The food was still fresh!

*sterilize: 살균하다
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 188 적극적 마음과 경험이 숙련을 만들어 낸다.

v필수어휘  traveller delegate mild instant aggressive  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Be a seasoned traveller (in your life).

(On the bottom), get the understanding of life and a mild attitude. 

Be instant to react (to your responsibility). Be aggressive when you fight (for hope). 

Do not delegate your precious things (to the negative mind).

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [3점] [12월]

Not all archaeologists believed there had been

a real city named Troy, but one of those who

did (A) [was / were] an archaeologist named

Frank Calvert. It was Calvert who first

discovered that what looked like a large hill on

the Turkish plain had actually been made by

human beings. Calvert believed (B) [that / what]

inside that man-made hill lay the lost city of

Troy. He bought some of the land and started

digging. When Schliemann met Calvert in 1868,

he adopted Calvert’s beliefs. Eventually, though,

Schliemann made the discovery of Troy sound

as if (C) [it / they] were his alone.
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 189 감정과 행동은 생각의 산물이다.

v필수어휘  clash commander pump exception threatening  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

What is encouraging or threatening your dream is (in you, not outside of you). 

(In the clash between fortitude and frustration), (as a commander of your life), drive away all distorted thoughts.

Put no exception (for what makes you frustrated), drive them (all).

Pump unextinguishable hope and fortitude (into your mind). Shout (to yourself) “I can do it!”

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [12월]

A tornado is a violent, whirling wind ①that

moves in a narrow path over land, usually in a

direction from southwest to northeast. In very

severe thunderstorms, the wind at different

heights blows in different directions and at

different speeds. This difference in wind

direction and speed ②is called wind shear. A

strong upward wind will affect the wind shear

and produce a rotation inside the thunderstorm.

A funnel cloud appears, and a tornado is born.

Some tornado funnels do not ③reach the Earth.

Funnel clouds that touch down to the Earth ④

picking up dirt and dust from the ground, giving

the funnels their dark gray or black color.

Sometimes tornadoes strike the Earth, go back

up into the atmosphere, then go down and ⑤ strike

another area. *funnel cloud: (토네이도의) 깔때기 구름
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 190 삶의 진정한 목적을 위해 건강을 챙기라.

v필수어휘 conventional advise preserve acquire soccer   적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Conventional wisdom advises you to preserve health (first) 

(more than anything else). But health (itself) is not the final purpose. 

It is a means (to acquire higher values) just as (in soccer), 

physical endurance is the core (of all tactics) but the purpose is the goal.

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [3월]

Every place on the earth is different. Just like

people, no two places can be (A) [exact /

exactly] alike. However, some places are similar

in certain ways. There are patterns in the way

people live and use the land. The design of

buildings shows one pattern. Many large cities

have very tall buildings (B) [called / calling]

skyscrapers. There is not enough land, so

people make more room by building up into the

sky. Other patterns can be found in the foods

we eat, the way we dress, or the way we grow

crops. Learning about these patterns (C) [help /

helps] us to understand the world a little better.　
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 191 단호한 처벌과 예시는 예방력이 있다.

v필수어휘  neck unhappy typical clever rape  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

The typical punishment of violent crimes (like rape) should be a severe sentence

(like hanging the culprit by the neck).

(in order to thwart those (who think they are clever and evil) not to try). 

But the news of this world makes the innocent unhappy.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3월]

After moving to a new city, I ①joined the

company baseball team. Being the oldest player,

I had to play the outfield. During one game, I

made a ②few mistakes. Then I kept ③hearing

someone shouting, “Way to go, Mr. Green” and

“You can do it, Mr. Green.” I was amazed

someone would know my name in this strange

city. After the game, I met my wife and son

and asked ④that they knew who was shouting

encouragement in the stand. My son spoke up

and said, “Dad, it was me.” I asked why he

was calling me Mr. Green and he replied, “I

didn’t want anyone ⑤to know that I’m your

son.”
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 192 순수함과 세상을 깊이 아는 지혜 둘 다 필요하다.

v필수어휘  marine cheer expression earnings reverse  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Cheer (to the pure), jeer (to the wicked).

Your earnings shouldn’t be less (than your expenditure).

Do not reverse it or you will suffer. Have spirit of a marine (before adversities)

but have a perspective (on humans and the nature) (with poetic expression in mind).

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. (3점) [3월]

Even though we call 365 days a year, the earth

does not move around the sun in 365 days.

Rather, it takes 365 days, 5 hours, 48 minutes,

and 46 seconds (A) [done / to do] this. So we

add one extra day to the end of February every

four years, except in those years (B) [where /

which] can be divided by 100. Then that extra

day is not added. But, in years divisible by 400,

that extra day is added. What that means is

simply that the years 1200, 1600, and 2000 are

divisible by 400, so they had the extra day

added, (C) [making / makes] themselves leap

years. But 1300, 1400, 1500, 1700, 1800, and

1900 are not divisible by 400, so they were not

leap years.
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 193 의지가 없다면 환경이 중요하다. 정녕 의지가 있다면, 그때는...,

v필수어휘  script expense convention nervous vast  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Limited environment may lead you (to nervous breakdown).

Try to go (to the vast outer world). (Sometimes) break the hedge of convention if need be. 

There is no fixed script (of your life).  

Defend your freedom (at any expense).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3월]

If you’re willing to admit it that you’re wrong,

you’ll be able to ①improve and get it right.

When you accept that you don’t know it all,

there’s so much that you’ll learn. Spend more

time ②listening than you do talking, and it’ll

greatly add to the effectiveness of what you

say. Let go of the need to prove how ③smart

you are, and your wisdom will deeply grow.

Keep in mind that there are many other points

of view, and that will make your own

perspective more valuable. Stop ④to worry so

much about who or what you appear to be.

Instead, put your energy into ⑤expressing that

you’re a unique and important person.　
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 194 육체의 빛은 매일 소멸로 향한다.

v필수어휘  tip dish lover beauty medal  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Be careful (not to tip the jug over), it may spoil your dish.

When you are a young lover, be careful (not to let the lust blind your eyes). 

Outer beauty comes and goes.

Don’t forget that you should hang an eternal medal of love (on your partner’s neck).

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [4월]

One local apartment complex had its gas and

electricity turned off. People in the complex (A)

[thought / thinking] that there was a problem

with the power lines. But they were very upset

when it turned out that the utility company shut

off service. The landlord in charge of the

seventy apartments did not pay the utility bill.

He (B) [asked / was asked] why he had not

paid the bill. He said (C) [that / what] with

small monthly rental income, he couldn’t

manage the utilities.　
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 195 자기연민은 일종의 마약이다. 잠시 필요할 때가 있긴 하다.

v필수어휘  plate intention bedroom missing sympathy  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Sympathy (for yourself) lead you (to evil result) so do not, even if your heaven and earth go missing.

Surround steel plate (around your heart), have every intention (not to succumb). 

Do not get into your bedroom (with broken heart). 

Sleep (with fortitude and hope). It is not easy but we should fight and win.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [4월]

Environmental illness is a term used ①to

describe illness in which environmental causes

play a significant role in producing symptoms.

People ②suffer from environmental illness may

have allergies, or be unable to work in an office

without becoming ill, which is known as sick

building syndrome. Some people who have

environmental illness become ③sensitive to

almost everything in their environment. They

may be allergic to pollen, and ④be made sick

by a large number of common foods through

immediate food allergies. These people are

often referred to as ‘universal reactors’ ⑤

because their bodies react to so many

environmental causes. *pollen: 꽃가루
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 196 양서 한권은 교훈을 주는 세 명의 친구다.

v필수어휘  coloured suitable civilian folk extensive  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Those (who don’t have experience of reading good and suitable books) are poor folks. 

(First) choose good books to read. Avoid books (which see the world as lead-colored). 

(Second), a book (written by a soldier) is better (than by a civilian).

(Third), Do both repeated reading and extensive one.

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [4월] [3점]

Foot pain (A) [occurs / is occurred] as much as

any other disease. It is, however, ignored mostly

by both genders. Foot pain is caused by

ill-fitting shoes such as high heels women are

willing to wear and the stiff, tight leather shoes

men wear to work. People only care about how

a shoe makes them (B) [look / to look]. In fact,

42 percent of women would wear shoes that

are uncomfortable in order to look more stylish.

And some men, who want to look more

muscular, turn into weekend warriors and pound

the ground in sneakers (C) [design / designed]

for cross-training or hiking.　
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 197 자기가 대접 받고 싶은 대로 남을 대하라.

v필수어휘  witness upset slight opposed delivery  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

We don’t have to bear witness to the frailty of human mind. 

Do not let your fellow felt slighted. Not because he will be upset 

but because it can be a deep scar (to him or her). 

You are (adamantly) opposed (to what insults you). (Then) be discreet (in delivery of words).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [4월]

In Greek, Mesopotamia means “between rivers.”

The land ①which once had that name is now

mostly in the nation of Iraq. But thousands of

years ago, when human civilization was just

beginning, Mesopotamia was the most important

part of the world. It was here ②that the ancient

Sumerians, Babylonians, Chaldeans, and

Assyrians founded their kingdoms. The two

rivers of Mesopotamia ③are the Tigris and the

Euphrates. In ancient times, the waters of these

rivers were used to ④supplying water to

Mesopotamia. But after thousands of years of

farming, the land has become unproductive.

Today, it is mostly desert. In some

Mesopotamian regions, the population is smaller

today than ⑤it was 4,000 years ago!
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 198 용서는 결국 마음에 평화를 준다.

v필수어휘  relax navy comfort whip inquiry  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Answer (to the inquiry) (on what forgiveness creates) : Put forgiveness (to others) and that (to yourself) 

(in a bowl of mind) and whip and mix them (as one) until there is the foam of the comfort. 

Relax and enjoy the peace. You have (just) created more precious peace 

(than the army, navy and air force can create). (That is), the peace of mind.

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [5월] (3점)

Your head stops (A) [to grow / growing] earlier

than the rest of your body. When you were a

newborn baby, you looked as if you were

almost all head. By the time you were 10, your

head was nearly full size. On the other hand,

the bones of your arms and legs were short

when you were a newborn baby. When you

reached the age of 9, your bones started to

grow rapidly and will keep growing until you (B)

[reach / will reach] your full height. Besides

growing taller, your body changes in other

ways. Inside the bodies of both teenage boys

and girls, important changes are taking place,

changes that make it possible for boys and

girls, when they are older, (C) [become / to

become] fathers and mothers.
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 199 본능은 편한 쪽으로 흐르려 한다.

v필수어휘  retirement attach ultimately mental path  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

If we don’t strive to attach ourselves (to hope), (next day), our mind changes (bit by bi)t 

(plainly) (by numerous influences). Our mind tends to go (to the beaten path of frustration).

Frustration is sweet, cause it doesn’t need your future sweat. (Ultimately), 

It is the enemy of ‘working hard’. Announce retirement (from this mental disorder) (now).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [5월]

You have to breathe in order to live. When you

breathe in, you draw air, which contains a gas

①called oxygen, into your lungs. You cannot

live without oxygen, for oxygen changes the

food you have eaten into energy. Your body

uses this energy ②to make new cells, move

your muscles, and send messages along your

nerves. You can actually feel this manufactured

energy after you have eaten a heavy meal, for

it is then ③that you feel warm. This is because

when the food is changed into energy, heat is

given off. This heat helps keep the inside of

your body ④warmly even if the outside

temperature is zero. You cannot stay ⑤alive if

the temperature in your body falls too low.
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 200 질투와 분노에 빠지지 말라.

v필수어휘  apartment rage unknown core raw  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Don’t fall into jealousy and rage. (sometimes), things to be seen is not what it really is. 

Living (in a luxurious apartment in downtown) might seem attractive.

But that can‘t guarantee your happiness. People might see you (as only mediocre) but 

your present unknown, raw talent might be one of the cores (of your future success).

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [5월]

One of Catherine’s memories was of her father

taking her into a bar with a sawdust-covered

floor and (A) [swung / swinging] her up to a

high stool. She was five-years old, and she

remembered how proud her father was when

strangers crowded round to admire her. He was

a traveling salesman, and he explained to her

(B) [that / what] his work took him to distant

cities and he had to be away from her for

months so that he could bring back nice

presents. Catherine made a deal with him. If he

would stay with her, she would give up the

presents. Her father laughed and told her (C)

[what / how] a smart child she was. And then

he left town, and it was six months before she

saw him again.
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 201 좋은 관계란 자동이 아니라 학습과 노력이다.

v필수어휘  faction bargain underground speaker compete  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Husband and wife should be (in solidarity) but some couples behave (like different faction),

(raising voices like using speakers), (competing against each other). 

Love is not a bargain. It should be life-giving and acceptance of all. 

What is the reason (which is in their underground vault)?

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [5월] [3점]

When you eat, food is broken down and ①sent

to the cells of your body. These cells take in

the food and grow bigger. Then each cell

divides and becomes two cells exactly like itself.

Each cell divides again, ②making four cells, and

so on. This cell division goes on day and night.

As the number of cells in your body ③become

greater, you grow bigger and bigger. When you

are about 20-years old, a change takes place.

Your plan for growing up is completed. From

then on, your body stops ④growing taller, but

the foods you eat keep your body in good

running order, and help repair any wornout

parts. After you ⑤reach your full height, you

may get fatter or thinner, but you won’t get any

taller.
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 202 사람이 일을 하지만 일이 사람을 지킨다.

v필수어휘  ruling arise gang frame nose  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Does human keep labor? or labor keep human? 

The ruling is the latter. Doubts arise (in laziness). 

(Without labor), mind (itself) destroys its healthy frame (like a gang of hooligans)

(who destroy the game). Take pains to nose around a meaningful labor.

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [6월]

The Republic of South Africa is a country

located at the southern tip of Africa, with a

2,798 km coastline on the Atlantic and Indian

Oceans. To the north (A) [lay / lie] Namibia,

Botswana and Zimbabwe; to the east are

Mozambique and Swaziland. This country is

known for its diversity in languages. Eleven

languages are (B) [official / officially]

recognized. English is the most commonly

spoken language in official and commercial

public life; however, it is only the fifth

most-spoken language at home. Although 79.5%

of the South African population is black, the

people are from various ethnic groups (C)

[speaking / spoken] different Bantu languages.
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 203 안정이 최고인양 목표삼지 말라. 허무라는 큰 위험에 빠질 수 있다.

v필수어휘  rating sack ordinary winter premier  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(Where) is the premier happiness? 

(Where) is the power (that makes you warmest in the dead of winter)? 

There are ordinary low rating happinesses (which also belong to dogs and cows). 

(Sacking down for tomorrow’s work), our soul’s deepest need (still) goes on.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [6월]

Raised in a poor family, Confucius truly

understood the suffering of the people. In his

view, the lords of his country, only interested in

their own personal gain, ①were responsible for

it. Therefore, he gathered a group of intelligent

followers ②what he trained in several subjects

including ethics. He believed that government

leaders must be humane, honest and ③fair, not

experts in administration. He taught his students

that it is the role of rulers ④to secure the

happiness of their people. He had considerable

success in placing his pupils in positions of

power in government. When the men who ⑤

had been trained by him were sent into service,

even immoral rulers valued their honesty.
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 204 자신을 관리하지 못하면, 다른 이에게 짐이 된다.

v필수어휘  urban smooth arrival partnership monetary  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Urban family life has created large gaps (among family members).

Frequent late arrival to home can mar smooth partnerships.

Monetary difficulties can scatter us. Be strong and don’t spoil yourself.

Have fortitude (in hope). Life is full (of challenges).

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [3점]　[2013 4월]

The kiwi fruit is a vitamin C superstar. A kiwi

has twice the vitamin C of an orange. In one

study, (A) [consume / consuming] two to three

kiwis daily for 28 days significantly reduced

cholesterol levels. The study also found that the

kiwi offers the most nutrition per ounce

compared with 27 of the most (B) [commonly /

common] consumed fruits. The kiwi fruit can be

cut in half and the flesh can be scooped out

with a spoon. They add a nice greenness to a

fruit salad (C) [that / what] makes it more

special. If you want to put them in a fruit salad,

you’d better add them shortly before serving so

the other ingredients don’t get too wet.
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 205 인간은 언제나 강한 존재가 될 수 없다.

v필수어휘  tight merger bloody shortage coffee  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

There are some people (who fight for their dream) and some (who fight their love)

and others (who doesn’t bother to have bloody hands for his lust). Hold your dream (tight)

 A combination of pain and fortitude ought to come true (in you) (like bitter sweet coffee). 

(For overcoming the shortage of love), we have to keep working and hoping.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은? 〔3점〕[2013 4월]

Your eyes know the makeup of your own tears.

What if shampoo gets into your eyes? Your

eyes sense that it is something ①strange. They

know it is different from your tears. Messages

are sent. First, your eyes send a message to

your brain. The message is ②that a strange,

stinging thing is in your eyes. Your brain then

sends a message to your eyes. The brain’s

message says, “Make tears! Wash that strange

stuff ③out!” Why do some shampoos make you

④cry more than others? The “tearless”

shampoos are made to trick your eyes. They

are made to be more like the water in your

tears. It is hard for your eyes ⑤know that it is

shampoo and not your natural tears.
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 206 사람은 나태와 게으름을 경고해 줄 친구가 있어야 한다.

v필수어휘  pilot temperature enemy reel demonstrate  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

One of the most used subjects (in aphorism) is ‘time’. Nobody knows the future and 

our prediction is (usually) demonstrated to be false. We can’t reel back our time.

The present doesn’t allow a pilot project. It (just) goes (in the high temperature of reality). 

Let the laziness be your mortal enemy before your experience tells you that.

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [7월]

To exercise is to do some kind of physical

activity. The word “exercise” can mean different

things to different people ─ from playing

basketball to (A) [work / working] out in the

gym. We've all heard that exercise is good for

us ─ but exactly why is it so important?

Exercise is important because it keeps our mind

and body healthy. Without exercise, we would

look and feel awful. Exercise makes us feel

good because when we exercise, our body

releases “feel-good” chemicals (B) [call / called]

“endorphins.” The brain loves to receive the

extra oxygen that exercise creates and it busies

itself, so we can't think of other things (C) [that

/ it] may be bothering us.
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 207 그들이 선출하는 사람으로 유권자 다수의 수준을 알 수 있다.

v필수어휘  congressional beneath striking ocean seal  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(Under the congressional system), when majority affix a seal (to an act), all of us should follow.

A Congress member has huge power. (Before election), it seems that they have ocean-like love 

and regard themselves beneath the public. (Afterwards)? 

A few of them seem to regard the public (beneath themselves). What a striking contrast !

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [7월]

After salmon are hatched from their eggs in

streams, they swim out to the ocean, ①where

within a year or two, they grow to lengths of

about 4 feet and weights of about 70 pounds.

But when the egg-laying season arrives, these

same salmon return to their freshwater streams

and ②fight an upstream current all the way.

They fight rapids and leap over waterfalls. ③

While this journey, they do not even stop to

eat. When the salmon find the exact streams in

which they were born with their highly ④

developed sense of smell, they lay their eggs in

the streams. Some salmon die in those very

streams, ⑤tired from the long and difficult

journey, but others make the return trip to the ocean.
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 208 사랑은 이기는 힘이다.

v필수어휘  layer cancel islam resistance leap  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Lust or desire of our body breaks our resistance (toward what we think is wrong). 

God of Judaism, Islam, Protestant, Hinduism or Buddhism etc. cannot or doesn’t stop it. 

(In this world of cause and effect), one choice creates layers of other phenomena. 

We can’t cancel what we already did and leap (out of its result). Where is the appropriate wis-

dom? [It is] love [that] has true power.  

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [8월]

A number of creation myths from Southeast

Asia feature birds. On the great island of

Borneo ①live the Iban people. They tell of Ara

and Irik, two bird spirits ②floating above an

expanse of water at the beginning of time.

Taking two eggs from the water, Ara made the

sky from one egg, while Irik made the earth

from ③the other. As Irik squeezed the earth into

its proper size, mountains and rivers appeared

on ④their surface. Then the two creator spirits

shaped bits of earth into the first people and ⑤

brought them to life with bird cries.
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 209 공감과 사랑 

v필수어휘  brave ceremony dirty penny eliminate  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

A penny pincher can hardly have brave mind (to subscribe anonymously to a charity for others) 

and a rich man with dirty heart will not give a penny (to a beggar). 

Sympathy and love eliminate toxin (in our heart). 

It’s better (for him) to realize this (before his own funeral ceremony).

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [8월]

Never get tired of doing little things for others.

Sometimes, those little things (A) [occupy / are

occupied] the biggest part of their hearts. For

example, I frequently get clothing store coupons

in the mail, and usually, I end up tossing (B)

[them out / out them]. But this week, when a

friend asked me to accompany her to the mall,

I had an idea: why not take the coupons with

me and go to those stores and give them to

someone making a purchase? I’m sure this is

not a unique idea, but we had a lot of fun

doing it and shared the joy of knowing (C) [that

/ what] we made a few people smile by saving

them some money.
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 210 맹세와 판단 

v필수어휘  pledge guilty cotton dear detailed  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Dear fellows. there seems to be two things (that we’d better not do). 

(First), future doesn’t follow our will, so let’s not take pledges. (Second), 

let’s not judge others. Are we white (like bleached cotton)? Even though someone is found guilty, 

we still don’t know the detailed private history (behind him). We are no God.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [8월]

Recently I was invited ①to lecture on anxiety to

several hundred mental-health professionals. My

talk was scheduled to follow ②that of a famous

psychiatrist. Because he had been particularly

impressive and charming, I could feel my heart

③beating and my mouth going dry when my

turn came. To calm myself, I tried an unusual

tactic. I asked the audience, “How many of you

feel ④nervously when you give a speech?” ⑤

Nearly every hand went up. “Well, that’s exactly

how I feel right now!” The audience responded

with laughter. I relaxed and was able to move

easily into my presentation.
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 211 화를 참으라.

v필수어휘  torture govern global blast conclude  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Getting angry damages interpersonal relationship (like physical bomb blast) 

It is  far more serious (personally)(than global issues) (which are out of your control) and 

it cannot be too emphasized. Govern your temper or you’ll be tortured (by your own hand).

Don’t conclude (by losing temper). (Really), it cannot be (too) emphasized.

A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [3점] [8월]

Most people supported the Civil War when it

began. Both Northerners and Southerners

believed that the war (A) [will / would] be short

and glorious. People in both the North and the

South believed that they were in the right and

would easily win the war. Families on both

sides (B) [saw / seeing] all their male members

rush to become soldiers in the first weeks of

the war. For example, seven Virginia brothers

joined a Confederate army. The six brothers

and their father of a Union family in Iowa went

to war, (C) [while / during] the mother went to

work as a nurse. A Confederate soldier

described how his mother had buckled on his

*armor and told him to go and battle for his

country. Such scenes were repeated in homes

throughout the North and the South. 
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 212 도전적으로 땀 흘리지 않으면, 번민 가운데 노예의 땀을 흘리게 된다.

v필수어휘  relate gradual profession bitter client  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Choose your future profession and adapt yourself to it in gradual ways 

or unwanted profession will choose you (suddenly). 

(Everyday) relate bitter pains of the present (with the sweet fruits of oncoming future). 

Remember  the store of fortitude never opens its door (to a lazy client).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [9월]

An increasing number of self-help groups have

emerged in recent years. These voluntary

groups ①in which people share a particular

problem are often conducted without a

professional therapist. During ②regularly

scheduled meetings, members share their

stories, stresses, feelings, issues, and

recoveries. Information and knowledge are open

and ③sharing rather than protected and

controlled. They learn that they are not alone;

they are not the only ④ones facing the

problem. Self-help groups have been formed ⑤

to deal with problems ranging from overeating

and drug addiction, to child abuse, single

parenting, adjusting to cancer, and gambling.　
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 213 나이가 들어야 인생이 잠깐이란 진실을 체감할텐가?

v필수어휘  musical inspector salary pregnant jacket  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Making a decent salary (wearing a jacket) seems to be the absolute value (to most students). 

It might be (in this type of world). But let’s be a sincere inspector (of human happiness). 

They’d rather be pregnant (with practical plans for diverse hope)? If you have musical, manual 

or any ingenuous talent, why should you put all of your effort (to the stereotype)? Life is not that long !

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [3점] [9월]

I stood 3,346 feet above sea level on a steep

mountain slope and (A) [found / finding] it was

easy to feel a little breathless. As the morning

fog lifted, the sharp peaks of the Hohe Tauern

mountain range slowly emerged, some of (B)

[which / what] were very much alive. The sound

of a donkey reminded us of our home as we

drank hot coffee on a wooden balcony and

watched our visible breath disappear into the

cold air. Looking far below, we could see a

small river twist like a silk ribbon between the

valley’s wooden houses and church roofs; the

old buildings of a mountainside farm (C) [was /

were] surrounding us, with sheep and cows

feeding on the mountain pastures.
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 214 마음의 족쇄를 풀고 산다는 것. 기쁨을 회복하라.

v필수어휘  delighted holy antique identity drain  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Is it possible for us to be hugely delighted (just by existing)? Is tears of joy (now) (just) a rare antique?

(How) can we drain filth (in our mind) and rinse it (without love)? 

If there is the holiest shrine (in human mind), what can it be? 

What is the prime value (on which we are willing to put our identity)?

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [10월]

Wearing bright clothes and putting reflectors on

your bike can help you stay ① safe. It helps

other people on the road see you. And if they

see you, that means they’re less likely ② to run

into you. Make sure that nothing will ③ get

caught in your bike chain, such as loose pant

legs, backpack straps, or shoelaces. Wear the

right shoes when you bike. Sandals and shoes

with heels won’t help you grip the pedals. And

never go riding barefoot! Riding gloves may

help you grip the handlebars and ④ made you

look like a professional! But avoid wearing

headphones ⑤ because the music can distract

you from noises around you.
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 215 세상은 항상 변화의 흐름 가운데 있기 마련이다.

v필수어휘  fiscal unfortunately clothing hi remark  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Say hi (to fortitude) and embrace him. (Unfortunately), the world (always) seems to be engulfed 

(with fiscal problems) and there seems to be no all-round protective clothing. 

One thing (worthy of remark) is that we shouldn’t pay too much attention (to these ever changing problems) 

since it is (out of our hand), (ever changing literally).

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [3점] [10월]

Imagine yourself out on the open ocean in a

boat. Fifty miles away from you in one direction

is an island. On that island is everything you

could ever desire. And all you need to do is

get there. In less than two hours, you could be

pulling up to the dock on your dream island.

The problem is (A) [that / what] you have no

compass, no GPS, no map. If you go off in the

wrong direction, you’ll run out of fuel before you

reach the island. Living without clear goals (B)

[present / presents] you with a similar dilemma.

Your goals are certainly within your reach, yet

to reach them you must know where they are.

You must be able to set your course and

maintain that course until you reach them. To

get where you want to go, you need a map.

Make the effort to make that map as (C)

[accurate / accuracy] as it can be.
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 216 아이의 마음으로 반응하고 어른으로 현실에 대응하라.

v필수어휘  perspective exile chain rocket invest  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

If you want purity, you have to be childlike. But you should (also) be able to subdue this child 

(to adapt yourself to reality). Life is not just now. Have wider perspective and establish a goal. 

(For this) (if need be), cut the chain (of any kind) and be a brave exile. 

A rocket (with no trajectory) is dangerous. Invest your time and energy (on sincere plans first).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [10월]

When I was very young, I believed it would be

very easy to change things. It turns out that I

was a bit naive. I thought I could change

people’s values for the better, but after many

years of trying, I’ve had ① little success in that

area. Generally speaking, you cannot change

people as ②quickly as you might like to, but

nevertheless, I would say it is worth ③trying.

For me, it has certainly been worth the effort. If

there were one message I would give to young

people based on my personal experience, it

would be ④what young people must remain

optimistic, and they must hold onto their ideals.

We should motivate them ⑤to strive to change

the world for the better.
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 217 블루오션을 찾아라.

v필수어휘  plunge resign provoke scream socialist  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Our world is changing. Even the socialist systems have changed (to survive). 

Plunge (into the blue ocean where unknown opportunities flourish) (not into the red ocean) 

(where only remnants hard to digest welcome you). Resign (as a stiff conservative) and

provoke spirit of adventure and scream for success.

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [3점] [10월]

According to studies, people who are more

forgiving experience less stress, (A) [it / which]

is a risk factor for heart disease. People who

imagine forgiving their offenders note immediate

improvement in their cardiovascular, muscular

and nervous system. Even people who have

experienced huge losses (B) [report / to report]

feeling better psychologically and emotionally

when they forgive. On the other hand, people

who fail to forgive have higher chances of

developing illnesses such as cardiovascular

disease and cancers. People who imagine not

forgiving someone who has wronged (C) [him /

them] show negative changes in blood pressure,

muscle tension, and immune response.

*cardiovascular: 심장 혈관의
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 218 일하지 않는 순간은 후퇴하는 순간이다.

v필수어휘  railway monthly sustain employer therapy  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

If you are an employer, do not lay someone off (easily). If you are an employee, 

do not quit your job (easily). (Without other big issues), do not dislike small monthly pay when young. 

Work (sometimes) is superb therapy (to human). A train shouldn’t get out (of the railway).

If you ignore this, you had better be ready (to sustain inevitable damage or injury).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [10월]

There was once a large, fat woman who had a

small, thin husband. He ①was given his weekly

pay every Friday evening. As soon as he got

home on Fridays, his wife used to make him ②

give her all his money, and then she used to

give him back only enough to buy his lunch in

the office. One day the small man came home

very ③exciting. “You will never guess ④what

happened to me today, dear.” he said. He

waited a bit and then added, “I won ten

thousand pounds in the lottery!” “That’s

wonderful!” said his wife happily. But then she

thought for ⑤a few seconds and added angrily.

“But wait a moment! How could you afford to

buy the lottery ticket?”
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 219 일하는 돈과 명예는 값진 것이지만 

v필수어휘  demonstration reputation drift kiss fine  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Reputation can drift (down the river) (on a fine sunny day) (with some mistakes). 

Too many demonstrations of this are die hard (in history and the present). 

Kiss the abstinence and embrace the patience. Don’t be a thrall (to fame)  but (at the same time) 

do not disregard it (either). Cherish fame and honor (more) (than money).

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [10월]

The figure of gladiators (A) [recalls / recalling]

the ideas of strength and efficiency looked like

a perfect fighting machine. Similar to

modern-day boxers, these gladiators endured

long sessions of physical training. And what

was their diet? Analysis of their bones (B) [has

/ have] shown that gladiators were vegetarian

athletes! While we might expect a high protein

diet, their diets consisted of barley and

vegetables. They were neither too poor to buy

meat nor strong defenders of animal rights.

Instead, their carbohydrate-rich diets helped (C)

[them / themselves] appear bigger and stronger.

*carbohydrate: 탄수화물　
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 220 지극히 힘든 꿈이라도 성공시키고 싶다면 최선과 차선 중에서 골라라.
- 사랑 혹은 생존본능자극.

v필수어휘  chase short-term massive truck planet  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(Before demanding and testing dream), we have to have massive energy (to chase it everyday).

Does a truck-load of encouragement or planet-size of future reward have momentum 

(to push you forward)?      No, It might have short-term effect though. The best resides in love. 

The second best is dogged persistence or the aforementioned shark.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [10월]

You’ve probably heard of the Running of the

Bulls that ①takes place in northern Spain each

summer. At 8:00 every morning for about a

week, a pack of six bulls is released onto the

streets of Pamplona. A gate blocks the excited

bulls from a group of nervous runners, each of

them ②dressed in spotless white clothes with a

red handkerchief carefully tied at the neck. Then

a rocket is launched, the gate is lifted, and the

race ③begins. Participants run in a confused

mass through the walled and curving streets.

The runners do their best to ④staying at least

a few paces ahead of these scary animals,

some more successfully than others. Obviously,

everyone looks considerably less ⑤calm by the end.
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 221 장례식처럼 삶 앞에서도 지켜야할 복장규정이 있다.

v필수어휘  shore shirt appointment angry breast  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

You won’t go (to the funeral) (wearing football shirt or swimsuits proper to a sandy shore)

or you’ll see perplexed and angry faced mourners. We keep customary appointments (before death).

(By the way), why do we ignore the appointments (we should keep before life)?

What should be (in the breast of living man)?

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [3점] [10월]

To solve a problem or to reach your goal, you

don’t need to know all the answers in advance.

But you must have a clear idea of the problem

or the goal you want to reach. All you have to

do is (A)[know / known] where you’re going.

The answers will come to you by itself. Don’t

put it off when faced with a big difficult

problem. Break the problem into parts and

handle one part at a time. Make something

(B)[happen / happened] now. If you can get up

the courage to begin, you have the courage to

succeed. It’s the job you never start (C)[that /

when] takes the longest to finish. Don’t worry

about what lies at a distance, but do what lies

ahead. Your biggest opportunity is where you

are right now. When you begin, you are half done.
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 222 미래의 일과 가능성의 범주를 생각할 때, 인간의 능력은 상당히 제한적이다.

v필수어휘  celebration blind yellow principal recover  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Nobody knows the future. We can’t be omnipresent or have omnipotence. 

Life is (inevitably) a celebration of fallacies. Is there a helper (who gives you a yellow card) 

when you put your feet (on dangerous paths)? While learning from mistakes is one (of the principal facts of life) 

when we are blind, we need a helper (for the things that are hard to recover again.)

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [11월]

If you were a baseball fan ①during the early

1960s, you probably remember a baseball

player named Maury Wills. From 1960 to 1966,

Wills was a record-making base stealer. In

1965, a year ②when he stole more bases than

any other player in the major leagues, he also

held the record for the greatest number of times

being caught stealing. However, if Wills had

allowed himself ③to become frustrated by his

outs, he would have never set any records.

Thomas Edison said, “I’m not ④discouraged

because every wrong attempt discarded is

another step forward.” Even though it is five

thousand experiments that do not work, the

milestones on the road to success ⑤is always

the failures.
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 223 꿈이 있다면 안락과 편의를 버리고 고통을 택하고, 역경을 택하고 눈물을 택하라.

v필수어휘  regret craft uniform pepper militant  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(Not to be in regret), learn a craft (you want) (in youth). Take pain, take suffering, and take hardship.

Be necessary one (to this society) (like pepper) (which is needed to dishes). 

Take a militant stand (in time-management). Results (in our life) won’t be uniform success or failure 

so, make yourself ready (for variables) (with fortitude).

(A) ~ (C)에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 바르게 짝지은 것은? [11월]

Many people do not understand that hypnosis is

a natural phenomenon. It is an altered state (A)

[that / what] we frequently go into and out of.

Some natural examples of hypnosis include

highway hypnosis, where our sense of time and

consciousness becomes altered. Have you ever

taken a long trip and not (B) [remembering /

remembered] a town you drove through? An

illusion about time is a common trait of hypnotic

states. Have you ever become so absorbed in a

good book or a good movie that two hours

rushed by (C) [like / alike] minutes? Being

severely focused on something makes us enter

a hypnotic state.  *hypnosis: 최면(상태)　
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 224 견딤과 끈기의 옷을 입어라. 이유가 없다면 이유를 만들어서라도 반드시 착용하라.

v필수어휘  disappointed circuit flavor federation flee  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Frustration has sweet flavor. (Relishing bittersweet emotion), you can be indulged in self-pity.

Stop. Don’t flee (to it). Make a circuit of your possible future. You might be disappointed (so far).

But what is problematic is not the presence of pain but the absence of fortitude. 

You should form a federation (of unwavering hope and fortitude).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [12월]

Do you know where pearls come from? Real

pearls are made by oysters which are

hard-shelled sea animals. Inside the shell ①are

the oyster’s mouth, heart, and stomach. The

oyster has a muscle which it uses ②to open and

close its shell. It also has lines of tiny hairs that

it waves back and forth to make water ③flow in

and out of its shell. When the water brings in

tiny sea creatures, the oyster eats them.

Sometimes a grain of sand sticks to the inside of

the oyster. That bothers the oyster, so it covers

the grain of sand with a layer of a white liquid.

The oyster adds layers of this substance until the

grain of sand is covered. This eventually hardens

and ④is formed a pearl. The most valuable

pearls are the round ones ⑤seen in jewelry

stores, but some are uneven or flat in shape.
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 225 불평은 악한 결과를 초래한다.

v필수어휘  net involvement recruit vulnerable equity  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Human has vulnerable mind. Continuing involvement (in various activities) 

can make us grumble. However, get rid of complaints.

A raw recruit can think the absence of equity is the mainstream of this world but 

an experienced veteran spreads his net (far and wide) (in search of places) (where he could exert his influence).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [12월]

The other day after our morning exams, my

friend and I walked down to a restaurant. After

we had lunch, I suggested that we ①buy

something little to give away to random people

with my smile cards. She was ②a little nervous,

but agreed to it anyway. We went to a

supermarket and bought some little chocolates.

③Armed with our smile cards and chocolates,

we went outside and handed them out to

random people. We even put some on people’s

car windscreens. ④That was awesome to see

the smiling faces of those who received them!

Many adults assume that all teenagers are

annoying them, but I would like to change ⑤

their minds.　
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227  227 외롭지 않기 위해, 빈 마음을 채우기 위해 우리가 중독된 잡스런 것들 

v필수어휘  tank attractive universe retire commerce  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

The world seems to be a big circle of commerce (selling and buying everything) but 

this planet is (also) (like an invisible dirt in the whole universe). 

Why the stars (in the night sky) (sometimes) seems attractive?

When we retire (to our bed). Would the universe give birth to a new star? 

What should we fill our empty fuel tank of mind (with)?

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [3점] [12월]

My daughter, a law school graduate, had

scheduled an appointment to have her wisdom

teeth (A) [removed / removing] immediately

following her final exams. After the procedure

was over, the dentist came into the recovery

room to tell her everything had gone (B) [good /

well] and she could leave soon. Then he

added, “I have to tell you, I’ve had people

come out of unconsciousness talking about

everything ─ their love lives, embarrassing

moments. Some of them even start swearing at

us. But you’re the first of my patients that (C)

[has / have] ever given me a lecture on law.”
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 228 죽으면, 더 이상 이 땅에 존재하지 않는다.

v필수어휘  drama  ahead of  sink nightmare attorney  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

You must kill your twisted ego or evil (ahead of your death)

if you don’t want to sink (into living nightmare). 

There might be an excellent attorney (defending his clients of any kind) (like in a drama).

However, what are you supposed to do (before your final day)?

　

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [12월]

Teenagers aren’t ①old enough to be formally

hired, but they are at an age when they can

take on their first jobs for their neighbors or

their own families. ②Doing many different house

chores for their friendly “bosses” will teach kids

the importance of hard work. So you need to

insist that your kid ③perform tasks in a

satisfactory way so that these first jobs can be

good learning experiences. Teenagers will “train”

④them on how to fold laundry neatly, mow

even the places hard to reach, or play gently

with the children they are babysitting. ⑤What

they learn from their first jobs can be used in

school now and in their careers later.   *mow: 잔디를 깎다
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 229 운명은 폭풍일 수도, 새벽 눈을 녹이는 찬란한 햇살일 수도 있다.

v필수어휘  storm sweet strain fraud capable  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Fierce thunder storm at night gives a swindler fear. Wealth (obtained by fraud) 

is not capable of giving him peace. (On his head) is (always) the great strain. 

But if someone had clean mind and fortitude and devote himself (to love), 

he might have sweet dream (at night). (Perhaps), Fate may have prepared big prizes.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [12월]

We were on our way home from a weekend trip.

Suddenly, our car became difficult ①to drive and

we realized we had a flat tire. It was quite dark

by the time we had changed the tire. Then not

long after getting back on the road, ②another tire

blew. But at this point, we had no spare tire. No

traffic was on the road, and only scattered farms

were along the way. When we were debating

whether to sleep in the car or ③walking to the

nearest farm for help, car headlights appeared in

the distance. My husband walked to the middle

of the road to flag it down. My children and I sat

in the car ④with the inside light on so the driver

could see we were a family and not a threat.

Luckily, it was a lovely couple who lived at a

nearby farm. They suggested we ⑤spend the 

night at their house, and we were glad to have

somewhere safe to spend the night.
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 230 상대방이 곤란해 하는 것은 알려고 하지 마라. 인생은 사람에게 사정을 만든다.

v필수어휘  servant childhood somewhere cat fault   적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Curiosity killed the cat. (From early childhood through adolescence), 

and (to the adulthood or somewhere) we met and will meet many people. 

If they want privacy, do not commit a fault and (sometimes) be their servant. 

It might be a glory. No servitude. 

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [12월]

Once upon a time, there was a man who

strayed from his own country into the world

known as the Land of the Fools. He soon saw

a number of people flying in terror from a field

(A) [which / where] they had been trying to

reap wheat. “There is a monster in that field,”

they told him. He looked and knew (B) [that /

what] it was a watermelon. He offered to kill

the “monster” for them. When he had cut the

watermelon from its stalk, he took a slice and

began to eat it. The people were even more

terrified of him than they had (C) [done / been]

of the watermelon. They drove him away with

*pitchforks, crying: “He will kill us next unless

we get rid of him.” *pitchfork: (농기구) 건초용 포크　
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 231 돈을 쫓는 종교는 면죄부나 정신적 마약을 파는 사업체일 뿐이다.

v필수어휘  numerous convict shade explode priest  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

There are numerous religions and philosophies. Diverse priests and many philosophers 

will tell you various stories. Liars are like convicted murderer. Those (who present

things to shade love) are culprits. Explode every myth (that doesn’t tell you love).

Judge religions (on the basis of pure love, discernment, commonsense and practicality).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [3월]

Janet wants to study political science at

university. But she has one problem: she keeps

failing in the mathematics examination. “I am an

excellent student in all other subjects, so my

continuous failure in math was making me ①feel

very stupid,” she says. In fact, she stopped ②

going to her mathematics class after a while

because she didn’t like ③being reminded of how

bad she was. Last February, Janet had a test to

find out if she had learning difficulties. She found

that while her IQ is above average, her numerical

ability is similar to ④that of an 11-year-old

because she has a disease called dyscalculia.

She was partly relieved to know the truth ⑤

because of it explained a lot of difficulties she

had in her daily life. *dyscalculia: 계산 장애, 난산증
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 232 행복해야 하는 것과 꿈을 크게 가져야 하는 것 둘 다 의무이다.

v필수어휘  nurse limited cue electric middle  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Have you nursed tender young plants or had the parents’ mind?  Adolescents are the protagonists

(of next generation). We should let them widen their perspective,

aim high and give cues (to find their dream) Period of being able to learn 24/7 is limited. 

Although being in the middle of the course might not be so electric, it is a must.

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [3월]

Here is a simple way to get rid of a red nose

in winter. All you have to do is (A) [rub /

rubbed] your ears quickly with your hands!

When you are exposed to cold weather long

enough, your nose becomes colder than the

rest of your face because it sticks out. Blood

rushes in to warm it up, (B) [made / making] it

red. Rubbing your ears makes blood rush to

them. They steal the nearest blood, which,

when you’re cold, (C) [happens / it happens] to

be in your nose. Someone should have told

Rudolph about it.　
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 233 무조건 약자 편에 선다고 다 정의가 아니다.

v필수어휘  class publicity explore cave pick-up  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(Seeing labor movement and their publicity material,) what do you think? inequity?

(In some cases), it is (truly so). And (in other cases, under class warfare) there is jealousy (like communism).

Will you support it (blindly)? Want to explore the deep cave of human mind? 

We don’t have to because we have a perfect sample (to pick up the information) – our own mind.

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [3월]

For thousands of years, people have looked up

at the night sky and looked at the moon. They

wondered (A) [if / what] the moon was made of.

They wanted to know how big it was and how

far away it was. One of the most interesting

questions was “Where did the moon come

from?” No one knew for sure. Scientists

developed (B) [many / much] different theories,

or guesses, but they could not prove that their

ideas were correct. Then, between 1969 and

1972, the United States sent astronauts to the

moon for their studying the moon and (C)

[returned / returning] to Earth with rock samples.　
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 234 치우치는 것은 절제로 통제되어야 한다.

v필수어휘  entertain acknowledge previously background peaceful  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Entertain abstinence (royally), anything extreme ruins peaceful life. 

Even some good things or knowledge (we desire) implode life when it is overloaded. (Previously),

I have tested it (with things) (people desire) and lost some lives. It seems we should acknowledge timely growth.

We don’t know (fully) the background reasons of the universe.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3월]

I was working at a nursing home. It was late in

the evening ① when I finished, so I ran down

the street to the bus stop. I enjoyed the ride

home and watched my fellow passengers ② got

off at their stops. After a while, I was the only

one ③ left on the bus. As the bus approached

my stop, the driver called out to me, “Where do

you live?” I explained to him ④ that I lived just

up the next street. He then offered to drop me

off outside my house. I was very grateful for his

offer. I thanked the bus driver and walked to

my door, ⑤ knowing that I would never forget

his kindness.　
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 235 인생은 과감한 도전이거나 아니면 아무것도 아니다. - 헬렌 켈러

v필수어휘  motivate harm countryside chat boil  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Are you dreaming of a life (strolling the countryside, chatting about nature’s beauty and 

doing no harm to others)? Well (maybe) not, unless you are pretty old. (For adventure),

you have to be motivated (by something powerful).

When something (making you risk your life) boils up (in your mind), there is nothing (you can’t do).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [4월]

Beethoven was passing a cottage early one

evening and heard someone ①practicing one of

his compositions. As he paused to listen, he

overheard a girl express the desire to hear a

real musician perform it ②properly. He entered

the house and discovered ③what the young

lady was blind. ④Offering to play for her, he

sat at the piano and played the music for an

hour or so. Dusk settled into evening and the

only candle in the room went out, but the

moonlight shined in the room. Under the

inspiration that he received from the blind girl

⑤who loved his music so much, Beethoven

composed the “Moonlight Sonata.”
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 236 성장기에 언어적, 신체적 폭력은 큰 상처를 남길 수 있다.

v필수어휘  newly permission personality perfectly silver  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(In school bullying), the victim cannot be (perfectly) frank when asked (about the assailant) 

(because of the near fear). Whether it is (from personality issue or from family problem), 

Nobody has permission to harm other person. Physical strength (in youth) 

is like silver medal (on your neck), why would you spoil (each other) (with newly acquired gift)?

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [3점] [4월]

If you are raising a dog, you have to know that

bathing it is as important as feeding it. First of

all, keep in mind that your dog would prefer

smelling more like garbage to (A) [smell /

smelling] like roses as it is a natural instinct for

it. When bathing your dog, don’t be too firm or

strict. Nor (B) [should you / you should] be

rough. You should also speak cheerfully and

give your dog as much love as possible, even

when you think bathing it is troublesome.

Especially, be sure to be extra careful while (C)

[cleaned / cleaning] around your dog’s sensitive

ears.　
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 237 자신의 게으름과 어리석음에 대해서는 뼛속 깊이 불평하고 극도로 혐오하라.

v필수어휘  concrete fundamental bet bay dialogue  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

When we need fundamental changes (to renovate ourselves), 

the concrete foothold (for inner changes) should be sustained (long). 

But hope or willpower doesn’t last (long enough). I bet that what makes us stand at bay is (in us).

Our shackled ego or distorted mind is our true enemy. We need constructive dialogue (about it).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [4월]

The backlight is ①what allows you to see your

phone in the dark or in dim light. However, the

light also uses battery power. If you use your

phone without the backlight, your battery will

last ②longer. If you have to use the backlight,

many phones will let you ③set the amount of

time to leave the backlight on. ④Shortening that

amount of time so that it doesn’t drain your

battery. Usually, one or two seconds will be

sufficient. Some phones have a light sensor,

which can turn off the backlight in bright

conditions and enable it in darker ⑤ones.　
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 238 순수한 마음과 헌신 
 

v필수어휘  hero expand trap breath spectacular  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Don’t fall (into just an emotional trap). Love is (also) a determination. 

Expand the knowledge of your counterpart (by reading) and test it. 

Love makes you thankful (to a breath of fresh air and nature’s spectacular scenery), 

A true hero should have both pure heart and working hands of devotion. Do not let only lust work.

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [3점] [4월]

There are many amazing inventions we can use.

Have you ever seen a fork that has five *tines?

The tines are not in a row. Instead, they go

around the fork handle in a circle. What kind of

fork is this? It is a spaghetti fork. You put the

fork on your plate with the tines (A) [touched /

touching] the plate. Then, you twirl the fork.

Soon, the fork is holding a lot of spaghetti. Here

is another one. Do you have trouble (B) [get /

getting] up in the morning? If so, the cork clock

is for you. The clock hangs on the wall over the

bed. Many strings hang down from the clock. The

strings are tied to a case of corks. The case of

corks hangs over the head of the person

sleeping. When the alarm goes off, so (C) [do /

are] the corks. One by one, 60 corks drop on

the sleeper’s head. Ping! Ping! Ping! What a way

to wake up! *tine: (포크 등의) 가지
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 239 과거를 되돌아보라. 삶은 제한된 시간이며 느낄 수 있는 것 보다 짧고 빠르다.

v필수어휘  resolve graduate chest combat remaining  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Graduate from the childlike naive attitude (to love). Write (on your chest) “Pure mind and devotion”

If you are young and have fallen (in love), (from that day), combat harmful lust and eliminate bad habits and laziness.

Resolve (not to fall into frustration).

Gather remaining energy and time and work (like an ant) (under the sun of fortitude).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [5월]

People made tools out of bone or flint 10,000 years

ago. The tools were weak. They broke ①easily.

Then someone found an object in a stone. It could

be pounded into shape. It didn’t wear out. It was

copper. Copper was used to ②make tools and

weapons. Then people found it could be melted,

too. It could also be joined with other metals.

Bronze is an alloy of tin and copper. An alloy is a

new metal ③made of two other metals. Bronze is

very strong. Its use changed the world. The time of

bronze tools is ④called the “Bronze Age.” Then

people discovered iron. They used copper less

often. More and more things were made of iron.

The discovery of electricity made copper ⑤

importantly again. Copper conducts electricity very

well. So wires were made of copper.
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 240 남자가 되라.

v필수어휘  colonel admire uncle comprehensive hide  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Admiring uncle Colonel Lee (once) told me. “When you are disappointed. 

don’t run away and hide (in your cave). There are reasons (behind the surface). 

You might understand (comprehensively in the end) that providence comes true in time. Be a man.

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [5월]

We sometimes feel self-conscious in front of

others. It may be that we’ve just gotten braces

and we’re afraid everyone will stare at us. We

stop smiling and talk with our heads (A) [bow /

bowed]. But we need not be ashamed just

because we feel different. All we need to do is

(B) [lift / lifted] our heads and smile. We will be

amazed to find how little even our best friends

notice about our appearances, the things that

don’t really matter. Who we are is far more

noticeable and far more important than (C) [how

/ what] we look like. *brace: 치열 교정기　
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 241 상식을 중시하되 즐길 줄 모르는 너무 뻔한 인생도 재미없다.

v필수어휘  spiritual violate load ear relevant  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

We work, (bearing the load of a day) (not knowing what the future will be exactly).

Would you like to listen to the fortune-tellers (who assert they have ears for some spiritual being).

I don’t cause it violates the healthy way of judgement. 

(Rather), our way of thought is (far more) relevant (to our future).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [5월]

Post-it Notes are one of the all-time greatest

inventions. The pads of stickable paper ①have

been an office essential for years, but were

they really an accidental creation? The answer

is yes. It's true that the adhesive wasn't

originally intended to be used on pieces of

paper. Spencer Silver created a substance

which should have been ②much stickier. In

fact, his creation was forgotten until years later

when a second man ③named Art Fry

remembered Silver's not-so-sticky substance. Fry

was sitting in church, ④seeking a way to easily

access the various hymns in his hymnal. He

came up with the idea that Silver's creation

applied to the back of paper could make ⑤that

easier to flip back and forth to different pages.
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 242 모든 것에는 지불해야 할 대가가 있고, 또한 그래야만 한다.

v필수어휘  friendly general election roof done teenager  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

If you do the general election (of choosing your inner representative), You ought to choose ‘a solid purpose’, 

‘fortitude’, ‘diligence’ ‘patience’ ‘hope’, ‘joy’, ‘abstinence’, ‘friendly mind’ and ‘understanding for human’ etc.,

for life needs those things (to shine). As childhood was done, 

so will the time of teenager be, of adulthood and of the aged. Let the light be (under one roof) (with you).

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [3점] [5월]

A college history professor could not help but

(A) [notice / noticing] that one of his students

was late to class for the third time that week.

Before class ended he went around the room

asking students some questions about the day's

lecture. Of course, he made sure to pick on his

tardy pupil. "And who was it (B) [that / what]

developed the theories behind communism?,"

the professor asked. "I don't know," the student

said. "Perhaps if you came to class on time,

Mr. Reebs, you would (C) [know / have known]

now," said the professor. "That's not true," the

student next to him replied. "He never pays

attention in class anyway!" *communism: 공산주의
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 243 생각할 줄 안다는 것은 생각보다 큰 능력이다.

v필수어휘  recognition shaped immigration smell cease  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Let’s cease what we are doing (for a moment) and think. We can think and give shapes (to our imagination).

Animals (also) have recognition abilities. (In some parts) they are better (as in smelling).

But the immigration (toward higher standard of human life) is impossible (for them). 

Human imagination is unparalleled (in nature). So, let’s think, (not backward but forward).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [5월]

Without a “proper incentive,” losing weight is

hard work. However ①hard you may try, you

won’t lose weight. Having a proper incentive

means you must be very clear about the real

benefits you are going to get from ②making the

necessary changes. Unless you have a clear

idea of these benefits, you won’t have the

motivation to make the changes ③needed.

Remember ④which is not easy to change your

eating habits. Some people diet for years

without ever having a proper incentive. That is

⑤why they stay overweight.　
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 244 사람의 마음을 크게 흔드는 경험이 사람을 바뀌게 한다.

v필수어휘  soil mixture solve bell anniversary  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Though we all have our anniversary (called birthday), (In deep love), some say 

it’s like they were born again. (For those who love), life doesn’t seem like solving a difficult riddle.

However (for some people), the bell of love in mind is rust and hardened so it doesn’t ring (any more).

Timely and proper mixture of soil and water gives a tree the life.

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [3점] [5월]

Conducting research is the best way to plan

how to get around Disney World. If you

understand and memorize the sure steps of

getting around the area, you will have the finest

vacation of your life. (A) [Despite / Though] its

huge size, getting around Disney World can be

very interesting. The easiest and cheapest

means would be by foot. Walking from one

place to another (B) [is /are] the most

convenient way of getting around, especially if

the attractions are “walkable.” You don’t have to

worry that you might get lost when you walk

because most of the theme park features are

accompanied by lots of sign boards (C) [that /

what] will point you where you want to go.
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 245 험담의 칼은 자신을 향한다. 

v필수어휘  etc. opponent pride advertise electoral  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(In electoral campaign), (to beat his opponent), each candidate 

choose [not] to take pride in their strong points [but] to advertise opponent’s blemish,

shortcomings, weak points etc. But a research shows us that when we speak ill of someone,

the listeners tend to think that the speaker has that flaws.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [5월]

Dominican people are friendly and

warm-hearted. It is common for them to invite

you into their home ①to share in a meal. One

thing you will notice when you first arrive ②is

their characteristic ‘manana’ attitude. ‘Manana’

means ‘tomorrow’ in Spanish, but is commonly

used by people ③who don’t want to put a

specific time and date on it. People here have

a very relaxed attitude. The thing to keep in

mind is not to get annoyed too quickly. Openly

④show your displeasure to a waiter or anyone

else in a service industry is likely to get you

less satisfactory service. You’ll get a ⑤much

better service as long as you keep smiling and

being friendly while using as much Spanish as

you can.
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 246 시대에 맞춰 국민의 필요를 신속히 충족시켜야 선진국이다. 

v필수어휘  complaint mum revenue horror sauce  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(Nowadays), lots of mums(moms) and dads are full time workers. They cannot help working 

(to get proper revenue). So, there should be good systems (to handle their complaints). Their children 

(sometimes) tend to be a little horror (due to lack of physical touch or time with their parents).

When the child says he doesn’t like delicious sauce (which everyone loves), that means he needs parental love.

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [5월]

Last year my boyfriend and I were in a car

accident. Both cars had their parts scattered all

over the road, in people’s gardens and even in

doorways. After the accident, my brain could not

process (A) [that / what] had happened: I felt

confused and my legs were shaking. I just

looked at the scene in front of me ─ the

damaged cars, the police (B) [spoke / speaking]

with my boyfriend and the curious onlookers.

Among those people at the accident was a lady

who had come out of a nearby house with a

blanket. She must have seen me (C) [to shake

/ shaking]. Feeling thankful, I kept the blanket

around me all the way home. It made me feel

warm and safe.
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 247 4계절, 자연의 모든 것, 우주의 우연인가 섭리 인가?

v필수어휘  autumn magic acceptable yield cruise  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

The autumn yields the fruit of your sweat. 

The provision of nature is (like a magic). 

This magic cruises all the four corners of the earth (in all four seasons)

(,finding a hard-working person) (who is acceptable) (to give its blessing).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [6월]

Grandma does not know which year she was

born in. I know my father is fifty years old, so I

estimate that she must be at least seventy. She

is healthier ①than my father. In fact, she has

never been in the hospital and criticizes my

father for ②being weak and going to the

hospital frequently. One of her pastimes ③are

telling us a lot of stories from legends and, best

of all, ghost stories. She has also told many

stories, ④which she claims are her own

adventures. She even claims that she was once

⑤kidnapped by a devil and escaped three days

later.　
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 248 잘하는 것 또는 하고 싶은 것이 괜찮은 직업이 될 수 있게 미리 준비하라.

v필수어휘  delegation specialize hunter button orange  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

There is no rewind button (in our lives). Laziness is the head of the delegation (of bad things).

(in life). We can’t avoid specializing (in a certain field to certain extent) cause if you don’t choose a job, 

a job will choose you. So, now is the time (to be a hunter) (in seeking your dream), 

unless you don’t want to be a gatherer (reaping oranges with hunter’s mind).

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [6월]

In the early days of automobiles, tires were

seldom black. The rubber from which they were

made was naturally colored off ― white or tan.

Today’s black tires owe (A) [its / their] color to an

accidental discovery. In 1885, a rubber tire

company decided to try black tires, (B) [thinking /

thought] that they might not show dirt. They

added carbon black coloring to the rubber

mixture. To their surprise, they discovered (C)

[that / what] the carbon-colored rubber tires were

five times more durable than the uncolored

ones.　
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 249 주량을 알고, 술에 따라 천천히 어느 정도로 마셔야 하는지 알아야 한다.

v필수어휘  moderate vision edit intelligence breathe  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Be a moderate drinker, human intelligence gets weak (before alcohol). 

Alcohol makes your vision blurred. (By it), you are likely to breathe lust in. 

You can’t edit what you already did.

When you are plastered, your life might be plastered (with regrets).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [7월]

Scientists can’t say for certain ①what the man

of the future will look like. However, they do

predict that he’ll have a smaller face and a

bigger nose. He’ll have ②less hair than he

does now. In fact, he might even be bald!

Man’s face ③has been getting smaller since

cave man days. In those days, man needed big

teeth to tear off big pieces of meat. As his diet

changed, his teeth became smaller. So ④were

his jaw and his face. It is possible that the man

of the future might very well be born without

wisdom teeth, a tonsil, and an appendix, ⑤

which, many doctors say, serve no real

functions now.　
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 250 언어를 습득하는 -말할 정도로- 바른 길은 노출시간충족과 반복이다.

v필수어휘  stroke resume shed compensation peer  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Do you shed tears? Do you think there’s no compensation for your devotion? 

Many strokes of the cane of life (on your back) don’t stop even though your heart is pure?

Peers are no more help? That’s life. Make your tears short.

and resume your works and plans (right after your tears).

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [7월]

Who is the most important person in your life?

Think about that question for a moment. The

answer is you. No one can replace you. You

need to be (A) [that / what] we all need: a best

friend, someone who can put up with your

craziness and problems but still accept you.

Stop (B) [tearing / to tear] yourself to pieces

when others don’t like something you’ve done.

Even if what you do is wrong, dangerous, or

stupid, it is the act, not you, that is the

problem. So do not let others (C) [destroy /

destroying] the relationship you have with the

most important person in your life -- you!

Accept your uniqueness and free others to be

themselves, too.
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 251 끝을 보기 전까지는 끝난 것이 아니다.

v필수어휘  forecast accompany shortly elderly treasury  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(Shortly after heavy rain of failure), frustration (accompanied by emotional trap) is forecasted.

But the treasury of your future might be (still) (there) (waiting for you).

The elderly (with rueful heart) advise the young to get up quick but

the young do not follow the voice of the wise and be the same old man too. Want to be one of them?

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [8월]

It’s all around us. Yet, we can’t see it, smell it,

or taste it. We need it to stay ① alive. Can

you guess what it is? It’s nitrogen ─ the main

gas in the air. Over 70% of our air is made up

of nitrogen. When we breathe, we use only the

air’s oxygen. The oxygen enters our lungs. Then

it enters our blood. Meanwhile, we breathe the

nitrogen back out. Still, we need nitrogen, and

so ② are all living things. It keeps our bodies

from wearing out. It helps ③ rebuild them. How

does the nitrogen get into our bodies? A few

plants can take in pure nitrogen. In the plants,

the nitrogen joins with other things. Through this

process, proteins are formed. The proteins are

④ what we need. When we eat the plants, we

get the proteins. That is ⑤ how we get our nitrogen.
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 252 모든 것에 적절함과 균형이 필요함을 알고 적용할 줄 알아야 오래 무리 없이 행복할 수 있다.

v필수어휘  licence atmosphere rid silent draft  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Get rid of harmful atmosphere (which does not help you feel good) (in your surroundings).

Happy life is (surely) to be a goal. Nobody has a permanent licence (to get it freely).

We’d better be silent (in judging others) cause, (simply) it can just be a thief of time and mental energy.

Why don’t you draft new plan (for you to be made happy).

　(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [8월]

Benjamin Franklin once arrived at an inn in

Baltimore on a very cold night, and found all the

best places around the fire already (A) [occupied /

to occupy] by others. Sitting down near a window,

he loudly called a servant and ordered him to

take some oysters to his horse. The curious

guests went out to see (B) [what / whether] the

horse could really eat the oysters. They soon

returned complaining that the horse would pay no

attention to the oysters. By that time Franklin was

settled in the warmest chair, and, stretching

himself (C) [lazy / lazily], he replied, “In that case,

bring them to me and give him some hay.”
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 253 순수한 내면의 본질, 그것을 잃게 만들 만 한 것이 세상이다.

v필수어휘  repair self suggestion funny mat  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(In most part), we can’t repair the damage (instantly) (done to our ego or ‘self’). That’s life. 

(Especially) when we love and fail. What’s funny is we think all is over but the fact is

that your soulmate could be anyone. There are true mind and pure one. But no fate. It is a choice.

The choice is the fate. The suggestion : You don’t have to act (like the world is over) (for long).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 것은? [3점] [8월]

A friend once told me that when she had her

baby, both her parents were present at the

hospital. You might think it was not ① such an

unusual event. It was unusual for her parents,

however, because they ② hadn’t spoken to

each other in years. The birth of their

grandchild brought them together. They spoke,

almost ③ like long-lost friends. The bitterness

and awkwardness softened and was replaced by

a sense of gratefulness for the gift of life and

love. There was no effort ④ involving: Neither

one was trying. All that happened was ⑤ that

both of them realized that there is so much

more to life than the small things that kept

them separate.
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 254 고정관념이 길을 막는다.

v필수어휘  fixed subsidy bean consciousness justify  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

When (suddenly) you come to consciousness and realize that your fixed idea

is ruining your life and is no more worth a bean (now),  what will you do? 

Stop justifying your current situation, life (on lies) is dangerous and (sometimes) disgusting.

Cut the subsidy[outer help]] (of every kind) (in your life), if it means making you weak. 

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [9월]

The city of Pompeii is a ①partially buried

Roman town-city near modern Naples. Pompeii

was destroyed and buried ②during a long

eruption of the volcano Mount Vesuvius in 79

AD. The eruption buried Pompeii under 4 to 6

meters of ash and stone, and it ③lost for over

1,500 years before its accidental rediscovery in

1599. Since then, its rediscovery ④has provided

a detailed insight into the life at the height of

the Roman Empire. Today, this UNESCO World

Heritage Site is one of Italy’s most popular

tourist attractions, with about 2,500,000 people

⑤visiting every year.　
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 255 모든 것을 잊게 만드는 목표가 있다는 건 축복이다.

v필수어휘  loud somehow lock select racing  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

If you are (in a racing car) and (on the way to your final line), you can’t hear the voices of people 

however (loud) they talk.      You should be (somehow) (like this) when pursuing your goal.

Concentration (without deviation) has great power.    (Sometimes)

your goal might want you to lock yourself up. If you want to be select few, you should pay the price.

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [9월]

In living birds, feathers have many functions other

than flight. They help to keep a bird (A) [warm /

warmly] by trapping heat produced by the body

close to the surface of the skin. Feathers may

also be used to (B) [attract / attracting] mates.

The tail of Caudipteryx carried a large fan of long

feathers, a structure that would have made a

very impressive display. The rest of the body

seems to have been covered in much shorter

feathers, (C) [which / that] would have kept out

the cold. A few large feathers were present on

the arms, and these might have been involved in

display. *Caudipteryx 깃털공룡
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 256 자주 멈춰야 하는 시가지는 말할 것도 없고, 고속도로에서도 브레이크는 필요하다.

v필수어휘  barrel urgent absence healthy angle  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

A glass of wine can make you feel good and healthy, so will you drink a whole barrel of wine?

We don’t have to think of abstinence (intentionally) cause our body and mind react (naturally)

before it comes to be urgent. But (at a different angle),

when there are bad habits (to the extent of toxication), the absence of it means a car with no brake.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [10월]

The ancient Egyptians developed a way of

preserving the bodies of their dead, in the belief

①that the body would be necessary in the

ancient Egyptian afterlife and this would ensure

their eternal survival. The liver, lungs, and brain

②removed. The heart, however, was left in the

body so that it could be judged on the Day of

Judgement. The body was then covered with a

salt-like substance to stop it from ③decaying.

After that the body was packed with dry

material such as linen or straw and ④wrapped

in bandages. The process and techniques

differed according to the roles and the wealth of

the dead. The ⑤wealthier the dead, the more

elaborate the process.
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 257 선택이 없다면 운명도 없다. 선택이 운명이다.

v필수어휘  painful concentrate wheel killing abandoned  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(After a painful wound in life), we can abandon ourselves and be an abandoned person.

The pain (in heart) has quite a killing power (with continuing wheel of life).

It is your choice (now). Will you (only) kill yourself and dreams and spoil yourself?

Or concentrate that energy (on fruitful things) (in fortitude)? It is your choice. It is the truth of life.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [10월]

Nowadays almost everyone worries about

children being busy ① doing this and that. But

many of today’s children are being raised in a

world of complete comfort. According to a

recent poll, 75 percent of adults believe children

today do fewer chores than the children of 10

or 15 years earlier ② did. And 68 percent of

parents think their own children are either

“somewhat” or “very” spoiled. Well, here is a

solution. Instead of overprotecting your kids by

doing everything for them, teach them to take

care of ③ themselves, especially around the

house ─ “See that sock on the floor? It goes

in the washing machine.” I totally understand

that it’s sometimes easier to do the work

yourself than ④ to get your kids to do it. But

it’s worth the effort. Obviously, they can develop

a sense of responsibility while ⑤ do house chores.
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 258 고통과 깊이와 순수가 없는 마음은 무게가 많이 나가지 않는다.

v필수어휘  column fortune oppose broker celebrate  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(Solemnly) celebrate your days of pain. If you are clean (in your heart) and

the pain drove you (into fortitude and diligence), your pain is something (worth a fortune) 

(which can’t be bought by money). If your lust brought it, you ought to be (in the column of stifling smoke) 

until you pay the price. Oppose the brokers of frustration (hotly).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [10월]

Franciszek Gajowniczek was a Nazi prisoner in

Auschwitz when a fellow inmate escaped. The

standard punishment when anyone escaped was

to select 10 men at random and place them in

a cell where they ①were left to starve to death.

When Gajowniczek heard his name ②calling, he

sobbed, “My wife and my children.” At that

moment, a Franciscan priest and fellow inmate

named Koble ③stepped forward and said, “I will

die in his place. I have no wife or children.” His

request was granted. Since that time,

Gajowniczek ④has gone back every year to

Auschwitz on August 14 to remember the man

who died for him on that date in 1941. And in

his yard he placed a plaque to honor this priest

and to remind ⑤others of his great sacrifice. *inmate: 수감자, 재소자
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 259 독서와 경험, 둘 다 소유하라.

v필수어휘  jail historic corruption alter mill  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Reading books and going through the mill have common factors. 

These can truly alter human (in an advanced way) and help break inner jail and evoke a personally historic battle.

and they do have the power (to soothe the inner corruption). However they don’t have the power (to eradicate it).

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [3점] [10월]

Regardless of how you look for a job, you must

learn how to prepare a résumé. It is a personal

document (A) [covering / covered] your

educational background, work experience, career

preferences and goals, and major interests. It

also includes such basic information as your

postal address, e-mail address, and telephone

number. Your résumé is your formal introduction

to an employer, (B) [so / which] it should

present you in the best light, emphasizing your

strengths and potential to contribute to a firm as

an employee. However, it should never contain

inaccuracies. You do not want to begin your

career with unethical behavior. An employer will

discover any false information ― either

immediately or (C) [during / while] the months

after you are hired.
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 260 권력에 대한 욕심, 지배욕, 금전에 대한 욕망, 그것이 완전히 없다 하면,
  그게 사람인가? 하나의 사랑이 없으면, 지금은 없어도 언젠가는 발견하게 된다.

v필수어휘  riot lost retail determined philosophy  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(Sometimes), you may (just) want to run riot (in rage) when you lost your soul or your belief 

and might be determined to abandon yourself and there might seem to be no philosophy (to condole you)

(except alcohol). However, there (surely) is a retailer (who will sell you medicine to cure your heart).

He is your diligence and it sells work (which has hope in it).

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [3점] [10월]

Sometimes we wish we were as rich as our

neighbor or (A) [have / had] the same nice

clothes as our friend. Other times we wish we

were smarter or more talented. One secret to

being unhappy is to always compare ourselves

to someone else. It doesn’t matter (B) [how /

such] talented, smart, or wealthy we are. One

secret to being happy is to learn to be content

with who we are and what we have. If there is

something about ourselves that we don’t like,

then we should change what we don’t like and

make ourselves better people. If there is

something we don’t have (C) [that / it] we really

want, then we should work, save, and get it.
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 261 느끼고 깨닫는 것과 그것을 실천하는 것은 전혀 다른 문제이다.

v필수어휘  know-how existing editorial allied counter  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Editorials (on various methods) (to overcome and recover from problems in life) tells us 

the know-how (to get up again and succeed). But the important part is (always) to put it into practice.

Practice is no joke. It seems that (to counter what makes you down),

you have to gather every existing power and (sometimes) you need to be allied (with truthful helpers)

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [10월]

The writer Leo Buscaglia was once invited to

be one of the judges in a school competition ①

to find ‘the child who cared most for others.’

The winner was a boy ②who neighbor, a

gentleman of over eighty, had just been

widowed. When he saw the old man sitting in

his garden ③crying, the boy jumped over the

fence, sat on the man’s lap and stayed there

for a long time. When he went back home, his

mother asked him what he ④had said to the

poor man. “Nothing,” said the boy, “He’s lost his

wife and ⑤that must have really hurt. I just

went over to help him to cry.”
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 262 근면과 분별, 상식을 무시하고 종교행사를 가르치는 종교는 마약이다.

v필수어휘  comparison sum human rights obtain Catholic  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Catholic, Protestant, Buddhism, Islamic, Hinduism... etc, all religion defy comparisons (each other)

when saying their truth but (in sum), they tell us (commonly) (about the afterlife or Heaven). 

What (do you think) is more important? Various behaviors (to obtain heaven)? 

or the clean and honest mind or respectful mind (for other’s human right)?

　

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [3점] [10월]

Regardless of how you look for a job, you must

learn how to prepare a résumé. It is a personal

document (A) [covering / covered] your

educational background, work experience, career

preferences and goals, and major interests. It

also includes such basic information as your

postal address, e-mail address, and telephone

number. Your résumé is your formal introduction

to an employer, (B) [so / which] it should

present you in the best light, emphasizing your

strengths and potential to contribute to a firm as

an employee. However, it should never contain

inaccuracies. You do not want to begin your

career with unethical behavior. An employer will

discover any false information ― either

immediately or (C) [during / while] the months

after you are hired.
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 263 마음의 상처나 억눌린 감정이 회복되는 날이 있다.

v필수어휘  furniture wash awful resist make-up  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

You can hide your pimple (by make-up). Stains (on your polished furniture) can be washed off (by wax). 

But the deep scars (on your heart) wouldn’t be (easily) erased.

When memory touches the scar, it is hard to resist the awful pain (in your heart).

(in a certain case), you just can’t resist. You just can’t.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [10월]

With the right attitude, a change can be

exciting, challenging and stimulating. The right

attitude makes life ①interesting. A difficult

circumstance can be described either as a

disaster ②or as an adventure. When I interview

executives who demonstrate exceptional skills

and abilities, I ask them ③how they developed

their great talents. The story I hear over and

over again is, “I ④was given a new job or

assignment that was a huge challenge. I did not

have the skills to succeed, but it was sink or

swim. I tried hard. I got lots of feedback. Over

time, I developed the talent.” So, ⑤depend on

your attitude, difficult circumstances can provide

the opportunity to learn new skills.
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 264 죽으려고 하지 말고 무언가 하나씩 쌓아가며 살려고 하라.

v필수어휘  historical trader somewhat library worldwide  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Have you (ever) wanted not to live (seriously)? Isn’t it a far more serious matter (than current worldwide issue)? 

Is there any trader (who sells desire to live or happiness) (to sustain us)? I don’t know.

No books in a library seems to give me reasons to live when I lose all of my hope. 

No historical records of human would show me the personal way (to something somewhat meaningful).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [11월]

Dogs can tell ① what you like them or not. If

you like them, they like you back. In fact, they

love you and will do anything that they can ②

to please you. People react the same way. If

you do not like someone, chances are that they

do not like you ③ either. Sometimes we make

impulse judgments and dislike people without

giving them a chance. What is in our hearts

always shows. Keep your heart ④ open to

accept the best in everyone. Most people want

to be good, fair, and liked. Love others, and

you will ⑤ be loved back.　
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 265 순수하고 정직한 마음이 없으면 살아 무엇 하랴.

v필수어휘  landscape echo illness saving cautious  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(Always) be cautious (to be faithful) (to others). Your sincerity might get an unwanted echo (from others),

but be patient. (Save those who have mental illness), there would be a moment 

(for them to understand your true heart). Remember this world is a landscape and 

you are the painter (who can make it a bleak one or lovely one). It is not (for others), it is (for yourself).

(A)～(C)에서 어법에 맞는 표현을 바르게 짝지은 것은? [3점] [11월]

The Inchcape Rock is a great rock in the North

Sea. Most of the time it is covered with water.

That causes many boats and ships (A) [crash / to

crash] onto the rock. The rock is so close to the

top of the water that all the vessels that try to sail

over it (B) [hit / hits] it. More than a hundred

years ago, a kind-hearted man lived nearby. He

thought that it was tragic for so many sailors to

die on that hidden rock. So he fastened a floating

mark to the rock with a strong chain, on top of

(C) [it / which] a bell was attached. When ships

came near, the waves made the mark float back

and forth and the bell ring clearly. Now, sailors

were no longer afraid to cross the sea there.
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 266 좌절과 분노는 그 자체로 나쁜 것 이상이다. 몇 가지 나쁜 것을 향한 분노를 제외하고.

v필수어휘  sake discovery glance one’s sponsor  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(For the sake of yourself), don’t have evil mind. One’s rage or frustration 

is the sponsors of destruction. It makes human have a glance at evil ways. 

The discovery of the mankind is that being evil is madness. 

Since being evil drives you (into nothingness and death) (in the end).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [12월]

I was on a sled on a snow-packed hill in my

suburban neighborhood. I picked up speed ①as

I descended the hill. "CAR!" someone yelled. I

saw it coming, down the street to my left. I

screamed and tried to steer away, but it didn't

work. I did ②what all kids do: I jumped off. I

rolled like a log down the cold snow, thinking

the next thing ③touch me would be the hard

rubber of a car tire. I yelled "AHHHHHH,"

turning over and over. And then, nothing. I

stopped rolling and ④caught; my breath.

Luckily, I was safe. My friends slapped me

then, ⑤saying "You could have died."　
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 267 직업에 대한 꿈을 가지는 일은 소중한 일이다.

v필수어휘  generous emotion coalition beginning reference  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Few people choose their job (just by the positive emotion). (At the beginning of choosing your job),

you should form a coalition of information (like knowledge of future trend)

(qualifications for it and related reference books). 

Society should (also) keep giving generous aid to job-seekers.

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [12월]

A bowl of cereal can be a healthy start to your

day but you will need to choose carefully. Many

of the attractively packaged breakfast cereals

designed specifically for children (A) [is / are]

highly refined and have lost most of their

valuable nutrients. Don't be misled by claims

that they are fortified with important vitamins

and minerals, since many more nutrients (B)

[are taken / take] out than put back in. These

cereals also tend to be very high in sugar. Not

only are these bad for children's teeth, but the

high levels of sugar can cause your blood-sugar

level to rise quickly and then fall, leaving your

child (C) [feeling / felt] tired. *fortify : 강화시키다
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 268 불굴의 용기와 희망 그리고 도전과 근면 

v필수어휘  strengthen superior nerve controversy tube  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

There is no room for controversy (over the fact that

your hope and fortitude should be superior (to thwarted reality). 

(Through the tube of fortitude and hope) inner power comes. 

Strain every nerve and strengthen your inner light (in predicaments).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [12월]

Did you know ① that a bachelor’s degree can

cost from $50,000 to over $100,000? Do you

really need a degree? Additional education or

training, other than a typical college education

after high school, ② is needed for 75 percent

of today’s jobs. Yet, less than 25 percent of

those jobs require college degrees. Of course,

there are jobs ③ for which a bachelor’s degree

is essential. Are you looking for one of those

jobs? Do you think that a degree makes you

more ④ employable? If you find that you are

wrong, you’ve wasted tens of thousands of

dollars and several years of your life. Talk with

people doing the work you want to do. Find out

from them if a college degree is necessary. If it

⑤ does, they may suggest colleges that have

exceptional departments or programs in the area

that you need to study.
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 269 힘들면, 계속해서 집중해 보라.

v필수어휘  seize busy overcome operator fairly  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Endurance (with diligence) is a sure operator (between you and your success). Seize yourself (tightly) and

endure, try to overcome yourself. As far as you are busy (in concentrating) (on what you dream)

true answer would come out (at some point). (Usually), it is (fairly) hard  but

if you carry on,        there’s (also) the moment (when you come to like it.)

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [12월]

My dog was greatly pleased to go out walking. He

showed his pleasure by walking with head raised

high and ears erect. Not far from my house, a

path branches off to the right, (A) [leads / leading]

to the greenhouse. I often went there to look at

my experimental plants. This was always a great

disappointment to the dog, and the immediate

change of expression came over him as soon as

my body turned towards the path. His look of

unhappiness was known to every member of the

family, and was (B) [called / calling] his

“greenhouse face.” This included the head

*drooping and the whole body remaining

motionless. With the falling of his ears and tail,

the eyes became greatly changed in appearance,

and I thought that they looked less (C) [bright /

brightly]. Every detail in his attitude was

completely opposite to his former joyful behavior.
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 270 말은 존재에 의미를 부여한다. 마음과 말은 하나이다. 말의 힘을 말해 무엇하랴.

v필수어휘  stream hate tiny unique diplomat  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Humans are [not only] unique and (respectively) only ones [but] fragile and vulnerable (to mistakes)

(in a stream of choices he makes).      Everyone hates to make mistakes. 

(From a tiny mistake to a gross blunder), (in most parts), our tongue plays major roles. 

Learn (from the sagacious diplomat) (who is close mouthed). He has to speak but knows mistakes are not allowed.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [3월]

Fire safety is important. ①Knowing what to do if

there is a fire can save your life. If there is a fire

in your home, you must stay close to the floor

and ②leave the building immediately. Touch

closed doors slightly. Do not open them if they

are hot. Do not stop ③taking anything with you.

Never go back into the burning house. Go to a

neighbor’s house to call the fire station. What if

your clothes catch on fire? Well, if that ever

happens, you might run as fast as you can. But

running would actually make the fire ④get worse

because the air would cause the fire to get bigger

and spread more quickly. Instead, you should

immediately stop what you’re doing and roll

around on the wet floor until the fire ⑤goes out.
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 271 사랑만 선하다. 다른 것은 선하지 않다. 거짓은 끔찍하다.

v필수어휘  drag bunch moon pact pit  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Liars will drag you (into the bottomless pit) and refuse to have the pang of conscience.

So, make no pact (with liars). Part (with them), (now). People want to be over the moon 

But that kind of happiness (with no danger) needs a bunch of effort or price. 

Don’t be deceived (by too many liars) (in this world).

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [3월]

Every one of us faces moments of criticism. The

more successful you become, the more criticism

you will receive. Only those who don’t try anything

(A) [remain / remains] forever above criticism.

Being criticized is not a problem if you develop a

positive way of dealing with it. Winston Churchill

had put on the wall of his office the following

words of Abraham Lincoln: “I do the very best I

can. I mean to keep going. If the end turns out to

be all right, then (B) [it / what] is said against me

won’t matter.” Winston Churchill and Abraham

Lincoln were severely criticized in their days, just

as most of our public figures (C) [are / do] today.

It takes a person of great courage to go ahead

and do what he believes to be right when critics

are howling against him.
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 272 현실로 느껴야만 움직이는 서글픈 인간의 한계.

v필수어휘  substantial plot harass circumstance wicket  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

You have no ability (to know the whole plot of your life) (before death).

Only fate knows. When we think  we are being harassed or (on a sticky wicket in life),

we feel   we need a substantial change (in our circumstance or in ourselves). 

Follow your heart (with truthfulness, love and fortitude) if you don’t want to regret.

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [3월]

Touring caravans are mobile homes which are

connected to the back of your family car and (A)

[tow / towed] to where you want to go. These

caravans, which can have two to six beds, can be

moved and many families enjoy (B) [to travel /

traveling] from place to place on holidays. Many

families can go anywhere they want if there is a

camp site or caravan park open. Touring caravan

parks have basic services such as shower blocks,

toilet blocks, and perhaps a small shop. It is up to

the family to make sure they have food, water,

electricity, gas, and whatever else is needed (C)

[during / while] their stay.
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 273 밝게 생각하고 군인의 현실적 감각을 익히라. 삶은 전쟁 아니던가?

v필수어휘  content permit complicated interesting conviction  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Are you content (with the present)?. Permit yourself to expect your future. 

You might dislike complicated things and have some fear (for the future). 

An interesting fact (in life) is this. If you refuse to seek challenges and squander your time, 

challenges seek you (in worse situation). (With conviction in your strength), take one more step (today).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [3월]

Skateboarding is one of the best ways to

replace snowboarding when there is no snow.

They are almost the same in that the actions

include riding and performing tricks ①using a

board. However, the difference is that in

skateboarding, the asphalt tends to hurt ②much

more than snow when you fall on the ground.

Be sure to wear protective equipment such as a

helmet, wrist guards, and elbow pads even if

your friends point and ③laugh. Skate parks

provide the safe environment without cars ④

keep your board skills improved. Also, a long

downward road without cross streets could be

the perfect area ⑤where you practice basic skills.
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 274 부정적 생각이 끼어들지 못하게 하라.

v필수어휘  gentle regulation fence margin enhance  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

When your mind is free and satisfied, gentle smiles comes out (naturally). 

Leave negative thoughts no margin and fence off complaints (out of your heart). 

Enact regulation (that will keep your mind alive) (like making it a rule to have hope under any situation.) 

Time waits for nobody. Try hard (to enhance your ability) (in your chosen field).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [4월]

A king had a bell ①placed in a high tower of

his palace. He announced that he would ring

the bell whenever he was happy so that his

subjects could know of his joy. His subjects

waited for the sound of the bell, but it remained

②silent. Days turned into weeks, and weeks

into months, and months into years. But the

sound of the bell never rang out ③to indicate

that the king was happy. The king grew very

old and eventually was about to die in his bed.

As some of his crying subjects gathered around

him, he discovered ④that he had really been

loved by his subjects. At last, the king felt

happy, so he reached up and ⑤pulling the rope

that rang the bell.
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 275 유머가 없으면, 유머 있는 척이라도 하려고 노력해라.

v필수어휘  wire chocolate approval primary comedy  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Can you do a slapstick comedy? Humor needs nobody’s approval. 

What is the primary cause (of some people) (acting like a jester unexpectedly)? 

Do you know Mr. Wonka, (who puts something like rusty wire into the tub of cocoa mixture) (to make his special chocolate)?

Nonsense! (Anyway), they seem to know that there are hidden needs (that we want to get out 
of our monotonous routine of our life).

(A), (B), (C) 의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [3점] [4월]

Tom had been away on a business trip for two

weeks. When he came back home and entered

through the front door, he realized that the

screws on the doorknob (A)[was / were] loose.

He thought that this would make (B)[it / them]

easy for someone to break into the house. He

quickly tightened them with a screwdriver. His

wife came into the house through that same

door every day, but she did not notice the

loose screws. She was not (C)[so / such] an

observant person that she could not recognize

that there was a problem with the door.　
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 276 경고는 고마운 것이다. 그것이 참된 진실과 지혜를 내포하고 있다면.

v필수어휘  symbol nearby mostly imagination understanding  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

A little imagination and understanding will tell you what the future will be if you squander your present.

But you let the present be mostly composed of unfruitful things (in youth). That is not a small thing. That is a blunder. 

Nearby examples are abundant and you know that, but you choose to give in (to unfruitful things in the present). 

(Then), no symbols of future can help you realize what the time is (but the future pain).

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [4월]

Gold was found in California. People in the

East heard the news. They wanted gold. They

rushed west to California. They wanted to

become rich. Since so many gold miners came

to California in 1849, they were (A)[called /

calling] “forty-niners.” Almost overnight, San

Francisco changed from a tiny town into a city

of 25,000 people! So many people came to the

area (B)[that / which] California had enough

people to become a state. Miners looked for

gold in the cold rivers. They dug for gold in the

ground. A few miners found gold. Most miners

did not. After a few years, the miners stopped

(C)[looking / to look] for gold. The Gold Rush was over.
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 277 극기를 이뤄본 적이 없는 자는 자기 너머에 있는 것을 만날 수 없다.

v필수어휘  sophisticated consequence restore announcement hint  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

(Sometimes) the consequence of our choice or deeds is (so) sophisticated that the restoration seems impossible.

I want I can give you a hint (not to commit a mistake) or make announcement that I found the way to cover it.

True answer is to love. Not the money and human power. Oh, yes, they (do) have power

but they can’t buy human’s true soul. (Then), is it fine (for them) to be called true power?

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [4월]

When I take my dogs for a walk, people

sometimes tell me what good dogs ①they are. I

offer my hand and introduce myself. The way

we humans introduce ourselves to each other

by shaking hands ②is quite careful compared to

the way dogs introduce themselves. Dogs wave

their tails and sniff. I’ve heard that handshakes

date back to medieval times, ③when two

people moved toward each other with open

hands to show they weren’t carrying any

weapons. There’s an explanation ④that once

you grab someone’s hand it stops them from

coming any closer. It is true that we are much

more suspicious of others than our dogs ⑤do. *medieval: 중세의
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 278 진실한 사람이 따로 있는 게 아니라 진실하려고 자꾸 애쓰는 사람이 있는 것이다.

v필수어휘  poet mechanism stir fleet  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

You got to have some defence mechanism (against lust or bad habits) or (on your life voyage), 

your future will turn into a hostile fleet and might stir up hidden hatred (toward yourself). 

Your hands, feet and mind hold the key (to determining your future).

(Repeatedly trying to be truthful), you are already a poet (who sings the beauty of your life).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [4월]

If you have pollen allergies, you probably want

to be inside with the windows ①closed from

April through November. But that’s no solution.

Pets, kids, even your shoes — can all bring

pollen inside your house. Pollen can become

trapped in carpet and clothes, ②where it can

increase your allergic responses. To protect

yourself from pollen allergies, you need to open

your windows only when necessary and ③

running the air conditioning. And don’t hang

clothes outside ④to dry in the fresh air,

because this will bring all the pollen inside with

you. Finally, take off your shoes right outside

the door before coming inside. Or at least wipe

⑤them well outdoors on a mat. *pollen: 꽃가루
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 279 사랑을 모르는 욕망, 무지에서 오는 실수, 멸망.

v필수어휘  kilometre chaos seriously examination ski  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Success is an examination of life (to clamber up several kilometers) (to the summit) 

and it is not easy (like skiing down the slope).

Lusts (not knowing love) and mistakes (from ignorance) might drive us (into chaos). 

(Seriously speaking), (in the world of cause and effect), if no knowledge, we perish.

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [3점] [4월]

One day, a man who lived on Long Island was

able to satisfy his ambition by (A)[purchase /

purchasing] for himself a very fine barometer.

When the barometer arrived at his home, he was

very disappointed to find that the needle seemed

to be stuck, pointing to the mark “HURRICANE.”

After shaking the barometer very (B)[hard / hardly]

several times, he wrote a letter to the store from

which he had bought it. The following morning on

the way to his office in New York, he mailed the

letter. That evening, when he returned to Long

Island, he found (C)[that / what] not only the

barometer but also his house was missing. The

barometer’s needle had been right ─ there was a

hurricane! *barometer: 기압계
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 280 사랑에는 기쁨과 달콤함만 있는 게 아니다.

v필수어휘  immigrant diplomatic excess guerrilla vital  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

The excess of vital power (in days of youth) seeks easy temptation not controlling spirit. 

(So), (for the young) (who have dreams), battles of life is guerrilla war (rather than a one time great battle).

You could solve tricky problems (with diplomatic sense) but might (easily) collapse (before small temptations).

Be an immigrant (from the world of lust to love and devotion).

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [5월]

Most people write with their right hand. Some

people use their left hand to write. Most likely, no

one taught you which hand (A) [using / to use].

You were born right-handed or left-handed. More

than one out of every ten people are left-handed.

They use their left hand when they open a door,

eat with a spoon, and move a computer mouse.

In the past, people thought (B) [that / what]

left-handed people needed to change hands. They

wanted lefties to switch to using their right hands.

Teachers made students write with their right

hands, even if that felt strange to them. Some

lefties did change hands. (C) [A few / A little]

became ambidextrous. That meant they could use

both of their hands equally well.
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 281 반씩이나 채워진 물 컵이 있고, 반밖에 안 채워진 물 컵이 있다.

v필수어휘  belt wealth transform triumph altogether  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

There are two ways (to increase your wealth).

Fastening your belt or working (for the bigger triumph). 

Both need you to transform yourself (altogether) (from the bottom).

You should contemplates yourself, have plans and (above all) be the fortitude itself.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [5월]

Many types of trees put on a bright coat of

leaves in autumn. How does this change

happen? ① During the spring and summer,

leaves produce food for the tree. The part of

the leaves that is used in this process contains

chlorophyll. Chlorophyll gives the leaves their

green color. The leaves also contain orange

and yellow. These colors ②are hidden by the

green. As days grow shorter and colder,

changes occur in the leaves. The leaves stop

③making food. The chlorophyll breaks down

and the green color disappears. This allows the

yellow and orange colors ④to see. Finally, the

leaves die and fall from the tree. Not all trees

have leaves that change color. Evergreen trees

stay ⑤green all year round. *chlorophyll: 엽록소
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 282 의미 없는 판에 박힌 일상은 위험이 될 수 있다.

v필수어휘  spell condemn rhythm designer yours  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

When you are condemned (to a monotonous life), it will make certain new rhythm and cycle 

(in your mind and body) (like spell). If you don’t like it, you should break it.

You are the designer of your life. Choices are all yours. Move, before you fall (into silent despair).

Meaningless routine life could be a danger (but then) love can bestow living meaning (on anything).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [5월]

After dropping off my husband at the airport for

his business trip, I drove over a toll bridge on

my way home only to find that I ①had left my

purse at home. I was trapped at the toll booth,

with a stream of traffic behind me, as I crazily

searched the glove box, ②hoping to find some

change. Finding no money in it, I was starting

to get quite ③embarrassed. The next thing I

knew was ④what the man from the car behind

mine ran up and dropped the toll fee into the

money bin. Before I had time to thank him, he

went back to his car. Was it just that he didn’t

want to be held up, or was he my knight in

shining armor? ⑤Either way, I was very grateful

for his help and generosity.
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 283 모든 것이 섭리 가운데 있다.

v필수어휘  beaten cloud tension dad specialist  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

A dad should be a teacher (to his child). He doesn’t have to be a specialist (in juvenile psychology).

His experience would know every beaten path of human life.

He should tell his child that beyond the cloud, there is sunshine and make him or her see the silver-lining.

He should soothe the tension (about their future) (by giving them knowledge and wisdom).

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [3점] [5월]

Reading allows students to see a lot of the

language in context over and over again,

helping them understand, remember, and (A)

[use / using] it. It builds and strengthens

knowledge of basic vocabulary and grammar.

Reading is not the only way to learn a

language. Most language scholars would agree

that students still need to spend a lot of time

practicing speaking, listening, and writing in

order to become advanced in the language.

However, (B) [add / adding] reading to your

private studies can certainly do some great

things for your language ability. Not only is

reading (C) [effective / effectively], but it can

also be a very enjoyable way to learn a new 

language. Give it a try and see what it will do

for you.
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 284 인간은 어차피 편의를 포기하지 않을 것이다.

v필수어휘  referendum observe stamp fairly acid  적용v

접속사,    주어,    동사,    목적어,    주격보어,    목적격보어,    (수식어)

Today’s environmental problems are (fairly) difficult (to solve) – global warming, acid rain, destruction of ozone layers etc].

If we hold a referendum (between giving up our industry and conservation of environment), 

which will we choose? We can’t stamp these problems out but 

we have to observe some important laws (to avoid the total disaster).

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [5월]

Cooking is much more than just a chore. It

connects us with ①what we eat. Making food

that gives pleasure to other people can be a

real joy. When you have enough time for it,

cooking is also a wonderful way ②to relax. A

lot of the pleasure is in the fact ③that you

don’t hurry to cook. Cooking has an almost

meditative quality. Slowing down with food ④

making us feel less worried and fearful. We feel

that a slow approach to food strengthens our

relationship, too. There is something in the

nature of cooking and sharing food that ⑤forms

a bond between people. *meditative: 명상적인　
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 285 포기하기 싫은 목표들은 가슴에서 지우지 말라.

Now, all of the third level words – essential level – are finished.

One of the purposes of this book is to help you become a little more free and happy 

with practicality or with the pretext of practicality –then, genuinely practically.

I want to speak freely under no condition. Don’t you agree?

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [6월]

Greg felt like a failure if he didn’t receive every

single point on every single assignment. A

grade of 95 left him ①asking, “How did I fail to

achieve 100?” Greg realized that his drive for

perfectionism was putting him into a state of

constant stress. He decided ②to work on stress

management. He came up with the creative

idea of ③posting notes everywhere with the

simple message, “92 is still an A.” Gradually,

these simple reminder notes allowed Greg to

have a different point of view and ④realized

that he didn’t have to be perfect at everything.

He still could earn an “A” in class, but with ⑤

much less pressure.　
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 286 생각이나 감정은 자극에 의해 발생한다.

Remember, the only thing that recovers you from the feeling of helplessness is an ‘action’.

Our thoughts or feeling do not exist just by itself. They are strongly connected with our body.

Whatever the reason is, feeling of helplessness will lose its power over you, if you act actively.

Just keep doing it until it disappears.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [7월]

Michael Jordan couldn’t have been such a

legendary basketball player, if he had not had

the circumstances ①giving to him in his life. He

had specific genes, opportunities, and

experiences. However, that’s not ②what made

Michael Jordan a success! The reason ③why

he was a success is that he took what life

gave him and that he made full use of it. If a

person like Michael Jordan had different

circumstances in his life, he could also end up

④being a winner as long as he tries his utmost

to be the best he can be with what he has.

You have to remember ⑤that this is your life,

your situation, and your personal journey.

Always do your best with it to be a success.　
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 287 포기하면, 한번이라도 포기하기엔 인생은 너무 짧다는 것을 머잖아 알게 된다.

Do the work that you want to do. You can fail. But you are not a failure as a challenging human being. 

In fact, if you keep challenging, you are perfect as a truthful human being. So, never avoid challenging. 

If you avoid and throw yourself into frustration, you are a failure.

You are a betrayer of humankind and you are doing the same thing as evil liars are doing to yourself.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [8월]

If you’re job hunting, you need to keep several

things in mind. One of the most important

things you should do is to discover your

strengths and ① learn how to talk about them.

After all, you’ll be going on job interviews. You’ll

have an hour or less to show interviewers how

② good you really are. So it pays to be

prepared. You should also work on ③

developing a network of friendly contacts ─

people who might hire you or recommend you

to others. ④ Be prepared to hunt for a job all

day long for a week. Surveys have shown that

people unemployed for long periods ⑤ spending

only a few hours a week looking for work.
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 288 쟁취해서 승자가 되느냐 도망쳐서 패자가 되느냐.

To win and be the winner is the way. The deserter becomes the loser and alienated. 

But, You should put victory and defeat under the true value of human since that’s the truth. 

No value can precede the fact that a man is the only one unique being on earth 
so his preciousness is beyond rarity.

(A), (B), (C)의 각 네모 안에서 어법에 맞는 것을 고르시오. [7월]

You need to take your daughter to the dentist.

It won’t be easy because your daughter will be

(A) [frightening / frightened]. It’s completely

normal for her to be afraid of such a new and

potentially scaring situation. So, say to your

daughter, “I understand that you’re afraid. When

you try something new, you don’t know what to

expect, so it’s okay to be a little nervous about

it. That’s exactly (B) [what / why] you should try

it. Next time, it’ll be much better.” Explain to

her that fear helps her get ready for a new

situation, and she’ll reply, “I’m afraid, but I’m

going to do it anyway.” That’s very important

because it’ll remind her of her own strength.

Once the visit to the dentist is successfully

completed, your daughter will feel proud of (C)

[her / herself]: “It’s over. I did it!” That’s an

incredible feeling!
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 289 무엇으로 진심을 살 수 있을까.

You should know you can’t buy true heart with money or anything this world can give you.

What belongs to inner world could be bought by its equivalent. You need true love and sacrifice 
or devotion to buy something precious. 

But we should also know that ‘possession’ is the way of existence of the world and sometimes 
money or material means devotion.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [8월]

If you’re job hunting, you need to keep several

things in mind. One of the most important

things you should do is to discover your

strengths and ① learn how to talk about them.

After all, you’ll be going on job interviews. You’ll

have an hour or less to show interviewers how

② good you really are. So it pays to be

prepared. You should also work on ③

developing a network of friendly contacts ─

people who might hire you or recommend you

to others. ④ Be prepared to hunt for a job all

day long for a week. Surveys have shown that

people unemployed for long periods ⑤ spending

only a few hours a week looking for work.　
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 290 지금 더 이상 살 가치가 없다고 생각하는 사람들이 있다.

Not a few people think of committing suicide at least mentally. There is a phrase in Bible.

“I call heaven and earth to record this day against you, that I have set before you life 
and death, blessing and cursing: 

therefore choose life, that both thou and thy seed may live:” -[KJV]

Well, it seems that the present is not all.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [8월]

My aunt is 100 years old and she is living in a

nursing home now. Whenever I visit my aunt, I

ask ①why she is bleeding and has scratches

and bruises. I ask where her vitamins are, and

why she hasn’t ②been given them. I try to help

her with her discomforts and talk to the nursing

staff about them. This might be ③annoyed to

the staff, but my intent is not to bother them.

My intent is to help my 100-year-old aunt. If

they are disturbed, that is their business, not ④

mine. It is my aunt’s rights ⑤that I am looking

out for. I’m just worried that the staff might not

be doing their job.　
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 291 시간 가는 줄 모르는 활동이 있어야 한다.

Feel weary or under depression? There is a more positive alternative than drugs and counseling.

That is an activity that makes you find self-fulfilment. . If it is a play, it should be so interesting 

that you lose track of the time. If it is a work,

it should be something that makes you engage in it positively and busily.

다음 글 밑줄 친 부분 중, 어법상 틀린 것은? [3점] [9월]

Native people create legends to explain unusual

events in their environment. A legend from the

Hawaiian island of Kauai explains ①how the

naupaka flower got its unusual shape. The

flower looks like half a small daisy. The legend

says that the marriage of two young lovers on

the island ②was opposed by both sets of

parents. The parents found the couple together

on a beach one day, and ③to prevent them

from being together, one of the families moved

to the mountains, separating the young couple

forever. As a result, the naupaka flower was

separated into two halves; one half moved to

the mountains, and the other half ④staying near

the beach. This story is a good example of a

legend ⑤which native people invented to make

sense of the world around them.
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 292 아름다움은 사치가 아닌 삶의 필수요소이다.

Affirm the beauty of life and seek things of beauty. 

Keep in mind that beauty is not luxury but the one of the essential factors of life. 

The outer beauty is good but it’s the river losing color. After all, it goes into the sea which can’t be consumed.

The inner beauty is hard to get but it’s welling spring water. It’s a start and there’s no end.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [10월]

For many students, the school lunch can be a

chance they have for a well-balanced meal.

There are things parents can do ①to help their

children make better choices at lunchtime. One

of the best ways that parents can teach their

kids how to eat healthy ②are to set a good

example. The family eating habits at home often

follow the student to school. If the student is

used to ③eating unhealthy meals at home, the

same habit will take place during lunchtime at

school. Another way is to look over the lunch

menu at home before any choices ④ are made.

Parents can suggest healthier choices. If there

are no healthy choices ⑤available, parents can

suggest a lunch from home. Parents can also

teach their children to avoid chips, sodas, or

sweets for lunch. [3점]
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 293 내면의 빛을 발견했다면 그 빛을 믿어라.

When you find someone is a liar and if that person is so close to you interpersonally, 

you are cursed. Possible or not, sever the connection line with them.

Truly it’s almost life or death problem. I hope you are not entangled with them. 

Whatever they say, essentially, you’re just one of the tools for a liar. That’s the true identity of them.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [10월]

Some animals ① living in cold areas change

color each year according to the season. In

summer you might be surprised to see a

brownish-colored rock suddenly ② begin to

move. This is a ptarmigan, a bird that takes on

the color of the surrounding rocks in order to

protect ③ itself from its enemies. It looks so

much like a rock ④ which its enemies can

hardly see it. In winter when snow begins to

fall, the feathers of ptarmigans ⑤ gradually turn

from brown to white, and they become almost

invisible in the snow. Thanks to that, they can

escape the attention of predators.　
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 294 삶에 의미를 부여하라.

You should live not like spending your life to live but like enjoying every moment 
100% or endowing meaning on your life. 

It’s not about having special purpose right now.

it means that there will be no room for depression or stress

if you live, granting values and meaning on what you are doing and recognizing those.

다음 글의 밑줄친 부분 중, 어법상 틀린 것은?〔3점〕[10월]

People visiting England may wonder, “People of

England know that open coal fires make the

fogs worse. Then why don’t they stop ①using

them?” Or visitors may ask, “When there is a

frost, why does English plumbing fail? First the

pipes freeze, then they burst.” But the English

②are not upset by these complaints. As a

whole they have something of a distrust for

change, so they continue to use coal fires and

do ③little about their plumbing. It ④says as a

joke that English people feel that “what was

good enough for my Dad is good enough for

me.” There is at least ⑤some truth to the joke.　
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 295 타인의 시선을 의식하는 자는 자기 인생을 살 수 없다.

You have certain value as yourself. Life is too short to have room for acting in ac-
cordance with others. It’s crazy for others to determine your life. 

Even if others seem to choose your life, it’s you who chose cause it is that you chose 
to consent to it. 

You have your name. Are you who you are?

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [10월]

Eating involves all human senses the moment

you put something inside your mouth. Taste is

anatomically ①determined. Scientists categorize

people as “tasters” or “non-tasters.” Which

category you fall into ②depending on how many

taste buds you have on your tongue.

Non-tasters with ③few taste buds don’t taste

bitter foods like grapefruit and broccoli very

intensely. They can eat chili peppers and not

suffer. Tasters, on the other hand, have more

taste buds and ④are sensitive to bitter and

sweet tastes. Then there are “super-tasters,”

people whose tongues are covered with taste

buds and ⑤who are extremely sensitive.

*anatomically: 해부학적으로　
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 296 끈기는 새로운 힘을 만나는 길이다.

There are times when emptiness comes or feeling aimless. What should we do? 

There are messages telling you to purchase this or that cause you need recuperation and change. 

If you believe, do it cause sometimes it is true. But who doesn’t know that’s not fundamental? 

Find your dream that you stalled and resume it with persistence. “With persistence”

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [10월]

A social enterprise is an organization that

applies commercial strategies to maximize

improvements in human and ①environmental

well-being. Social enterprises can be ②

structured as for-profit or non-profit. Many

commercial enterprises would consider

themselves to have social objectives, but

commitment to these objectives is motivated by

the perception ③which such commitment will

ultimately make the enterprises more financially

valuable. Social enterprises differ in that

inversely, they do not aim to offer any benefit

to their investors, except where they believe that

doing so will further their capacity ④to realize

their social goals. In the U.S., the term,social

enterprise’, is generally associated with ‘doing

charity by doing trade.’ In other countries there

is a ⑤much stronger emphasis on community

organizing and democratic control of capital

rather than charity.
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 297 마음의 진실과 삶의 본질을 쫓으라.

Stop deceiving yourself right now. Repel the temptation to deceive yourself to settle for the pre-
sent or to flee from the reality of your heart. 

What’s not true will give you bigger problem in the end. Gather heart and be truthful to yourself. 

Yet, it’s not that everything is solved. There are gateways of life like paying the price, diligence, and 
knowledge. It seems life is not so easy.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [11월]

Reality TV programs are products, just like

T-shirts or coffee, and consumers can’t seem to

turn them off. But why do consumers keep ①

watching them? This is one type of question

consumer behavior researchers are interested in

answering. Researchers say ②that reality TV

programs offer several benefits to consumers,

including　satisfying their curiosity. “We all like

to watch people in situations　③which we

ourselves might be pressured. We can feel what

they are feeling but at a safe distance,” says

Professor Kip Williams of Macquaric University.

We also role-play with　ourselves in the context

of the show, ④imagining how we might react in

a similar situation. This, researchers say, can

teach us ⑤to be self-improving.
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 298 하고 싶은 일을 하라.

Do the work that you like to do, if it is something that you’ll not regret all your life. 

When it comes to the work you are doing now, whether the work is consistent with your values is important. 

You can’t avoid inner problems when they collide with each other.

What it is all about is that you actively prepare for the work you want to do before a work chooses you.

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [12월]

When you think about competitions, you

probably think of sports such as basketball and

football. Not all serious competitive events are

athletic, though. One example is the Rock

Paper Scissors World Championship, ①in which

contestants compete for large cash prizes. Rock

Paper Scissors is a simple game between two

players. Each player counts to three and then

“throws” one hand forward, ②making one of

three hand signals. A fist means “rock,” a flat

hand means “paper,” and two extended fingers

in a V shape mean “scissors.” Some people

might consider a Rock Paper Scissors contest

③strange. Around the world, though, people

compete in many events ④what others think are

crazy. In Finland, hopeful guitar heroes compete

in the Air Guitar World Championship by ⑤

playing invisible guitars in front of an audience.
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 300 실수는 줄이고 마음은 넓혀 가라.

Victory exists for its enjoyment and its oblivion. Defeat does for its reflection.

R reflect : 뜻을 아는 대로 쓰시오.

  

            1.                  2.                 3.

R 각각의 < 조동사 + have p.p >의 의미에 맞게 해석하시오.
  

   : I should have listened to my inner voice.

   

   : I could have revived my dream but I could not choose the right course.

   : The preparation cannot have finished that fast.

   : Didn’t make it? you must have squandered your time on useless things

다음 중 어법상 틀린 부분이 있는 곳은?  [3점] [3월]

There is no one right way to draw. Don’t you

believe me? Collect 100 amazing artists in a

room and have them ① draw the same chair.

What do you get? One hundred very different

chair drawings. ② Keeping this in mind, you’ll

have a lot more fun drawing the unique art that

comes from you. You’re the only artist in the

world ③which can draw the way you do.

Exploring your personal drawing styles ④is

important. Notice how you have grown or

improved as you practice. Pay attention to ⑤

what you like most about your drawings.
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